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In my middle years Fve grown rather fond of the Way,
And I came to dwell at the foot of Jade Mountain.

When the spirit moves, I wander alone
Amidst beauty that is all for me
I follow the stream back to its Source,

Then sit and watch the rising clouds—
And some day meet an old wood-cutter
And talk and laugh and never return.1

—Wang Wei, eighth-century Chinesepoet

1. Wang Wei, "My Retreatat Mount Chung-Nan," in TheJade Mountain, trans. Witter
Bynner (New York: Vintage Books, 1929), p. 195.
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Foreword

The past and the future are here today. The book you hold
before you has the potential to fill a void in your awareness,

as you gain a better understanding of the less tangible
realms around and inside you. The linear analytical world domi

nated so long by patriarchal influences does not exist alone,
although modern culture hasmanybelieving otherwise. The princi
ples of Newtonian physics rule this three-dimensional physical

plane that we knowthrough our ordinary dailyexperiences, yet the

universe defined in terms of quantum mechanics has a circular

shape and operates both in the external landscapeand in our inter

nal selves.

What you cannot see has been difficult to grasp. As we explore
traditional models of healing, we discover a very rich environment

where the relationships arestriking, dynamic, and colorful, adding a
deeper experience to our lives. Our anatomy is now multi-dimen
sional and understanding how one part interacts with others brings
wholistic medicine alive. The seasons, nature, and our organ systems

are expansive, vivid, playful, tragic, and certainly dramatic. Uniting
the tangible with the intangible aspects oflife fulfills our potential,
creating a new paradigm ofhealth and illness. Thisbook invites you
to redefineyourexperiences and expand yourborders.

Both the form and the formless are well recognized by Chinese
medicine historically. However, ever since Mao came to power
within the last sixty years bringing the communist emphasis on
dialectical materialism, the medicine in China has primarily
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focused on treating the physical body. Thus, the levels of the mind,
emotions, and spirit-which previously added richness and depth to
its medical approach-have been forsaken in what isknown today as
Traditional Chinese Medicine or TCM. What you have in front of

you isa contributiontoward restoring the greatspiritual legacy that
was prohibited during the Cultural Revolution. Dr. Dolowich's
book resurrects the heart of China's ancient system of medicine,

allowing us to share in its deep wisdom.

Though largely unknown to those exploring the cognitive and
psychological realms in the field of neuroscience, there exists a
commonfunctional unit that isthe foundation fora logically consis
tent understandingof behavior, not only in pathology but especially

in health. Caught in the constricting web of the tangible,
researchers are looking to the neuron and the brain for such a fun

damental constructand remain blind to other parts of ourselves. As
DNAisthe genetic unit that underlies our physical selves, the func
tional unit of our behavioral selves is the archetype, brilliantly
described byJungand recognized bythe Chinese for thousands of
years, especially in the modelsof the Five Elements and the Twelve

Officials. These forces tend to operate in each of us in unconscious
ways due to a lack ofawareness. As we begin to identify the powers
and dangers inherent in them we canlearn to harness their energy
in a truly transformative process. Here is an exceptional opportunity
to tap into the world beyond duality-into the spiritual, where the
pastand the future merge.

Does your Warriorstayasleepwhen the alarm rings? Does your
King or Queen abdicate power to the fates? Does your Earth lose
her ability to digest and assimilate experiences? How can we recog
nize such imbalances? What can we do about them? How can we

be more aware of our process and its effect on the environment
around us? Isour Colon functioning on the mental level to get rid
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of thoughts that no longer serve us? Is the warmth of our Fire allow

ing us to make friends with these potentials on the inside as well as

to connect with others on the outside? As we become more familiar

with these intangible images that are active within,we can exercise
greater choice in the grand opera that is so vividly dramatized in
our lives.

Our consciousness is asking for change; for that to happen we
mustbecome aware and reunitewith theseseparated parts, complet
ingour wholeness. This book explores an elusive yetvitally impor
tant aspect of our anatomy-the archetypal realm. The map for
understanding its interactions lies within these pages. The process is
like the decoding ofa treasure mapthat has been cryptically written
using symbols that always point toward internal energies. As we
appreciate the patterns that underlie our unity, consciousness
changes, allowing us to take a more active role in how our lives
unfold. We are approaching the sunrise ofgreat change, so needed
in the world today. Here isthe doorway. Please come in... .

GaryKlapman, M.D., Lic.Ac.
Santa Cruz, California

February2004





Preface

This bookhas been a natural outgrowth of my experience in
teaching the Five Element system of medicine. It is

intended both for serious acupuncture students as well as
for anyone interested in exploring an approach to health based on
the rhythms of the natural world. In addition to active involvement

in acupuncture colleges since 1983,1 have taught seminars to inter
ested patients and to the general public at community colleges.
Over these twenty-plus years, myfocus has always been on discover
ing the most effective way to communicate an awareness of ctii
(vital energy) to others. Thus, the selection ofpoetry, case histories,
quotations, music, and examples from movies and television that
are included here are the materials that have worked in the class

room to bring the models alive. The practice of medicine is to a
great extent about teaching and, in explaining the nature of treat
ments to clients, I continually gain useful insights as to how to talk
about the elements and archetypes. Rather than an academic
approach ora text based on research, this manuscript has beenborn
in relationship to others and hasmaturedover time.

I need to say up front that I am nota scholar ofChinesephilos
ophy and don't read or write the language. I am, however, deeply
connected to the wisdom traditions of ancient China, which speak

to my soul. In the interest of consistency, I have chosen to pre
sent Chinese words in the romanized form with which I first

became acquainted with them and worked with them until they
became familiar friends. This is the Wade-Giles system, found in a
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rich legacy ofspiritual classics well known in the West. The Pinyin
system, formally adopted by the government of modern China, is
generally used in most acupuncture writing today. To assist those
more familiar with this latter form, I have included an appendix of

equivalent spellings, which also contains selected English transla
tions. Although all constructs of romanization are ultimately arbi
trary and do not change the deeper meaning of the concepts, I
intend to staywith the version that, for me, links Chinese medicine

backto itsoriginal spiritual roots.
In the interestof clarity I havepresentedChinese words in ital

ics. In addition, I have elected to italicize book titles and new con

ceptsand phrases, especially the first time they are presented. Capi
talization will be used for the models that are discussed, such as the

names ofthe elements, officials, archetypes, and trigrams. Thus, the
Earth element will be distinguished by case from the planet earth
and, likewise, the Liver official will be capitalized in contrastto the
liver organ. For dates, I have chosen the connotation that does not

have religious overtones: b.c.e. (Before Common Era) and C.E.
(Common Era).

In dealing with the perennial problem of gender pronouns in
the English language, I will consistently use oneform in any given
example, but will freely interchange between masculine and femi
nine throughout the text. Often, I will try to select the gender that
stretches the predominant cultural bias—for example, using femi
nine pronouns to speak of a person accessing the strength of her
inner Warrior, or describing the need for an individual to find the

compassion of his Queen archetype with masculine words. At
times, when it seems to fit the flow of the discussion, I will include

both genders and sayheorshe.
As a Western-trained physician practicingChinese medicine, I

have always been concernedwith integrating West and East, think-
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ing and feeling, scientific biomedicine and spiritual practice. Much

in this book is my own unique synthesis of traditions, and the title,
Archetypal Acupuncture: Healing with the Five Elements, suggests
that the reader will find ancient elemental wisdom explored with

the flavor of modern Jungian archetypal psychology. The goal of

this endeavor is to contribute, in some small way, to a return to a

more simple, healthy lifestyle, so desperately needed in the world
today. In my opinion, working with the Five Element model, built
as it is on images from nature, supports an awakening of spirit and
reinforces a senseof the unity inherent in all things.
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Introduction
And thereforeas a strangergiveit welcome.

There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,

Than are dreamt of in your philosophy.1

—William Shakespeare

Myfirst exposure to the world of Chinese medicine was

prompted by a dissatisfaction with the symptomatic
approach of Western biomedicine in which I was

trained, alongwitha growing interest in Eastern philosophy. Upon
hearing of a local physician who had successfully incorporated
acupuncture into his medical practice, I followed a hunch and

spent an afternoon with Fritz Smith, M.D. What I observed effec

tively changed the direction ofmylife's work.

case history: I can still remember the middle-aged woman who came

into the office complaining of shoulder pain that had been present for

about five months. A simple problem of tendonitis, I thought, to be

treated with anti-inflammatory medication and physical therapy.

Instead, for no apparent reason, Dr.Smith inquired whether she had

suffered a loss around the time that this condition first appeared. As I

wondered what had prompted him to ask that question, I was

amazed to see tears well up in the patient's eyes as she related the

story of the recent death of her father. She expressed a sadness
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which, until this time, she had not allowed herself to feel, since it had

been her role inthe family to keep everyone happy. After this release

of stored-up emotions, acupuncture therapy was then performed,

using points on the wrist. At the conclusion of the treatment the

woman felt less pain and was moving her arm more freely. Iwas even

more impressed by the fact that she now appeared less depressed,

and Icould see that a spark had returned to her eyes. Clearly, she was

on the road back to health.

Only later was I to learn that, according to the model of Five
Element acupuncture, there were diagnostic clues in the patient's
color and voice that pointed toward the emotion of grief. Dr. Smith
had insertedneedles in specific energetic pathways that wereassoci
ated with this emotionand also ran through the region of the shoul
der. Through addressing the problemon the level of the acupunc
ture meridians, the body and mind could be treated as a unity,
something that was rarely achieved whenworking within a scientific
framework thatseparates an individual intodisparate parts and treats
her asa broken machine. From this experience I knew that thiswas
the work I wanted to be doing when I grew up! On a personal level,
I was filled with joy at the prospect ofbringing together myexplo
rations of the spiritual teachings of China, which had become a
great source of inspiration for me, with my daily practice of medi
cine. Unexpectedly, a path had emerged that allowed me to end the
split, all too common in ourmodern world, thatexisted between my
inner truth and the way in which I earned a living.

After thirty-three years of treating patients, I certainly am aware
of the areas in which the scientific method excels. These include

acute emergencies, surgical situations, technological interventions,
and diseases such as bacterial infections that can be measured in the

laboratory. In my experience, however, the majority of conditions
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faced on the frontlines ofprimary care tend to be ofa different sort:
headaches, back pain, digestive ailments, fatigue, depression—disor
ders that in some way relate tostress and lifestyle issues. All ofthese
ailments are chronic in nature, involve the mind as well as the body,
and are often labeled "functional" by Western science because no
precise etiology can be found. In treating these cases through bio-
medicine, I felt frustrated by an approach that removed the illness
from the context of a person's life and merely sought to suppress
symptoms. I knew that ifthe underlying cause was not addressed, the
problem was likely to recur. Because I simply did not have the right
tools for the diseases that were presented to me in general practice, I
traveled in 1978 to the College ofTraditional ChineseAcupuncture
in England to study withthe late Professor J. R. Worsley.

While in England, I discovered a way to treat the very condi
tions that were not responsive to conventional methods. Five Ele

ment acupuncture (one of a number of modalities found within the

time-honored system of Chinese medicine) providesa construct to

understand the patient's symptoms asan expression of the vital ener

gies. As these internal flows are brought into balance, treatmentsare
able to reach the root of the disorder. In problems involving the

mind and bodyit becomes possible to address the interplay of both
levels, for the unity of the human being is central to ancient Chi
nese thought. Andi since thisapproach to medical care arises out of
a spiritual tradition that emphasizes living in harmony with nature,
it offers a positive vision ofwellness.

I have sincemanaged to blendboth Eastern and Western medi
cine in my work. In twenty-five years of specializingin acupuncture,
I have never experienced a conflict between these two worlds;

rather, they seem to mutuallyenhance and support one another. In
fact, in describing the choice of modalities available to clients, it
seems best to avoid the term alternative medicine, which implies the
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need to selectone therapy over another,and to instead use the more
inclusive phrase complementary medicine. Where the allopathic
method of science deals with symptoms on the physical level, the

focus of traditional healing practices that originated in cultures tied
to the natural world is on the deeper energyof life. As we will see,
each viewtends to address only half of reality, and both are needed

for wholeness. Beingable to draw upon diverse models has tremen

dous potential for expanding the range of conditions we can effec
tively diagnose and treat. The integration of the twogreatsystems of
Chinese and Western medicine is, in itself, an example of the phi
losophy of yin/yang, which teaches the importance of balance
betweenanypair ofcomplements.

The vision behind Archetypal Acupuncture: Healing with the
Five Elements is to describe the Five Element tradition of ancient

China from a vantage point that includes modern biomedicine,
Jungian archetypal psychology, andspiritual teachings from around
the world. In this book we will examine the similarities that exist

between the patterns ofChinese medicine and the archetypes ofthe
unconscious, first delineated by the Swiss psychiatrist Carl Jung,
and in doing so uncover the unifying principles in Eastern and
Western philosophy. As we explore the universal symbols that are
shared by both perspectives, symbols that penetrate into the very
energies underlying the transformations of life, a new synthesis of
Eastand West can emerge, an archetypal acupuncture for the West
ern world.

Based on a timeless wisdom, the foundation of acupuncture is
cKi, the vital force. This is the life energy, flowing through meridian
pathways in the body, which animates the world of form and is at
the rootofour very existence. Since it has eluded the measurements
of science, the concept of ch7i has long remained a barrier to the
acceptance of Chinese medicine in the West. Yet, just because it
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stretchesour worldview, this understanding is the greatestgift that
the Eastcan offer our culture at thiscrucial time in history. The par
adigmoi energy medicine provides another lens from which to view

reality, one that can guide us on a "journeytoward wholeness." The
possibilities for healing, however, extend beyond the individual to

society at large. Indeed, the model of the Five Elements presents a
way to address the roots ofthe energetic imbalance that liesbeneath
the seemingly insurmountable problems ofour times. On the most
fundamental level, the pervasive dis-ease of modern lifestems from
an alienation from nature and from our own inner nature. In the

words of Joseph Campbell, the study of ancient wisdom traditions
brings

an opportunity for the West to regain contactwith a forgotten side of
life, and with the wholehistory and heritage of mankind's life in the
spirit.2

NOTES

1. Shakespeare, Hamlet, act 1,scene 5,lines 165-167.
2. Joseph Campbell, The Mythic Image, Bollingen Series (Princeton:

Princeton University Press, 1974), p. 356.





CHAPTER 1

East Meets West
The Place of Chinese Medicine

in the Western World

It's like a tearin the hands of aWestern person,

it'll tell you 'bout salt, carbon and water.

But a tear to a Chinese person,

it'll tell you 'bout sadness and sorrow—

and the love of a man and a woman.1

—Jefferson Starship, "Ride the Tiger"

Chinese medicine is said to have been practiced for almost

five thousand years; itsorigins lie in the earlieststratum of
history, shrouded in mystery. According to the tradition

handed down through the ages, acupuncture was developed by
Huang Ti, the Yellow Emperor (2600 b.c.e.), and herbs were dis
covered byShen Nung (3400 b.c.e.),mythical sages whosymbolize
a timeless wisdom. The medical system that developed in China

cannot be understood apart from the country's two indigenous reli

gions, which continue to be meaningful for people today. Taoism
offers a mystical path for living simply, free ofattachments, in har
mony with the rhythms of nature. Confucianism is more about life
in the world, emphasizing correct relationships and responsible

action. These two philosophies complement each other, reflecting
the teaching of yin and yang, and the ideal balance is to be Confu
cian in one's public life while Taoist in private. As Chinese medi-
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cine evolved over the millennia and spread throughout Asia, it has
always maintained roots inthese venerable spiritual paths.

Because it cannot be separated from the culture that gave it
birth, presenting Chinese medicine toa Western audience canbe a
formidable task. The challenge lies in finding a common language
thatcanspeak to those with a background in science and yetremain
true to the spirit of this Eastern tradition. The temptation exists to
discuss concepts acceptable to conventional thinkingand focus on
pain reduction, symptom relief, and biochemical effects. In the
past, I have given suchpresentations to physicians at the local hospi
tal and have come away with the impression that I had, in a certain
sense, done a disservice by reinforcing the notion that all of life
could be analyzed through the scientific method. Should a model
ofhealingthat hassuccessfully treated much of the world's popula
tion for thousands ofyears be judged bythe assumptions of a system
that is only a few hundred years old?The potential contribution of

Chinese medicineto health care,and to Western culture in general,
is that it opens up an entirely new way to deal with illness and to

understand life. In orderto explore the underlying truth behind this
system of medicine, we will need to stretch our boundaries and

movebeyondculturally specific ways of thinking.
The question arises as to whether the medicine of China can be

considereda true science. It can be argued that, since it is an inter
nallyconsistent, logical system that uses a clearvocabulary, Chinese

medicinedoes indeed satisfy the criterion. Drawing upon a method
ology that is basically empirical, its theory, diagnosis, and treatment

have been built through the centuries on the most careful observa
tion of patients. On the other hand, this systemof medicine is cer

tainly not founded on the rigorously designed, controlled experi
ments that are insisted upon as the condition for science in the

Western world. Since the focus is on aspects of life that often cannot
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be measured objectively, it becomes difficult for Eastern methods to

conform to these standards. Moreover, it is considered unethical in

China to perform double-blind studies that require withholding
effective treatments from patients whoare ill.

We can see how the reductionistapproach ofWesternbiomedi-

cine is itselfthe product of a scientific method that insists on isolat

ing a singlevariable. In contrast, indigenous healing traditions tend
to seekthe broadest possible understanding and will typically fail to
satisfy these rigid requirements. Perhaps our notion ofwhat isscien
tific, beingculturally defined, is far too narrow. The historian ofsci
ence, Thomas Kuhn, has compared generally accepted scientific
practice to an inflexible box, where "phenomena thatwill not fitthe
box are often not seen at all."2 Thus, it seems that the question

whether Chinese medicine can be classified as a science depends

upon our definition. In the interest of clarity, I will distinguish
between Western scientific and Eastern energetic models. To my

mind, both systems have equalvalidity.
Fundamentally, science deals with what can be measured, with

things thatcanbe known for certain. Diseases thatcanbe analyzed
in this physical way often respond quite nicely to biomedical treat
ment. Where a definite etiology exists—for example, when bacteria
thatare the cause ofpneumonia canbegrown in the laboratory and
an antibiotic can be shown to suppress that growth—the tools of
Western medicine are unsurpassed. Science also offers one perspec
tive from which to investigate Chinese medicine. In studying
ancient practices we clearly must build upon the foundation pro
vided by modernity's understanding of life. It certainlywouldbe a
tremendous loss to disregard the gifts that are the heritage of the
West in an attemptto becomeimitators ofthe East.

Indeed, there is an impressive body of literature documenting
the clinical efficacy of Chinese medicine. It has long been known
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that acupuncture can influence physiological measurements, such
as blood pressure and cardiac output. Studies with laboratory ani
mals consistently demonstrate elevation of pain thresholds with
stimulation of acupuncture points. In human subjects, electroen
cephalograph recordings show that acupuncture can alter brain
wave responses to electric shock. Through functional magnetic res
onance imagingwe know that points used to treat visual problems
actually "light up" the visual cortex ofthe brain. In November 1998,
the Journal of the American Medical Association came out with a

landmark issue devoted to alternative medicine. It reported con

trolled clinical studies that support the effectiveness of moxibustion
(burning of the herb mugwort on an acupuncture point) forcorrect
ing breech presentation in pregnancy3 and the ability of Chinese
herbalprescriptions to treatirritable bowel syndrome. Apanel at the
National Institute of Health recently concluded that acupuncture

reduces nausea due to chemotherapy and most forms ofpain. The
World Health Organization's listofconditions that are appropriate
for acupuncture therapy is far more extensive. Clearly, Western sci
ence has been successful in documenting the benefits of Chinese
medicine.

Probably the most exciting area ofresearch, in terms ofuncover
ing the mechanism through which acupuncture exerts its influence
on the body, lies in the discovery of endorphins. These naturally
occurring, morphine-like compounds within the brain are known to

provide a sense ofwell-being and area built-in mechanism for pain
control. Acupuncture has been shown to increase the level of these

chemicals, and injection of the drug naloxone, which blocks the
action of morphine and endorphins, also blocks acupuncture's
effects. From thesestudies, it seems likely that researchers have iden
tified a biochemical mediator for the changes that result from
acupuncture. The presenceof endorphins in the hypothalamusand
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mid-brain, along with imaging studies that demonstrate electrical
activity in this region following stimulation ofacupuncture points,
suggests that this is the area that is integral to the changes that result
from treatments. Sincetherearedirect connections from thispartof
the brainto the hormones (via the pituitary gland) and to the limbic
system (which is said to be "the seat of the emotions"), the role of

endorphins helps explain the wide range of functions that can
respond to acupuncture therapy.

These studies are certainly useful, and serve as a bridge for
introducing Chinese medicine into the West. The problem with the

research, however, is that it tends to force this ancient system into

the modern world's dominant paradigm, ignoring, or worse, depre
ciatingaspects that don't fit the scientific model. Most disturbing is
the insistence by some authorities that strictly conducted experi
ments are the only way to evaluate traditional methods of healing.

The editors of the Journal of the American Medical Association,

spokesmen fororthodox medicine, even gosofar asto insist that

Until solid evidence is available that demonstrates the safety, efficacy,
and effectiveness of specific alternative medicine interventions,
uncritical acceptance ofuntested and unproven alternative medicine
therapies must stop.4

This is quite a pronouncement in light ofthe fact thatover four bil
lion people around the planetcurrently rely upon herbal medicine
for someportion oftheir health care. In addition, bymostestimates,
onlyabout one-third of the advice given bycontemporary Western-
trainedphysicians can be substantiated byexperimental data.

As traditionally practiced, Chinese medicine does not separate
the patient from the disease process or the practitioner from the
treatment. Isolating single variables to prove their efficacy thus
becomes an impossible task. It is a real concern that, in order to fit
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the generally accepted criterion for science, medical therapies
based upon models ofnatural healing are increasingly beingstudied
as symptomatic, cookbook formulas. Each labeled disease then
receives the identicalprescription and the patient, rather than being
treated asa unique individual, finds himselfpigeonholed into a pre
existing category and, once again, isnot heard. Any approach that is
truly wholistic5 will ask, Who is the person who has this condition
and what does it mean in his life? Ten patients with migraine
headaches may then receive ten entirely different treatments. In an

effort to conformto conventional research designs, the real value of
ancient medical practicesmaybe lost.

What is not addressed at all in these studies is the c/z'z, the life

energy that has always been the basic tenet behind the medicine of

China throughout the ages. In a medical system built on this con
cept, diagnosis evaluates the state of this force, while treatment is

aimed at bringing it into balance. To date, however, no researcher
has ever been able to dissect a meridian pathway or measure the
flow ofvital energy. Despite the lackofconcrete evidence, we need
to stay open to this interpretation if we are to have a real apprecia
tion of how acupuncture works. Perhaps in the future we will
develop the instruments that are sensitive enough to measure it,
but, for now, c/z'z cannotbe quantified through the tools ofscience.

Rational thoughtcan excel within its appropriate arena,but rea
sonsets the boundaries far too narrowly, and a great deal oflife falls
outside of its domain. In exploring the disharmonies that lie at the
root of illness, we are quite often led to issues that elude the scien

tific method.6 Furthermore, when analyzed in a logical, cause-and-
effect way, diseases tend to be seen as either arising solely from the
physical level or, if tests are negative, labeled as psychosomatic
(implying that "it is all in yourhead"). In many chronic conditions,
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this compartmentalization may be misleading, and it is certainly
not very helpful. Once a condition is longstanding, all levels of
human experience, body, mind, and spirit, are generally involved.

The medicine handed down from traditional earth-based cul

tures, in contrastto dualistic thinking, developed out of an intimate
understanding of how things are in nature. Embracing the unity

and interconnectedness of life, these systems offera way to hold ill

ness that does not separate the mind from the body. Since this
approach seeks to grasp the energetic pattern beneath the symp
toms, it focuses on the process rather than the content and invari
ably embraces the emotional and spiritual realms. However, c/z'z,
the underlying principle behind a great many natural methods of
health care from around the world, like life itself, ultimately

remains a mystery. Totry to interpret energy medicine solely in terms
of current Westernmodels mistranslates it miserably.

The unnecessary conflict between Western and Eastern under
standings ofthe truth is notunlike thestruggle between science and
spirituality in European history. The over-emphasis on "correct"
religious belief during the Middle Ages led toan equally one-sided
belief in science with the advent of the Renaissance. Yet, some

things naturally fall within the province of science and can be
known through its tools, while other areas oflife are best explored
through poetry, spiritual practices, and by trusting one's heart. Life
is sufficiently complex and mysterious to allow for these diverse
viewpoints. As Jung points outin his essay "Yoga andtheWest,"

There are no grounds whatsoever for any conflict between these two
things. Both are necessary, for knowledge alone, like faith alone, is
always insufficient.7
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Of course, very few patients come for treatment with questions
about scientific validity. Their concern is likely to be much more
pragmatic: finding the approach that will alleviate their suffering.
The health care practitionershould also be interested in applying
the most effective therapeutic method. One is not being asked to

master these wide-ranging fields, onlyto have the open-mindedness
that allows referring elsewhere where appropriate. It is a terrible
mistake and a missed opportunity to advise anypatient that she must
"livewith the problem" until all possibilities have been exhausted.

The powerofWestern scientific medicine is certainly unparal

leled in conditions where an illness can be approached anatomi
cally. I recall treating an elderly gentleman for incapacitating sciat
ica pain due to spinalstenosis, a narrowing ofhis spinalcolumn that
was impingingon the nerve roots. When there was no improvement
aftersix acupuncture sessions, he elected to seeksurgery. The pro
cedure successfully corrected the physical level constriction and his
pain was alleviated. Here was a lesson in the limits of therapy based
on energy balancing. Indeed, whenever a disease is far advanced

with measurable pathology, biomedicine mayhavea dramaticben
efit. In manycases ofserious chronic illness, and certainly in acute
emergencies, the Western system can be truly lifesaving. Of course,
once treatmentis instituted at the appropriate level, the opportunity
always exists to find ways to support the whole person.

Then there are the many situations where Chinese medicine
offers the more helpful intervention.

case history: Itreated a middle-aged woman suffering from hiparthritis,

who had consulted a number of orthopedic doctors, onlyto find that

the medication she was given had side effects that were worse than

the condition itself. Unhappy with symptomatic treatments, she came
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to me for acupuncture. Upon meeting her itwas clearthat, in addition

to hip pain, this woman was depressed and had become withdrawn

from life. An inquiry into what was going on around the time her

problem first appeared uncovered an incident in which a co-worker

had tried to seduce her teenage daughter; leaving the woman furious.

The patient's anger at the time was certainly appropriate, only it was

now two years later and she was still consumed with it.Whereas

Western psychosomatic medicine might imply that the anger is the

cause of the hip pain, thereby splitting the mind from the body, Chi

nese medicine simply treats the imbalanceinthe energy that underlies

a constellation of symptoms being expressed on all levelsof the indi

vidual. One of the acupuncture meridians associated with anger (the

Gall Bladder pathway) travels through the hip joint, so the interrela

tionship of the physical and emotional aspects can be understood by

this model in a way that validatesthe woman's entire experience.

As it turned out, acupuncture therapy in this case was able to bring

the energy pathway into balance—and the result was a total transfor-

mation.The woman's anger abated, she began to sleep better; and she

resumed her involvement in outside activity. Essentially, she was able to

move from being stuck in an emotion that was draining her vitality

back into the fullness of life. While the pain iswhat brought her in the

door; it turned out to be only one manifestation of a disturbance that

was far more pervasive, involving her whole being. At the conclusion

of the sessions she still had some residual hip discomfort, though it

was certainly much reduced and no longer dominated her life. Yet,

despite all these wonderful changes, ifthis woman were part of a sci

entific study she mightactually be regarded as a treatment failure since

her original symptom persisted. The depth of the change that she

experienced with acupuncture might go unnoticed because it

involvedthe quality of her life, which is difficult to measure.
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In so many ways we find that Western scientific and Eastern
energetic medical models can each be effective in just the areas
where the other is lacking (which is why complementary medicine is
more accurate than the oppositional term,alternative medicine). We
can see how this maywork in chronic conditionssuch as hyperten
sion where biomedicine is able to prescribe medications to success
fully lower blood pressure, preventing serious complications.
Because the disease is referred to as idiopathic (which means the
cause is unknown), it is not surprising that the source of the prob
lem remains untreated. In this situation, herbs and acupuncture

can be effective interventions to address a deeper level—here, the
excess tension within the body—with the goal of reducing or elimi

nating the reliance on drugs. The experience in China, where prac
titioners of Western and Eastern methods work side by side, has
been quite illuminating in this respect. As an example, in the treat
ment of certain cancers chemotherapy and radiation are used to
eradicate the tumor, while acupuncture, herbs, and c/z'z kung exer
cises are prescribed to decrease side-effects of treatmentand to sup
port the immune system and the patient in general. There are spe
cific herbs, for instance, that can be used to nourish the ability of
the body to form blood, a function that is particularly hard hit by
aggressive biomedical therapy.

Another arena in which scientific and traditional methods can

be mutually supportive is in the treatment of infertility. In many
cases, state-of-the-art technology can place a fertilized egg in the
woman's uterus, yet fail to achieve the desired goal. What is typi
cally not considered is the human factor in pregnancy: receptivity,
openness, and the abilityto nurture. These qualities, critical to this
natural process, are often lost to both men and women in our fast-

paced, modern world. In fact, the sterile atmosphere and focus on
results that is a part of the Western approach creates an anxiety that
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works in just the opposite direction. Five Element acupuncture,
through drawing upon images from nature and encouraging us to
think metaphorically, offers the insight that the energy of the Earth
mustbe embodiedfornewlife to take hold. In myexperience, treat
ments that reinforce such positive images, both through visualiza
tions and acupuncture, can complement scientific techniques and
lead to a more favorable outcome. In addition, addressing the situa

tion with a more balanced, inclusive therapy may benefit a person

in ways that extend beyond the immediate concern; in this example
potential parents may, if needed, come backin touch with the abil
ityto slow down and flow with life. It isevident that the blendingof
modern biomedicine with ancient modelsholds great promise and

remains, to date, largely unexplored.
In Chinese medicine we have a prototype forwholistic healing.

Committed to uncovering the energetic pattern that underlies the
symptoms, its very framework directs us to a wider vision in our
quest for health. Therapeutic modalities also encompass a full range
ofexperience, in that they extend beyond acupuncture needles and
herbs to include nutrition, physical exercises, massage, and medita
tion. However, as we explore the positive attributes ofEastern meth
ods, it is important to note thatwholistic medicine is not the prop
erty ofone particular system. This approach is available to anyone
who takes the time to uncover the roots of illness, as an in-depth his

tory is essential to this process. Acaring, concerned Western-trained
health care provider can certainly practice in a way that treats the
whole person. Unfortunately, this is notvery likely when the average
visit under"managed care" is now seven minutes. It is also true that
Chinesemedicine is frequently applied in a symptomatic, cookbook
fashion where acupuncture points are used merely to suppress
symptoms, and no effort is made to relate the presenting complaint
to the person in whom it is occurring. The crucial factor iswhether
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the practitionerispresentfor the patient and allows sufficient time
to explore the origins of the dis-ease.

Since health is defined byWestern medicine as the absence of

pathology, those engaged in its practice can find it frustrating not to
havea model forworking on improved well-being. This is especially
evident in general physical exams where, in the case of basically

healthyclients, there isvery littleto offer aside from orderingexpen
sive tests to rule out illness. On the other hand, diagnosis in Chinese
medicine is concerned with subtle energy, addressing imbalances
before they become manifest in measurable organic conditions.
Diseases that have to do with the workings ofthe body, labeledfunc
tional by biomedicine because they have not yet progressed to the
point where they show up on x-rays or blood tests, may respond to
energy medicine. Quite often, problems that are discovered early can
be treated through lifestyle interventions. In fact, it is said that in
ancient China the practitioner was paid onlywhile the person was
well; ifthe patient became ill, the doctor hadto support the family!
One can imagine the implications for medical care that would
derive fromsuch a radically different financial incentive.

Preventive medicine is clearly the highestpriority in the Chi
nese tradition, as illustrated by this passage from The Yellow
Emperors Classic ofInternal Medicine (Nei Ching Su Wen):

The sages did not treat those who were already ill; they instructed
those who were not yet ill. ... To administer medicines to diseases
which havealready developed iscomparable to the behaviorof those
persons whobegin to diga well aftertheyhavebecome thirsty, and of
those who begin to cast weapons after they have already engaged in
battle. Would these actions not be too late?8

Compare this with the words of Moses Maimonides, the most

renowned Jewish physician of the Middle Ages: "The ability of a
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physician to prevent illness isa greater proof ofhisskill than hisabil
ity to cure someone who isalready ill."9 When such strikingly simi
lar ideasare found in different times and places, it is an indication
that we are dealing with universal themes that are fundamental to
the human condition.

One of the mostvaluable gifts that Chinese medicine offers the
Westisa positive vision ofwellness. Based upon the ancient teaching

that the highest ideal is to live in harmonywith the rhythms of the
natural world, it isa view that encourages flowing with the stream of

life, instead of swimming against the current.According to this phi
losophy, health is optimized when we follow the laws of nature,
includingour own inner nature; illness arises whenwelose our rela
tionship with the original orderofthings. These ideas areconsidered
to have been handed down from antiquity, attributed to the Yellow
Emperor. The classic text that carries hisname is a compendium of
wisdom that has served as the cornerstone of Chinese medicine

throughout the ages. In itwe find these timeless principles:

Thosewho rebel against the basic rules ofthe universe sever theirown
roots and ruin their true selves. Yin and yang, the two principles in
nature, and the four seasons are the beginning and the end of every
thing andthey are also thecause oflife anddeath. Those who disobey
the laws of the universe will give rise to calamities and visitations,
while those who follow the laws of the universe remain free from dan

gerous illness, for they are theones who have obtained Tczo, the Right
Way.10

All medical systems share a common concern for the well-being
of the patientand ask a similar quality from the practitioner, a mind
ofcaring. It hasbeen said that "the world ofmedicine may be com
pared to an orchestra, where each section serves a particular func
tion and complements the others to complete the whole."11 Only
through working together can we approach healthcarein a way that
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treats all levels, body, mind, andspirit. There is beautiful music to
be played,a creative expression that will require a full range of skills

from many traditions and can, on a larger scale, also support the

healing of this planet.
In studying Chinese medicine we find ourselves on a path that

leadsfrom the complexities of modern life back to the simplicity of
nature. The rewards extend far beyond learningnew medical tech
niquesto suppress symptoms. This isa journeythat holds the poten
tial fora more in-depth healing, aswe examine the energies of life
and cometo know our inner selves. Onlyaswebecome more whole
within arewe then in a position toassist others in theirstruggles and
to address the core issues underlying the problems of our modern
world. Indeed, the true role of Chinese medicine in the West is "to

help society, in general, rediscover its natural roots."12
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CHAPTER 2

Ch'i
The Breath ofHeaven

An eye is meant to see things.

The soul is here for its own joy.

Mysteries are not to be solved:

The eye goes blind when it only wants to see why.1

—Rumi

fo the ancient Chinese, life arises from the meeting of /gTc

heaven and earth. "The breath of heaven," known as c/z'z,

descends in order to animate the material world. Our exis

tence thus becomes much more than just a physical reality, as it is
fundamentally infused by a spiritualdimension. Life is then under

stood to be the silent flow of vital energies within a concrete and
tangible environment. This isan image ofgreatbalance in the cos
mic forces, as set forth in the classic texts:

Whenever Heaven initiates life, breath (energy) is sent to Earth.
Earth obedientlyreceives and transforms, developing unceasinglythe
forms thatcorrespond totheendless creative movement ofHeaven.2

Throughout the history of Western culture we find a parallel
understanding of breath as the way in which heaven influences life
on earth. In Genesis, for example, there is the well-known passage

that describes the creation ofhuman beings:

And God formed man, dust of the ground, and breathed the breath of
life intohiscountenance, andsomanbecame a living personality.3

&j
Ch'i

23
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The Hebrew wordruach, found in the Bibleand translated as spirit,

can also mean breath. Similarly, the ancient Greeks used the word

pneuma to refer to both wind and spirit. Italian Renaissance art

offers a beautiful image for the life breath of the Lord. The Birth of
Venus, by Boticelli, depicts Zeus blowing onto Venus as she is born
from a clam shell. And a metaphor from the German poet Rainer
Maria Rilke reminds us that

True singing isa different breath,about nothing.
Agust inside thegod. Awind.4

These similarexpressions reveal that widely different traditions rec
ognized breath asa symbol thatcan help describe whatisessentially
a mystery: the manifestation ofthe spirit in the world.

The image of"the breath ofheaven" derives naturally from liv
ing close to the elements. Tribal people around the world who are
intimately involved with nature on a daily basis invariably have a
strong sense oftheir heavenly origins. Often referred to as the Great
Spirit, they are in relationship with an archetypal image thatbrings
quality and purpose to their endeavors. Insteadof the isolation that
typically characterizes the modern individual who assumes his ego
tobe running the show, a person steeped in spiritual experience has
a connection to the Infinite. Though ultimately ineffable, the abil
ity to draw upon a transpersonal realm in one's daily life is a very
real source of richness and beauty. Most importantly, it allows a
trust in destiny and in forces beyond our control. This offers a
meaning to events, which isno small feat. Witness this expression of
faith that comes out ofthe Ojibway Native American tradition:

Sometimes I goaboutpitying myself,
and all the time

I am being carried on great winds across the sky.5
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C/z'z, the energy underlying life, is the starting point for anytrue
exploration ofChinese medicine because it is the foundation upon
which this tradition isbased. Anawareness of the presence ofa vital
force appears everywhere in this approach to healthcare. Symptoms
are seen as manifestations of a disharmony in the internal energy,
while treatment isdirected at restoring its smooth flow, bringingbal
ance and health. Addressing disturbances at this formative level,
before they manifest in organic disease, allows acupuncture to work
effectively at preventing illness. This medical system, as handed
down from antiquity, understood human existence to extend
beyond the material dimension, and it is the presence of c/z'z that
trulymakes us spiritual beings. Though we cannot observe this life
force directly, we can assess its effect through diagnostic methodol
ogy that evolved over the centuries, such as the highly refined sys
tem ofpulse diagnosis that allows the practitioner to directly palpate
twelve distinct energies along the radial artery. The ability to evalu
ate realities that cannot be physically measured isgrounded in the
teachings of the J Ching, the ancient source ofwisdom revered by
all religions ofChina:

The wind blows over the lake and stirs the surface of the water.

Thus visible effects of the invisible manifest themselves.6

We find that the models of Chinese philosophy consistently
provide images of wholeness and completion. When we speak of
the c/z'z and contrast it to the physical body, we are making a
yinlyang differentiation: the body is yin, belonging to the world of
form; the energy is yang, and is formless. Western medicine deals
with more material realities and, in this analogy, would be consid

ered yin; Eastern medicine addresses the energetic realm, and
would beyang. Since it represents the influence ofheaven on earth,
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working with c/z'z in Chinese medicine permits us to integrate the
form and the formless. The symbol traditionally used to depict this
interrelationship is the bamboo flute. The wooden shape provides
the substrate, the environment in which the sound can occur. But it

isthe breaththat brings the flute to life, fulfilling itspurpose.
To appreciate the value ofpaying attention to the energy level,

imaginea situation where youare witha friend who recentlydiscov
ered that his partner is leaving to be with another person. Tryingto
be sympathetic, you attempt to comfort him with the statement,

"That's awful, you mustbe angry." Then, in a loud, shouting voice,
he replies, "I'M NOT ANGRY!" Though the words may deny it,

obviously, your friend is furious. If you were to focus merely on the

concrete content of the response, the truth would be missed. In this

scenario, it is the sound ofthe voice (shouting) that is the keyto the
energy of the moment. Weall instinctively payattention to such dis

crepancies in signals and recognize them to be clues that provide a
more accurate insight into what is really going on. As we will see,
the sound, along with the color,odor, and emotion, are the corner
stones of Five Element diagnosis, allowing us to read the c/z'z
according to thistime-honored understanding.

This concept of a life force is universally found in systems of
medicine that incorporate a vision of treating the whole person in
body/mind/spirit. Traditional herbal remedies, such as the use of

Capsicum (cayenne) to stimulate energy in the fight against infec
tion, work in this way. Unfortunately, most herb books rarely go
beyond prescriptions to suppress symptoms. In the realm of body
work, thereis a definite needtoaddress a person's underlying energy,
and treatments that focus onlyon the physical level tend to leave the
recipient with a feeling ofbeing unfulfilled. Yet central to hands-on
approaches such as Shia Tzu, Polarity, Cranial-Sacral technique,
Trager, Breema,and Zero Balancing isthe teaching that the deepest
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stratum of the individual can be influenced through the structure.
Here it isthe c/z'z that isbeingattendedto bythe practitioner.

The Western modality that is most focused on vital energy, and
therefore closely akin to Chinese medicine, is homeopathy. Devel
oped by the German physician Hahnemann two centuries ago, this
system prescribes minute quantitiesof the very substance that would

normally produce the identical symptoms as the presenting condi
tion, if ingested in largeramounts. (The prefix "homeo" means sim
ilar.) For example, inhaling onion produces nasal discharge and
watery eyesand, in the appropriate dose, can be used to treat respi

ratory congestion. Likewise, coffee is a homeopathic remedy for
insomnia. In contrast to biomedicine (also known as allopathy),

where treatments are directed at suppressing the expressions of dis
ease (the prefix "alio" means different), homeopathy assumes there
to be wisdom behind the body's array of symptoms. It seeks to
encourage this response pattern, based on the idea that "likecures
like." This same principle isoperating, for example, when wefind
that listening to Blues music relieves sadness or having a good cry
eases depression. Although the homeopathic prescription is often so
dilute that there are scarcely any molecules left, by usinga highly
potentiated form it is the essence of the material that is actually
being administered. In this way, the therapeutic effect comes from
"thespirit hidden in matter" and is aimed at the energy imbalance
that lies beneath the symptoms. It is said that Abraham Lincoln
oncedescribed homeopathy as "trying tofertilize a field with a fart,"
a comment that indicateshe may not have had a true appreciation

ofthe theorybehind thissystem ofmedicine.
All of these wholistic approaches share the idea that an energy

body exists that governs the function and health of our physical
body. The genius of the Chinese system is that it is able to define
this vital force far more precisely than most other methods are able
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to do. What the ancient Chinese discovered in the acupuncture

model is, literally, the anatomy of the energy body. The meridians
are maps ofthepathways through which thec/z'z flows in ourbodies.
The acupuncture points themselves are places where we can con
tact and influence the energy in specific ways, depending on the
pointselected. The models oiyinlyang and the Five Elements pro
vide us with ways to describe how the c/z'z functions, and may be
thought ofas the physiology ofthe lifeenergy.

This conceptofvital energy can help us elucidate the nature of
the healingprocess. Healthmay be understood asa fullness ofc/z'z;
death, in contrast, as itsabsence. When there isa state of deficiency,

presenting with fatigue, lethargy, and depression, most people would
look to restore balance with stimulating treatments. Whereas
amphetamines, cocaine, or self-medicating with large amounts of
caffeine may indeed temporarily pick up the level of activity, in the

end they are bound to decrease the life force. On the other hand,

tonifying the person withacupuncture, herbs, c/z'z kung movements,
or aerobic exercise, though slower to take effect, can bring about a
more balanced state while enhancing the energy. Likewise, if pre
sented with an excessive condition manifesting in anxiety, hyperten
sion,and insomnia, the universal tendency isto sedate the personfor
balance. Here again, opiates, tranquilizers, and self-medicating with
alcohol will certainlyserve to tone the symptoms down but will, in
the end, deplete the life force. The useofcalming acupuncturetech
niques and herbs, meditation, self-hypnosis, or simply adequate rest,
has the potential of quieting the hyperactivity and, at the same time,
supportingthe energy. Wecan visualize thisprocess with the amount

of c/z'z on the vertical axis and the spectrum from deficient to exces
sive states on the horizontalaxis (Figure l).7
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Within the world of medicine the Westernsystem, built as it is

upon scientific knowledge, relies on measurement and addresses
the level ofthe physical body. When diseases lend themselves to this
approach, the results can be truly impressive. In chronicconditions,
however, the focus on symptoms commonly leads to the underlying
pattern being ignored, and the roots of the illness are then left
untreated. Eastern medicine, on the other hand, works with ch'i, the

movement of energy, and addresses another side of our being. The
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direction things are taking, the quality rather than the quantity, and
the dynamic functionofthe organism are all the province of this sys
tem. The emotional and spiritual life, which in conventional prac
tice is relegated to psychologists, philosophers, and religious leaders
and is essentially split off from biomedicine, can be influenced

through balancing the internal energy. Again, we find that East or

West alone onlyembraces halfofthe truth—and each is incomplete
without the other. Just as the bamboo flute needs both the material

form and the breath to produce a sound, our goal must be to inte
grate both of these reputable systems ofmedicine in a complemen
tary fashion.

It is the mystery of ch'i that presents the biggest obstacle to a
true understanding ofthe medicine ofChina bythe West. As longas
research studies on acupuncture are designed to speak in terms of
quantifiable data (the language of science), Western biomedicine
reluctantly acknowledges the validity of this ancient practice.
Despite clear evidence of its effectiveness, exactly howstimulation
ofacupuncture points produces these changes remains elusive, as
does the nature ofthe energy pathways in the body. Atleastfor the
present time, the working of c/z'z lies beyond the reach of science.
Through a cultural egocentrism thatinsists on interpreting its theo
retical foundation solely in terms of the scientific model, the real
power of Chinese medicine remains unrecognized. By refusing to
accept that the fundamental explanation for the observed effects is
the existence ofenergy, the West fails to truly grasp this traditional
method of healing and misses an opportunity to reconnect with the
nonmaterial aspects of life.

This philosophical problem goes far beyond the West's skepti
cismtoward acupuncture: weare touching upon a deep schismthat
permeates contemporary thinking, separating the human being into
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unrelated parts. This polarization has its historical roots centuries
ago, when European thought began to emancipate itselffrom the
shackles of religious tradition and the Church lost its leadership in
the arena of practical knowledge. When science carved out its
realmof influence it paid no attentionto the spiritual dimensions of
people, thereby ignoringa basic human need. This blind spot has
been carried over to the way in which we practice medicine and
howweapproach the concept ofc/z'z.

Perhaps modern physics will serve asa bridgeto help bring East
and West together. Through the discovery that matter is really com
posed of electromagnetic force, and is therefore a transient stage in

the ongoing dance ofenergy, a scientific model is now in place that
encompasses the reality of c/z'z. Einstein's famous equation,
E=MC2, gives us a mathematical description of the interrelation
ship of energy and matter. We find that the discoveries of quantum
physics, which are at the forefront ofscience, are in full accord with
the ancient Chinese view. The theory oi yinlyang, for example, is
expressed in the explanation of light as both particle and wave, in
the discovery ofanti-matter, and in the fact that, to balancethe exis
tenceofnegatively charged electrons, the existence ofpositrons was
predicted longbefore they were actually discovered. Physicists have
come to realize that particles affect each other in ways that defy
physical explanations. Concepts such as Bell's theorem postulate
that events influence each other, even at great distances, for
unknown reasons. Indeed, we live in a relational universe. Since the

observer interacts with the experimental field (even if it is atomic
particles that are beingstudied), there isno way to be certain about
our observations. If science hinges on the accuracy of measure
ments, and everything begins to change at the point of being
observed, then the nature of reality remainselusive. The conclusion
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of quantum theory that the universe is indeterminate8 is just another

way of expressing the mystic's realization that "mysteries are not to
be solved" (though theycertainly maybe explored).9

Biomedicine, as currently practiced, is based on the limited
worldview ofNewtonian physics. As scientific thinking increasingly
incorporates the expansive vision of Einstein, there is hope that we
can, in time, discard the rigid compartmentalization that nowchar
acterizes the world ofmedicine. The ability to draw upon both phys
ical and energetic models of healing—each where appropriate —
will enable ustoforge a truly integrated approach tohealthcarethat
embraces the wholeness ofthe human experience.
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Breathing:you invisible poem! Complete
interchange of our own
essence with world-space. You counterweight
in which I rhythmically happen.
Single wave-motion whose
gradual sea I am;
you, most inclusive ofall our possible seas—
space grown warm.

How many regions in space have already been
inside me. There are winds that seem like

my wandering son.
Do you recognize me, air, full of places I once absorbed?
You who were the smooth bark,

roundness, and leafof mywords.10

—Rilke

33
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CHAPTER 3

Ancient Chinese
Wisdom

Numerology, Patterns in Nature
from One to Eight

Though chaos rules on the surface,

in the depths all becomes law.1

—Psalm 92

Albert Einstein once said that the essential question, which

each of us must ultimately answer, is whether or not the

universe is friendly. This is a distinction that is indeed fun

damental, as it pervades our approach to life. Is the worldwe live in

chaotic, without plan or direction, or is there an underlying order
that brings with it meaning and purpose? The first assumption is
actually the prevailing attitude of modernity, where most people
consider themselves too sophisticated to believe in a transcendent

reality. Everything then depends on the personal ego, which must

forge some semblance of truth out of nothingness. And so we mar

vel at the inventions of science and technology, worship at the altar
of reason, and strive for some measure of security based on individ
ual achievement. Yet, there isno end to human striving and, as long

as we are unable to hold to some meaning beyond the material
plane, it seems that the whole world is not enough to bring content
ment.

35
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In contrast, wisdom traditions ranging from ancient China to
Jungian psychology tomodern physics have chosen tohold the posi
tion that, if one looks deep enough, there is an essential order to
things. To see the universe as inherently meaningful allows a person
to take comfort in the assurance that all is unfoldingaccordingto a
higher purpose. The task each ofus then faces becomes more like
recognizing the inner plan for our lives and giving it expression in
the outer world. Neitherpoint ofview can be known for certain, as
we are speaking of matters of faith that lie beyond the vistas of the
human mind.The person whoembraces a spiritual dimensionis just
asright, or justaswrong, assomeone who does not believe. However,
to live with a sense of connection to something greater than our
selves infuses life with value and direction, and opens us up to the
possibility that unimagined energies can influenceour journey.

Carl Junghad a realappreciation ofthe forces at playin the uni
verse, and he knewthat "it is importantand salutary to speakalso of
incomprehensible things."2 Exploring the depths of the psyche, he
found an abundance of images, full of numinous (spiritual) vibra
tion. Jung called them archetypes, a term that can be defined as the

universal symbols that are the primal patterns underlying life.
Archetypes are what make us truly human; we can speak of the
archetype of birth, death, or falling in love. People everywhere

would agree on the qualities that constitute the archetype of the
Warrior, for example, though the form it takes may vary widely in

different times and places.3
Throughout the ages, cultures havedeveloped rituals and told sto

ries in orderto bringthese potentials to awareness. To live in relation
ship with this inner world can, in turn, enrich our experience of the
outerworld, whilelinking us to the traditions ofour ancestors. The dis
covery that common images are found in myths, art, and dreams
across the planetled toJungs idea ofa collective unconscious shared by
all people. In place ofthe Freudian view ofthe psyche asa reservoir of
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repressed memories and sexual impulses, this is a vision that truly
unites humankind as onefamily, underourFather in Heaven andsup
ported byMother Earth. In searching for thecenter ofourbeing, Jung
uncovered the Self, the archetype ofthe Godimage. Withcharacteris
tic balance, he understood the spirit to exist asbothan inner and outer
truth. He wrote with reverence of the human soul:

I can only gaze with wonder and awe at the depths and heights of our
psychicnature.... Beside this picture I would like to place the specta
cle of the starryheavens at night, for the only equivalent of the uni
verse within is the universe without.4

Jungcoined the term synchronicity to describe the way events in
the cosmos are basically connected and to call attention to the rela
tionship that exists between internal and external realities. Rather
than seeing lifeas a series ofaccidental occurrences, synchronicity
helps usgrasp the pattern as a "meaningful coincidence." This is the
bestway to approach, for instance, astrology. It is not that the stars
determine our destiny, but that the position of the constellations at
the instant of birth reflects a pattern that is indicative of the mean
ingof the moment. It is a pattern that also corresponds to the life
story ofa personborn at that point in time.

In dealing with illness (an inevitable consequence ofliving in a
body), the challenge, especially ifthe condition is longstanding, is to
acquire some insight and use the experience for growth. The con
ceptofsynchronicity helps us find thehidden teaching while avoid
ing the implication, derived from cause-and-effect thinking, thatwe
are somehow at fault for the mishap. In mostcases, to take responsi
bilitywithout feelings of blame is actually closerto the truth of the
matter, and is bound to be more useful. To link our struggles to a
greater purpose allows usto be "responsible to the illness, not for the
illness."5 This more balanced perspective helps preventwhat is per
haps the worst fate ofall,meaningless suffering. Overthe doorway of
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Jung's house was written the Latin inscription: uVocatus adque non
vocatus, Deusaderit (called or not called, God is present)."6 In this
spirit, it can be added that "coincidence is justGod's way ofstaying
anonymous."7

In traditional cultures, where the worldview is derived from liv

ing in harmony with nature, the interplay of events in the universe
is self-evident. When it comes to understanding illness, this syn
chronisticview, epitomized by Chinese medicine, allows us to real
ize that there is an undeniable connection between inner energetic
patterns and presenting symptoms. In the previous chapter, we dis

cussed the concept of c/z'z as the foundation for a system rooted in

observations of the natural world. Sages from the distantpastsought
to uncover the laws governing the movement of this mysterious
force, and constructs basedon numerical arrangements evolved in
China that elucidate the patterns underlying the energy of life.
Now, we will explore these models sequentially, from one to eight.

The I Ching, the oldest written source ofChinesephilosophy,
will be integrated throughout this book, as it provides a guide for
choosing "one's point ofreference so that it coincides with the point
ofreference for cosmic events."8 By making choices that are in har
mony with the forces of nature, the most favorable course can then

be followed. Though usually translated as the Book ofChanges, the
basic premise of this timeless classic is that everything is indeed
changing, but doing soaccording to unchanging laws. Movement
and the principles governing it are one and, to answer Einstein's
question, we live in "a cosmos, not a chaos."9 As is true in Jungian
psychology, the I Ching recognizes these laws to be operatingboth
within and without, providing meaning to life's experiences. Here is
characteristic advice from thisancient tradition that draws upon the
wisdom of the elements in nature:

The fate of fire depends on wood; as long as there is wood below, the
fire burns above. It is the same in human life; there is in man likewise
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a fate that lends power to his life. And ifhe succeeds in assigning the
rightplace to lifeand to fate, thus bringing the two into harmony, [it
brings supreme good fortune].10

TAO: THE UNITY OF ALL THINGS

The Tao continually renews everything,
so that each day the world becomes as glorious again

as it was on the first day of creation.1]

—I Ching

The ancient Chinese had a word for synchronicity: they called it

Tao, the Way. In the Tao Teh Ching, the central textofChina's mys
tical religion ofTaoism, the author, Lao Tzu, begins with the words,
"Tczo can be talked about, but not the Eternal Tao"xlAs the Source,

the one, the unitybehind the myriad forms, the Tao connectsall of
life into a meaningful whole. It is the thought that is beyond all
thought, a mystery that can only be revered in silence.

Since the Tao Teh Ching is essentially an inquiry into the
essence of being, it is fascinating to compare it with investigations
from other traditions, notably quantum physics. Research into the
origins ofsub-atomic particles has reached theconclusion thatthere
is a basic primal simplicity underlying every atom, present at the
moment of Creation, and marked indelibly into everything. Com

pare thisviewpoint with the words ofLao Tzu, written sometwenty-
five hundred years ago:

Therewas Something undefined andyet complete in itself,
Born before Heaven-and-Earth.

Silent and boundless.

Standingalone withoutchange
Yet pervading all withoutfail,
It maybe regarded as the Motherofthe world,
I do not know its name;

I style it Tczo.13
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In both understandings, this principle ofoneness isnot seen assepa
rate from the diverse expressions—i.e., there is no Creator apart
from creation. Fromthis perspective, answers to the searchfor the
origins ofthe universe may befound within oneself, and the way to
know the spirit is to live in the world. Though there may be many
paths, when we drop deep enough we often find similar realizations.

The practice ofTaoism involves freeing oneselffrom excessive
attachments and returning to simplicity. The emphasis on living in
harmony with nature finds expression throughout Chinese medi
cine.The principal teachingofthismystical path isknown aswu wei,
usually translated asnon-doing. Though it maybe thought ofas inac
tion, this concept ismoreaccurately seen asaction in harmonywith
the situation, free ofextra layers ofego involvement. We can see this
Taoist influence in Zen Buddhism, where it is taught, "When you

sit, just sit; when you walk, just walk; above all, don't wobble." So

often, even on a spiritual quest, webecome attached to the outcome

and then our efforts only serve to separate us from the flow of the
Tao. The paradoxical truth that more is often less, and less is more, is

found throughout the Tczo Teh Ching, asin the teachingthat

Learningconsists in dailyaccumulation;
The practice ofTczo consists in daily diminishing.
Keepon diminishing and diminishing,
Until you reach the state of No-Ado.
No-Ado, andyet nothing is left undone.14

Though the Tao is invisible and unknowable through the

senses, its presence exerts a profound influence, connecting us to a

place from which everything is justas it is meant to be. This puts us
in touch with a greater plan, which can support an acceptance of
whatever life bringswithout judgment.When facing illness, loss, or
even death, it is only from this center that we can avoid labeling

events as goodorbad, and simplyallowthem to be. This then cre
ates the possibility of finding meaning and peace. Here isa teaching
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from Chinese Buddhisttradition, written a thousand years afterLao
Tzu, that clearly reflects the wisdom ofTaoism:

The Way isperfectlikevast space
where nothing islackingand nothing is in excess.
Indeed, it isdue to our choosingto accept or reject
that wedo not see the true nature of things.
Be serene in the onenessof things
and such erroneous views will disappear by themselves.15

The path to the center often involves a bringing together of

opposites through which the two becomeone. This is the symbolic
power ofmarriage, for example, where the male and female merge
and a higher union results. Jung, who was primarily interested in
the process of transformation, had his own definition of the Tao as
"the unity ofconsciousness and life." Truly, when we live our life in
a conscious way, and shine the lightofawareness on howweact in
the world, then we are in the Tao:

She who is centered in the Tao

can gowhere shewishes, without danger.
She perceives the universal harmony,
even amid great pain,
because she has found peace inher heart.16

YIN AND YANG: THE BALANCE OF
COMPLEMENTARY PAIRS

When I rise up
let me rise up joyful like a bird.
When I fall

let me fall without regret like a leaf.17

—Wendell Berry

The concept of Tao corresponds to the unity underlying all exis
tence, and it is indeed a greatsourceofstrength to cultivate a sense
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of the undivided wholeness. In order to navigate life in the world,
however, we need to make distinctions. When it comes our turn to

do the dishes, it simplydoesn't work to claim "it's all one." And so
the one is divided into the two, and yin and yang are born. We find
in the Judeo-Christian tradition the same movement from the

unknowable Source to the world ofduality, as in the opening line of
the Bible, where it reads: "In the beginning, God created the
heaven and the earth."18

According to ancient wisdom, this model based on the number

twoenablesus to makecomparisons and discern "the movements of
all creation." Everything can be said to be yin or yang, relative to its

J-j polar complement. Thus, we can contrast dark and light, night and
day, cold and hot, water andfire, rest and movement, falling and ris-

YinandYang ing> feminine and masculine—each pair representing a yinlyang
relationship. Neither isseen as more valuablethan the other and, in

fact, yin and yang are inseparable, for each mutually creates the
other. The concept ofbeauty defines the category of ugliness; the
idea ofwinning requires there to be losing.

At the extreme, yin and yang transform into
each other, just as the moon, when full, begins to
wane. This principle is depicted visually in the
ancient symbol of yinlyang. Here we see that
whenyang is at its fullest, the seed ofyin is born
(the dark dot within the white area). Likewise, in the depths of the
dark yin we find the seedofyang. Thus, the ancient Chinese, who
understood the value ofinfluencing things at theirbeginnings, point
out that noon is the birth ofthe nighttime (as this is the pointwhen
the light begins tofade), while thewinter solstice "brings thevictory
of the light."19 The laws of nature teach us that after a time of dark
ness there will be a dawn, and this simple idea can bringgreat com
fort when facing the kind ofsuffering that has been called"the dark
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night of the soul." Applying the idea of yin and yang to human
endeavors, we recognize the fluctuation of fortune inherent in the
cycles of life, which bringsa certain humility. As the ancient Taoists

were quick to point out,

Achievementis the beginningoffailure.
Fame is thebeginning ofdisgrace.20

The model of yin and yang can be thought of as a map for
understanding energy, and the system known as Traditional Chi
nese Medicine (TCM) uses yinlyang theory as a way to diagnose
and treat the ch'i. The practitioner seeks to understand the person
in terms of Eight Principles and defines her condition as deficient
or excessive, cold or hot, internal or external,yin or yang. Steps are

then taken to restore balance and harmony. An example based on
this approach is the individual who experiences hypertension, anxi
ety, insomnia, restlessness, and feelings ofheat in the body—symp
toms that can be diagnosed as an excessive yang condition. Treat
ment would include acupuncture points and herbs aimed at
quieting and sedating the hyper energy. This pattern can be con
trasted with the typical menopausal syndrome, when the ovaries
stop producing female hormones, a situation thatcanbe interpreted
to be a depletion of yin. The symptoms of hot flashes, irritability,
and insomnia are indeed reminiscent of the first case. The cause,

however, lies in the lack of hormones (fluids), and what initially

appeared tobean abundance ofyang in thebody is really only a rel
ative excess that is actually due to a deficiency ofyin.21 This distinc
tion is crucial if we are to direct treatment to the root of the prob

lem. Here, the more effective intervention would be to select the

acupuncture points and herbs that build and nourish the yin side
and, in this way, restorethe balance.
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As wehave seen, energy can be considered yang, while matter is
yin. In the Chinese classics c/z'z is actually defined as "the action of
yang at the level of the body." To take this discussion a step further,
the J Ching describes two fundamental principles: the Creativeand
the Receptive. The Creative is the formless spirit, the inspiration

that is the force forchange, and isclassified asyang. The Receptive,

in contrast, is the materialmanifestation, the form that is the expres

sion in the world, and belongs to yin. To know the Creative is to
influence the first beginning of movement, yet without the Recep
tive nothing would be brought to birth. Each complements the
other; both are needed for wholeness:

The Creative acts in the world of the invisible, withspiritand time for
its field, the Receptive acts upon matter in timeand space and brings
material thingsto completion.22

These distinctions deepen our appreciation of energetic
approaches to healing. In Jungian psychology, the archetype, the
universal image within the psyche, is clearly of the Creative princi
ple. How this potential is expressed in a person's life belongs to the
Receptive. In Chinese medicine we seek to influence the c/z'z, the

invisible movement of life energy, which belongs to the Creative.
The presence or absence of symptoms is seen as a reflection of this
deeperforce and can be considered as corresponding to the Recep
tiveprinciple.

The movement between yin and yang reveals a cardinal princi
ple of Chinese medicine—that of balance. Whenever there is a one-

sidedness, it goes against the natural order of things. Any extreme
upsets the harmonyofyin and yang, and so we find that success, as
well as failure, can lead to illness. Health is seen to derive from a flow

between rest and activity, playand work, relationship and solitude,
material concerns and spiritual awareness. A vital part of the practi-
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doner'staskisto usethismodelto counsel the client, in orderto help
him find the unique, balanced expression for his life. Ultimately,
even health and illness, as well as life and death, are unavoidable—

partofthe rhythmofnature, the danceofyin and yang.
Sagely teachingfrom around the world typically advises moder

ation in behavior; in Buddhism, for instance, this is referred to as

"following the middle way." The model of yinlyang certainly leads
to the same conclusion. Striving for some ideal of perfection ends
up pushingthe qualities wedislike further intowhatJunghas called
the shadow, and this inadvertently lends them power. Through the
psychological mechanism of projection, we then tend to see these
disavowed aspects in others. In the end, we can becomethe very evil
we are trying to eradicate, as witnessed historically in moral cru
sades and war, and in the state ofworld politics today.23 It would be
far better to navigate a middle course thatallows embracing all sides
ofhuman experience. As the thirteenth-century Sufi poet Rumi has
said, "Good and bad are mixed; if you don't have both, you don't
belong with us."24 In the words of the Taoist philosopher Chuang
Tzu,

The personwhowants to have rightwithoutwrong,
Order without disorder,

Doesnot understand the principles ofheaven and earth.
He does not know howthings hangtogether.
Can a person cling only toheaven andknow nothing ofearth?
Theyarecorrelative: to know one istoknow the other.
To refuse one is to refuse both.25

The origin ofyinlyang philosophy can be found in the I Ching.
When Buddhism spread from India to China two thousand years
ago, it blended with indigenous traditions. Merging with the
mystical, nature-based religion ofTaoism, it produced a greatflour
ishing ofculture during the T'angdynasty (618-906 C.E.). The vital
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synthesis that was created from these two great religions was later to
evolve into Zen. The Buddhist focus on meditation also brought
with it an emphasis on stillness and withdrawal from the world that
has heavily influenced Chinese spiritual practices to this day. Yet,
to uncover the original Chinese view, the I Ching, which is always
mindful ofyin and yang, remains our purest source. This excerpt
from the hexagram entitledKeeping Still, Mountain, the symbol of
inner peace, illustrates the sense ofbalance inherent in the wisdom
of ancient China:

True quiet means keepingstillwhen the time has come to keep still,
and goingforward when the time has come to go forward. In this way
rest and movement are in agreement with the demands of the time,
andthere is light in life.26

HEAVEN-EARTH-MAN:

THE ROLE OF HUMAN BEINGS

IN THE COSMIC ORDER

Life flows between Heaven and Earth.

At their junction, Man is permanently initiated by Heaven.
Incubated by Heaven, he is born by Earth."27

—Father Claude Lane

The model ofHeaven-Earth-Man28 provides a way to bringorderto
the universe basedon the number three. Handed downfrom antiq
uity, it describes the relationship of the human being to heaven
above and earth below. Since heaven is an expression of the yang
principle, whileearth relates to yin, wehave in this concept an elab
orationofyinand yang withhumans living in between.

nen (Heaven) Throughout Chinese culture there is a strong sense of the

Ti (Earth) proper relationship of these three aspects. For example, in landscape
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paintings we observe the small figures amidst the vast mountains
and sky, indicating the modesty which characterized the artist's
perspective of the human being's place in the cosmos. Chinese
poetry, as well, is rich in images that express our fundamental
connection to heaven and earth. Here is a delightful verse by the

T'ang Dynastypoet Li Po:

To wash and rinseour souls of their ageold sorrows,
Wedrained a hundred jugs ofwine.
Asplendidnight it was ...
In the clear moonlightwewere loath to go to bed,
But at last drunkenness overtook us;

And we laid ourselves down on the empty mountain,
Theearth for pillow, and the great heaven for coverlet.29

Heaven-Earth-Man contains a greatdeal of wisdom for the art
of living, an art that was consciously cultivated in ancient China.
Aware of the need to reach up to the sky for spirit, at the same time
these teachings also stress the importance of keeping one's feet
firmly planted on the ground. In this way we can maintain balance
and not toppleover. Without the heavens there isno inspiration, no
quality to life. Without the earth, nothing is brought to manifesta
tion. Unlike some religions that deny the body, in this tradition
therecan be no truespiritual expression apart from life in the world.
In Chinese medicine there arespecific acupuncture points that can
be treated to support this relationship.30 The point known as the
Heavenly Pivot (Stomach 25) allows the patient to move freely
between heaven and earth; the Heavenly Well (Three Heater 10) is
used to plant the heavenly energy deep within a person's Earth, so
that lifemaybe infused witha spiritual influence.

The model of three is basic to Chinese philosophy; whenever
we come across an arrangement based on this number, we can
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deepen our understanding bycomparing it to Heaven-Earth-Man.
For instance, we have encountered the concept of body/mind/spirit
as a way to describe the wholeness of the human experience. Here
we have a clear correspondence of the body to Earth, the spirit to
Heaven, and the mind, which is the middle level, to Man. The

ancient Chinese also refer to "the Three Treasures" in human life.

These are jing, translated as vital-essence, which is the genetic
potential received from our parents; shen, the spirit that is stored in
the Heart; and c/z'z; the energy. We can see that jing, since it is the
material substrate that determines the limits of life, corresponds to

Earth. Shen comes from Heaven and is the influence that allows us

to be born as spiritual beings. In this analogy, c/z'z, the life force
itself, belongsto the levelof Man.

Thinking in terms of triads also offers insight into the nature of
the healing process. The source of healing, which is ultimately a
mystery, belongs to the spiritual realm and represents Heaven. The

patient, in whom the changes manifest, corresponds to Earth. The
practitioner holds the role ofMan in this analogy, standing between
the poles ofHeaven and Earthand bringing them into relationship.
Through this construct we can appreciate how the health care
provider is not the origin of the healing, but rather serves as a vehi
cle or conduit that allows universal energies to influencethe person
receiving the therapy. In thisway we can avoid excessive egoattach
ment (as represented by the statement, "I am the healer") and keep

from being inflated in the treatment room.
Awareness of the laws of nature makes sense out of the cosmic

orderand gives meaning to life. Heaven-Earth-Man, a model that is
part of the foundation of ancient Chinese thinking, enables us to
understand the individual in relationshipto the universearound. By

living according to this eternal principle, a human being has the
potential to become the means by which "the will of heaven" finds

expression in the world.
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THE NUMBER FOUR:

ORGANIZING TIME AND SPACE

Man follows the ways of Earth,
The Earth follows the ways of Heaven,
Heaven follows the ways of Tao,
Tao follows its own ways.
Thus, Man is one of the great four in the Universe.31

—Lao Tzu

The number four is central to several constructs from ancient

China. The four directions oriented space according to points on

the compass and, in pursuit of spiritual adventure, pilgrimage was
made to Four HolyMountains. In the old texts there are other refer

ences to four in nature, such as Heaven, Earth, Sun, and Moon.

When the I Ching isconsulted asa guide, it istraditional to speak of
Heaven, Earth, Sage, and Oracle. And, we find that the earliest
arrangement of the elements was organized according to the num
ber four, with one season assigned to eachofthe elements.

The elemental model for understanding life stems from the
beginning ofChinese civilization. It is said to have originated with
Fu Hsi, who is considered one of the holy sages of China. Others
revered in thisway include HuangTi (TheYellow Emperor), whom
we met earlier as the originator of acupuncture, and Shen Nung,
who was the first to use herbsand agriculture. It matters little that
these three mayneverhave existed ashistorical personalities. They
symbolize the wisdom ofantiquity and provide a mythological rich
ness to Chinese philosophy. The story goes that, while sittingby the
Yellow River, Fu Hsi had a vision ofa horse rising out of the waters.
On its sidewas an arrangement of images that becameknown asthe
Yellow River Map. From that moment on, the elements of nature
have been inseparable from Chinese culture, exertinga unique and

inspirational influence throughout the ages (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The Yellow River Map

As with the models discussed previously, there exists the possi

bilityof using this map for navigating the world around us. Each of
the elements can be assigned to one of the four directions, thereby
organizingspace, withWood in the eastand Metal in the west, Fire

in the south and Water in the north.32 The Earth element assumes

the central position, upon which everything rests. In a similar fash
ion, the elements can be associated with each of the four seasons,

bringing order to time: Wood with spring and Metal with the
autumn, Fire with summer and Water with the winter. Once again
we find Earth in the place of the center, encompassing them all. In
the Chinese calendar, there is a transition time as we move between

each season, and this period is considered an expression of the
Earth element. The fundamental principle of early Chinese philos
ophy was yinlyang, and the Yellow River Map, built as it is on pairs
of opposites, is clearly consistent with this approach.

It is illuminating to draw comparisons to other modelsbasedon
the number four. Ancient traditions in the Americas also aligned the
four seasons and the four directions, and associated them with the

elements as a means of organizing both time and space. Like the
Chinese, many NativeAmericansused a map based on the natural
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world to provide insights into the human condition, as in this
description of the stages of life:

The East [symbolizes] the start of life's journey, the new day; it is the
place of beginnings, first light—and the possibility of starting again.
The South holds the warmth of summer; it is a time of learning and
growth. The West reminds us of the wisdom of maturity with the
approach of the sunset; it is the time to teach, acknowledge, and give
thanks. The North holds that hard, cleansing wisdom of the time of
winter and white hair; the elder's breath through the sacred pipe, the
grandparents who, on life's great circle, are closest to the little
children.33

The similarity betweenthispassage and the arrangements ofthe ele
ments that emerged from China isquite impressive. The likeness of
images that are expressed independently around the world is an
indication that they stem from the collective unconscious, arising
spontaneously whenever human beings dive into the depths of life
experience.

The elements Fire, Air,Water, and Earth are part of the West

ern European heritage, playing a major role in astrology,34 where
they areseen tocorrespond tofour levels ofexperience: spirit, mind,
emotions, and body, respectively. Though eachelementin the Chi
nese model is generally understood to influence all aspects of
human function, it is useful to explore their particular relationships
to these separate levels as a way to compare systems. Fire and Water
appear in both arrangements andshare similar associations with the
spirit and emotional realms. The Earth elementalso exists in both
formulations and can be considereda symbol of the physical level.
As we examine the Eastern understanding of the elements in greater

depth, we will find thatMetal has strong connections with the mind
level, and in many ways relates most closely to Air in European
astrology. Wood (the symbol for growth and all living things) is then
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the "extra" element for the Chinese, with no obvious counterpart in

the four-element model from the Western tradition.35

Carl Jung developed a system ofpersonality types that hasbeen
widely adopted as a description ofbehavioral dynamics.36 The func
tions of intuition, thinking, feeling, and sensation can also be
related to this same sequence of four elements: Fire, Metal (Air),
Water, and Earth. Understanding these modesofhuman expression
in an elemental context expands our insight into the unique ways
that an individual deals with the world.

In the Kabbalah, the system of Jewish mysticism handed down

through the ages, the number four plays a primaryrole. The Tree of

Life,an image that symbolizes the attributesof God and the destiny

of Man, is organized into Four Worlds and is linked to the four
letters ofthe sacred Name,YHVH. The highest level ofEmanation,
the unfoldingof the DivineWill, is seen as corresponding to the
Fire element; the world of Creation represents the intellect, and is
considered an aspect ofAir (or the Metal element for the Chinese);

the third level, the world of Formation, is an expression of the
emotional realm, and relates to Water; and the world of action, "the

practical implementation of all that has gone before,"37 is
connected to the Earth element. There are four expressions of
spiritual practice: mystical perception, contemplation, devotion,
and ritual, which are associated with each of the worlds. The

universality of these models, as well as the parallels between the
different traditions, speaks to the deep level of human existence
from which they emanate.

MODELS OF FIVE, SIX, AND SEVEN

How do I know about the world?

By what is within me.38

—Lao Tzu
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The limitationofan elemental mapbuilt on the number four isthat
it is too static. With the outside elements in perfect balance, and
Earth in the center around which everything else revolves, the sys
tem lacks movement. Without tension and change, it fails to express
the dynamism inherent in the process of life. A major shift in the
configuration of the elements occurred in China at the beginning
of the Chou dynasty (around 1150 b.c.e.), when the Earth element

was moved out to the periphery, between Fire and Metal. The ele

ments then assumed a circular relationship based on the number

five, which is how we apply them in Five Element acupuncture

today (Figure 3). Five is a number that is inherently connected to
movement and, since the energy of life exists in movement, this
model of the Five Elements works well to describe c/z'z. Through

this arrangement, the elements come alive and maybestbe under
stood as "the Five Phases ofChange."39 It is this model that will be
the focus ofour journey throughout thisbook.

Within Jungian psychology there are anynumber ofsystems for
organizing the archetypal energies. In chapter 9, we will explore
one possible approach that identifies five primary archetypes within
the collective unconscious: the Warrior, Lover, King, Queen, and
Sage. These images share rich associations with the Five Elements
from the Chinese model.

FIRE

WOOD / \ EARTH

WATER X^^ ^y METAL

Figure 3.The Circular Arrangement of the Elements
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Six was seen as the number of currents that are exchanged

between heaven and earth, so that the human realm was sometimes

called "the junction of the six breaths" (an image derived from the
model of Heaven-Earth-Man). Through the spiritual influence of
"the breath of heaven," the world of form becomes infused with life.

The movement of ch'i within the body is then classified according

to these breaths into Six Great Heavenly Meridians. Each of these

flows consists of twopathways, which accounts for a total of twelve
main meridians in the body. The Shang Han Lun, a text of great

importance in the evolutionof Chinese medicine, describes the six

stages of the invasion of illness from most external (yang) to most
internal (yin), and this becomes the basis of another therapeutic sys

tem forapplyingacupuncture and herbs.

In Chinese medicine, the number seven refers to the Internal

and External Causative Factors of disease, which will be described

in chapter6. Seven isalso the organizing principle behind a specific
treatment, originating from Korean acupuncture, that deals with
the situation involving possession byone ofthese aspects. In thiseso
teric approach, a singlecausative factor isseen to become demonic,
literally taking overa personso that he loses control of his own self.
Since the internal causes correspond to the emotions, these cases
include people who are possessed byanger, grief, fear, etc.Through
a combination of seven specific acupuncture points, the practi
tioner can release seven dragons to gobble up these sevenpotential
demons. In thisAsian version ofexorcism, the destructive aspect is
purged and the individual regains control of his being.

The most famous system of seven used for spiritual growth is
undoubtedly the Seven Chakras. Comingout ofIndia, this image of
an internal "lotus ladder"40 describes a progressive development
from the primordial instincts to the loftiest expressions of the

human being. The goal in yoga practice is to move the kundalini
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energy up the spine, activating ever-higher centers of energy. Sev
eraldifferent models exist for comparing the chakras to the Chinese
Five Elements.41

THE EIGHT TRIGRAMS OF THE I CHING:

THE SOUL OF CHINESE MEDICINE42

Since the laws of heaven and earth are reproduced
in the Book of Changes, man is provided with the

means of shaping his own nature, so that his
inborn potentialities for good can be completely

realized.43

—I Ching

Use ofthe I Ching extends back to the dawn ofChinese civilization
and isconsidered to have taken its presentform with King Wen, the
founder of the Chou dynasty. Predating Taoism and Confucianism
by some 600 years, both of these traditions look to the book as a
compendium of the earliest teachings of the ancestors. Over the
millennia the text continued to evolve, as layers of commentaries

wereadded, most notablybyConfucius.
China's great leaders have invariably drawn inspiration from the

J Ching, turning to it with a dual purpose. In time ofrest, it can be
read as a bookofwisdom, a rich source to expound the unchanging
laws of the universe. For example, in the hexagram Limitations we
read: "In nature there are fixed limits for summer and winter, day ^5
and night, and these limits give the year its meaning."44 But the iChing
power of this ancient classic lies in its ability to applythese princi
ples in a practical way:

In human life too the individual achieves significance through dis
crimination and the settingof limits. . . . Unlimited possibilities are
not suited to man; if they existed, his life would only dissolve in the

h
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boundless. To become strong, a man's life needs the limitations
ordained by duty and voluntarily accepted.45

Approaching the I Ching asa source ofwisdom can be an ally in the
treatment room, where readings can be shared that speak to a
client'sunique situation. Forexample, I havefound the above quote
to be particularly valuable since mymedical practice is in Califor
nia, "the land of unlimited possibilities."

The second traditional use of the J Ching is found in time of
action, when the bookisconsulted asan oracle.46 Here the passages
becomea guideto the pattern underlying anysituation, allowing us to
act in harmony with presentcircumstances. Based on the idea of syn

chronicity, the specific lines that are received reveal the meaning of
the moment, and "the first imperceptible beginning of movement,
the first traceofgood fortune (ormisfortune) that shows itself."47 This
opens the way for aligning oneselfwith the workings of fate and, by
flowing with the course ofevents, achieving the mostfavorable out
come:

To know the seeds, that is divine indeed. . . . The superior man per
ceives the seeds and immediately takes action. He doesnot waitevena
whole day.48

In the distantpast, the simplest oracle that originated in China
allowed two answers: yes or no, indicated bya yang solid line (—)
or a yin broken line (—), respectively. In order to address more
complex situations, these lines were combined into pairs, creating

22 or four possibilities: = = = ==. The addition of a third line
produced 23 or eight combinations, generatingthe trigrams, which
are the basicbuildingblocks of the J C/zzrzg.49 Their origin is gener
ally attributed to Fu Hsi, the mythical personalitywho also created
the first map of the elements. The Eight Trigrams are archetypal
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images and, like the FiveElements, can be used as a model for mak

ing senseout of the world. Built upon universal symbols that under
lie the endless manifestations of life, they hold a significance that
endures for all time.

THE EIGHTTRIGRAMS

Name Attribute Image
Family
Relationship

z^^z Ch'ien the Creative Strong Heaven Father

==
K'un the Receptive Devoted,

Yielding
Earth Mother

==
Chen the Arousing Inciting

movement

Thunder First son

== K'an the Abysmal Dangerous Water Second son

== Ken Keeping Still Resting Mountain Third son

E^ Sun the Gentle Penetrating Wind, Wood Firstdaughter

Li the Clinging Light-giving,
Clarity

Fire Second

daughter

==
Tui the Joyous Joyful Lake Third daughter

When these eightarchetypes are arranged in pairs, there are 8
x 8 combinations of six lines each, and the sixty-four hexagrams of
the I Ching come into being.50 By referring to the above chart and
deciphering the relationship between the two trigrams involved,
the meaning ofeach hexagram is revealed. It is through these sixty-
four arrangements that the ancient sages uncovered the patterns
that lie beneath all the possible situations between heaven and
earth. To see howthis works, let us look at hexagram 25, Innocence,
written II. When we considerthe qualities of the two trigrams that
compose the hexagram, Ch'ien, the Creative (heaven), above and
Chen, the Arousing (movement), below, wegain an understanding
of how the Chinese viewed "innocence" and the closely related

concept of wu wei (non-doing). The symbols of the trigrams
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penetrate into concepts that are difficult to grasp with the thinking
mind alone:

When movement follows the law of heaven, man is innocent and

without guile. His mind isnatural and true, unshadowed by reflection
or ulterior designs. Forwhatever conscious purpose is to be seen, there
the truth and innocence of nature have been lost.51

If one wishes to consultthe I Ching asan oracle, the hexagram
that is received is studied in order to uncover what can be learned

from anyparticular moment. In some instances the answer may seem
obscure, at other times the text can speak with amazing precision.
When my wife was pregnant with our second child, I threw the J
Ching and obtained hexagram 24, Turning Point, ==. Checking the
family relationships of the two trigrams on the chart, we find Chen,
the Arousing, the first son, within K!un, the Receptive, the mother
(the lower trigram is said to be within, the upperwithout). I knew we
were going to have a boy! What I didn't know at the time was how
much ofa turningpointmyson's birthwould be in our lives.

The J Ching has been called "the soul of Chinese Medicine."52
In Japanese acupuncture, it is one of the basic medical texts, and

practitioners consult it regularly to gaininsight intoa client's illness.
In a companion volume entitled The Medical I C/zzrzg,53 patterns of
disharmony and their treatments are associated with each of the

sixty-four hexagrams. In the Balancing Method of Richard Tan, a
technique of acupuncture that is currently quite popular in the
United States, and in the French system developed by Mussat, the
EightTrigrams correspond directly to meridian pathways. In much
the same way as the elements function in the Five Element model,

the trigrams provide the theoretical framework for the selection of
acupuncture points in these approaches.

Though specific traditions can be cited that relyheavily on this
book, it is in a much morefundamental way that the I Ching liesat
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the heart of the healing modalities that have evolved in the East.
The underlying premisehanded down since the time of the Yellow
Emperor, upon which the world of Asian medicine is built, is that

illness arises from violating the laws of nature. In its description of
these laws, their extension to the human condition, and the guid
ance as to how to live in harmony with them, this timeless resource

creates the foundation for whatevermethod is ultimately applied in

the treatment room.

In the I Ching we find the seminal expression of the wisdom of
ancient China, aswell asa guidefor inner development. By encour
aging us to view the symptom asa teacher, it sets a tone that hasper
meated the practice of Chinese medicine throughout the ages. In
fact, among the many formative teachings to be found within this
classic text isperhaps the earliest statement anywhere of the wholis
tic approach to health. Following is a characteristic passage that
inspires us "to make a medicine out ofthe illness":

Difficulties and obstructions throwa man back upon himself. While
the inferior man seeks to put the blame on other persons, bewailing
his fate, the superior man seeks the error within himself, and through
this introspection the external obstacle becomes for him an occasion
for inner enrichment and education.54

Indeed, in its attitude toward healingand commitmentto treat the
root of the condition, the I Ching truly becomes "the soul of Chi
nese Medicine."
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CHAPTER 4

Model of the
Five Elements

Symbols ofEnergetic Movement
and Their Associations

The sage continues the work of nature

in the human world.1

—I Ching

The model of the Five Elements is one of the unchanging
laws that brings order to the myriad manifestations of life,
discovered through observing the workings of nature. For

the ancient Chinese, the essence of the spiritual path was to live in
harmony with the rhythms ofthe natural world, and the elemental
relationships have guided that pursuit over the centuries. Applied wuHsing

# (FiveElements)

throughout Chinese culture, the elements are found in a cuisine
that balances five basic flavors, in paintings that incorporate the five
associated colors, and in a system ofmusic built on a five-note scale.
There was a time in the history of China when these ideas were
used to govern, infusing the political process with wisdom. Since
the energy within the human being is seen to follow these same
principles, an understanding of the Five Elements allows the med
ical practitioner to diagnose and treatthe c/z'z, which is the goal of
Chinese medicine.
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Figure 4. The Creativeand Control Cycles

Essentially, the Law of the FiveElements describes a fundamen

tal interrelationship ofnature's elements. The circular arrangement,
known as the sheng or creative-cycle, states simply that Wood creates
Fire, Fire creates Earth, Earth creates Metal, Metal creates Water,

and Water creates Wood (Figure 4). We can see howWoodcreates
Fire in the way a log serves as fuel for a flame; Fire, in turn, creates
Earth as the ashes fall back to the soil; Earth creates Metal in the

minerals found within the earth and in the mountains rising up
from the plains; Metal then createsWater as seen in the rivers that

run down from the mountains or in the rocks of the stream that hold

the waterin itsplace;and finally Water, the source of life that allows
the tree to grow, creates Wood. This cycle of the elements is also
referred to asthe mother-child relationship.

In addition, the Five Element system includes another arrange
ment, the ko or control-cycle, which isdepicted bythe arrows on the
inside of the diagram. This pattern describes the observation that
Wood controls Earth, Earth controls Water, Water controls Fire, Fire

controls Metal, and Metal controls Wood. Wood controls the Earth

in that trees prevent a hillside from eroding; Earth controls Water as
the banks keepa river flowing in its course; Watercontrols Fire since
it can put out a blaze; Fire controls Metal in that Fire can melt

Metal; and Metal controls Wood in the way an axe can fell a tree.
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Though some Chinese teachings refer to this elemental cycle as
destructive, it is more useful to understand the ko cycleas essential
forkeeping the balance, reflecting the principle ofyinlyang. Without
this controlling aspect, the sheng cycle would lead to an unchecked
build-up ofenergies that is likely to become excessive.

These relationships are wonderfully balanced and certainly

reflect a sense of wholeness. However, in order to use this model in

the way the ancients did to describe the movement of life's energies,

we must move beyond a concrete interpretation and think of these

images symbolically. Symbols have traditionally been utilized in all
cultures to allow people to transcend the limits of rational thought
and approach the realm of mystery. Since these laws were derived
from nature, especially from an awareness of the changes through
the year and the alternations in the plant world, the qualities of the
seasons can be used as a metaphor to uncover the true meaning of
the elements. Because these patterns are inextricable from life, they
are able to reflectthe transformations ofch'i. Through observing the
shifts in the energy through the cycle ofthe seasons, we move from
a static and finite view of the elements to a dynamic model for

grasping the infinite.
Wood symbolizes the energy ofthe springtime, a time ofbirth

and growth. There is an upward movement ofenergy in nature, and
we observe a bursting forth ofactivity, as for example in the bamboo
shoot pushing up through the soil. In The Yellow Emperors Classic
ofInternal Medicine thisseason isdescribed asthe period of"begin
ning and development oflife," as living things unfold according to
the plan inherent in theirseed. Togeta sense ofwhatthe Wood ele
ment means, we need only reflect on the vitality and creative

expression that isall aroundus in this season.
After the growth ofspring, there isa transition into the heat of

summer, into the Fire element. The rising aspect of nature's cycle
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has reached its zenith,asall things cometo fullness in the light and
warmth of the sun. Everywhere there is"luxurious growth," and the
life energy reaches maturity and finds its expression. To appreciate

Fire, we can notice, for example, how we feel on a warm summer

day at a picnic with friends. Again, it is through a personal experi

ence of these elements that we can understand the meaning they
held for the ancient Chinese.

Next, we move into the season of late summer, which accounts

for the total of five seasons in this model. The energy has again
shifted and transforms into the time of the Earth element. Here

there isa welcome decrease from the intensity of the summer heat,
asthe light energy begins to wane. Earth represents a time ofharvest
and "abundance," as witnessed in the fruits ripening on the vine.
This energy is a symbol of nourishment, sustenance, and stability.
During the late summer (sometimes referred to as Indian summer),

one mayfeel that all the seasons are present, an impression that is
consistent with the placement of Earth at the center in the Yellow

River Mapofthe elements, as discussed in the previous chapter.
Continuing our journey through the seasons, we come to

autumn, the time of the Metal element, when the diminishing of
the light energy continues. This is a time ofletting go, as seen in the
leaves falling from the trees. Walking in the woods during this sea
son provides a sense ofpeace; the active stages of the cycle are now
complete, and we can get in touch with the quality of life. The
autumn isa time ofbalance and iscalled the period of"tranquility
ofone'sconduct." In thisquiettime,whennature isturning inward,
we feel inspiration and a strength ofspirit.

Finally, with the coming ofwinter, we have the Water energy, a
time to go down into the depths and return to the source of the life
cycle. During this period of"closing and storing," the reservoirs fill
up and the energies are replenished through rest. There is a stark-
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nessaround us, an impression of"emphasis" in the natural world, as

seen in the bare branches of the trees. At this time, the life energy is

now underground; with the stillness of winter comes tremendous
potential, as the Water element contains the seed for the new birth

in the spring.

To deepen our appreciation of the movement of the energy

through the seasons, it is helpful to compare the associations of the
elements that have just been presented. The chart below summa

rizes these aspects and adds some others:

ASSOCIATIONS OFTHE FIVE ELEMENTS IN NATURE

Wood Fire Earth Metal Water

Season: Spring Summer Late

Summer

(harvest)

Fall Winter

Power: Birth &
Growth

Maturity Decrease Balance Emphasis

Period of: Beginning
& Develop
ment of

Life

Luxurious

Growth

Abundance Tranquility
of One's

Conduct

Closing&
Storing

Climate: Wind Heat Humidity Dryness Cold

Direction: East South Center West North

Planet: Jupiter Mars Saturn Venus Mercury

Animals: Fowl Sheep Ox Horse Pig
Grains: Wheat Glutinous

Millet

Millet Rice Beans

Number: 8 7 5 9 6

The Law of the Five Elements isso simple that it reminds us of
a child's game, but this simplicity is the key to its elegance and
power. The ancient Chinese lived close to the soil and had a keen

sense of life's rhythms. They uncovered the principles of Five Ele
ment energetics in the most natural way, through tending their
crops through the seasons. The old farmer knew that if he didn't
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plant the seeds in the springtime, he would have missed the
moment when the summer arrived. Without the growth of the
spring (Wood), and the full maturityof summer (Fire), there would

be no harvest (Earth). Similarly, ifthe farmer failed to pickthe crops
in the late summer and to turn the soil in the autumn, it would be

too late once the frost set in. It is the work of the Earth time that

allows for the letting go of autumn (Metal) and the rest of winter
(Water). People who live an agrarian lifestyle are in intimate rela
tionship with the seasonal energies, and they have a genuine sense
ofwhat it means to be in harmonywith them. Becausethe elements

are universal, as we study the Five Element model today we can,
like the traditional farmer, draw upon our own connection with
nature to build an awareness of the elements. This, in turn, allows

us to cultivate true wisdom within. Words can only provide a
description for energies that ultimately mustbe known through life
experience.

As we follow the progression through the seasons, we can
observe the sheng cycle operating in the way that each element cre
ates the next one in the sequence. Since "the end of everything is
joined to a newbeginning,"2 the movement iscircularand self-per
petuating, resulting in the endless transformation of life's energies.
The J Ching speaks of this rhythm in terms of "the appearance and
withdrawal ofthe vegetative life force."3 We find an expansion ofthe
lightenergy (yang) through spring and summerand a contraction of
the light (or a rising of the dark yin) through late summer and
autumn, coming to a rest in winter. If we think of these changes as a

pattern of rising and falling energy, we have a model based on the
number two, which provides an understandingin terms ofyinlyang.
If we choose to make five divisions in this alternation between light
and dark instead of two, we generate the Five Elements.4 Each of
the elements can thus be understood as stages in the flow of life
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WATER WATER

Figure 5.The Identity of the FiveElement and Yin/Yang Models

from most yin to most yang, symbols of five aspects in the endless

expansion and contraction of the energies overtime. This temporal
progression of the movementbetweenyin and yang can be pictured
as a continuous sine wave, with the elements created along the way

(Figure 5). If the transformations of yinlyang give rise to the Five

Elements, then these two models are really different ways to

describe the same natural process, based respectively on the num

bers two and five. Attheir core theyare expressing the same truth.

Since humankind is seen in traditional cultures as an extension

of nature, embodying the laws that are observed in the world
around, it was an easy step for the sages of antiquity to apply the
patterns of the elements to the human condition. Once it is under
stood that we are a microcosm reflecting the same patterns as the
larger macrocosm, each of the elements holds a meaning for our

lives. The Five Element model then became the basis for a system
of medicine. Assessing the elements in a person could be a rather

abstract, intellectual endeavor, if not for the fact that there evolved

a practical way to read these energies through the senses. Since c/z'z
cannot be perceived directly, it is through the associations for each
of the elements that we come to know the state of the energy. In
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WOOD
(Spring)

When out of balance:

Green

Shouting/Lackof shouting
Excess anger/
Lackof anger

Rancid

WATER

(Winter)
When out of balance:

Blue

Groaning
Excess fear/Lack of fear

Putrid

FIRE

(Summer)
When out of balance:

Red

Laughing
Excessjoy/Lack of joy

Scorched
EARTH

(Late Summer)
When out of balance:

Yellow

Singing
Excess sympathy/
Lackof sympathy

Fragrant

METAL

(Autumn)
When out of balance:

White

Weeping
Excess grief/Lackof grief

Rotten

Figure 6. Color, Sound, Emotion, and Odor

particular, through observing the color, sound, emotion, and odor
in a living human being, practitioners of Five Element
acupuncture can bring this ancient system alive in the present

moment. The above diagram of the elements indicates these corre
spondences (Figure 6).

Wood is the energy of the springtime, a symbol of growth and
development. To understand what the Wood element means in a
human life,we can examine a person's ability to grow. Does her life
contain new births and creativity in much the same way as this

energy exists in nature? Is there a plan, a vision of where she is
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headed? Canshemake thedecisions thatallow growth to take place?
The goal in Chinese medicine is a balance in the energies, and the
healthy expression of Wood is probably best considered to be
assertiveness, like the upward-expanding bamboo shootthat pushes
up through a crack in the pavement. When this activity goes to the
extreme, or when growth does not occur in a person's life, the ten
sion and frustration may be reflected in a shouting voice and the
emotion ofanger, expressions thatcanbe understood as diagnostic of
a Wood element out of balance. The idealof health in this system is
seen to be the ability to express a range of emotions in the course of
the day. This can be observed, forexample, in the playof children,
who are capable ofgetting fiercely angry, but then move on to other
feelings in a relatively shorttime. In working with the Five Elements,
when wefindsomeone whoisstuck in thisemotionand isstill angry
long afteran event isover, wesuspect that she mayhave difficulty in
the issues pertainingto Wood.

Conversely, an imbalance in this element may be associated

witha lack of shoutingand a lackofanger, as in the individual who
is unable to assertherself to make things happen. Someone who is

incapable of getting angry, who has her foot stepped on and says,
"Pardon me for putting myfoot under yours," could also be suffer
ing from a Wood imbalance. It is likely this same person will not
have the creative energy required to make changes in other areas of
life, and as a result will most likely not be able to manifestgrowth.
Thus, we find that each of the elements may be out of balance in

eitheran excessive or deficient way (bipolar dysfunctions that reflect
the principle ofyinand yang).

Through observing the world in the springtime, we know that
Wood isassociated withthe colorgreen. When thiselement does not
find a healthy expression in an individual, we can actually observe a

green hue on the sideofher face. The phrase in our language "green
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with envy" indicates an awareness of this phenomenon. If a person
hasan imbalance in Wood, wemayalso smella rancidodor, likethe
smellofa gym locker room or rancid oils. It is importantto under
stand theseassociations in their propercontextas natural expressions
of their respective elements. The value ofthesecorrespondences lies
in the way theyreveal the energy ofthe moment: a person maydeny
beingangry in words, but ifshe expresses herselfin a shoutingvoice,
her true feelings are unmasked.

The Fire element is the energyof the summer, and in evaluat

ing a person's Fire we want to know if there is warmth in his life;
quite literally we can ask, Does he have sunshine? The realm of

interpersonalrelationships is in manyways the provinceof Fire, and

we can see the health of this element reflected in the ability to com

municate, make connections, and develop true intimacy. On the

deepestlevel, Fire energy comes to us through love and it is here, in
God'sgreatest gift, that weexperience the spiritualpowerof this ele
ment. An imbalance may be observed in a red color, inappropriate
laughter in the voice, and excessive joy (or in a lackof these quali
ties). The odor of Fire is scorched, like the smell of a hot iron left

too long on clothes, or of a child with a high fever. These associa
tions can be derived quite easily from an awareness of our sensory
impressions on a summer's day.

We probably haveall encountered people who are deficient in
Fire, who seem cold and distant and lack the spark that is the
essence of life itself. An absence in the warmth this element pro
vides can be observed, in a very real way, through lack of laughing
in the voice, lack of joy in the emotion, and a color that can be

describedas lack of red. These people maycrave connection, only
to find that others avoid them once it becomes clear that those lack

ing in Fire are only interested in taking that element and are inca
pable of giving it back, in turn. Then there are those who are always
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laughing and socializing, who never seem happy unless they are
partying. Might the compulsion to constantly seek joy on the out
side be an indication that these people lack a genuinely sustained
Fire on the inside? As we look beneath the surface we may indeed
find that the seemingly excessive joy ofthe person addicted to par
ties isactuallycompensating fora deficiency within.

The ancient Chinese understanding is that any extreme in the
associations is an expression of an elemental disharmony, and often

there may be a mixture of excessive and deficient expressions.
When the Fire element is out of balance it is actually quite com
mon to observe an individual move suddenly from excess joy to a

total lack of joy(say, for example, when he experiences rejection in

a relationship). According to the principle that yin and yang mutu

ally create each other, extremes turn into their opposite, as they

proveto be "twosidesof the same coin."

The Earth energybrings stability and a sense of groundedness
to the human condition. If a person is struggling in this element,
she can experience tremendous insecurity. It isas if she literally has
no connection to the earth. Since the late summer is the time of

harvest, we can ask, in assessing an individual's Earth, whether she
feels nurtured, can nurture others, and iscapable ofbringingforth a
harvest in her life. Ayellow color (like hayready for the reaper) may
be observed along the side of the face when there is an imbalance
here. The sound ofsinging and the emotion ofsympathy remind us
ofa mother caringforher child (Earth is indeed the greatMother).
Again, an excess in these signs may reflect a disharmony—for exam
ple, a person who is inclined to mother everyone. Someone who is
always feeling sorry for herself, who isconstantly seeking sympathy,
may also be expressing this same pattern; and, of course, a lack of
sympathy may be observed in someone who isout of touch with this

element. The odor is fragrant, like the earth in late summer, and it
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isan interesting correlation that people with uncontrolled diabetes
(a disease of the pancreas, which is an organ associated with the
Earth element) have a fruity smell of ketones on the breath that is

indeed fragrant.

case history: I once treated an older woman who lived in a mobile

home park.Having a longhistoryof takingcare of others, and happen

ingto own a car; she took on the task of runningerrands for other res

idents who lacked transportation. She found herself unable to set lim

its and would ignore her own needs in order to try to please

everyone else. In time, she developed gastritis and was put on the

medicine Prilosecto reduce stomach acid. Sincethe stomach organ is

involved with bringing in food, problems here may be a manifestation

of an imbalance in the Earth element From a Five Element perspec

tive, her over involvement in which she attempted to fix every situa

tion (based on excess sympathy) was at the root of her dis-ease.The

goal of treatment, through both counseling and acupuncture, was to

restore a healthier balance to this emotion. A wholistic approach, in

this case, allowed a deeper level to be addressed and provided far

more lasting results than did symptomatic treatment Eventually, she

was able to discontinue the medication.

The Metal energy ofautumn represents a time to find meaning
and spirit. For humans, this element connects us to a greaterpur
pose, imbuing life with a sense of quality, rather than quantity.
Metal is required for self-esteem and, in extreme cases, if a person is

cut offfrom this element, there can be the most profound depres
sion and despair. When out of balance, we can observe the white

color (like a metallic sheen), a weeping voice, the emotion of grief,
and a rotten odor (which reminds us of the smell of a decaying
pumpkin in the autumn). These were the diagnostic clues in the
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first FiveElement patient I everobserved, asdescribed in the "Intro
duction."

It is not surprising that our modern world, having lost contact
with traditions and meaningful rituals, suffers from a lack of spirit.
Though the essence of Metal has little to do with material posses

sions, people typically attempt to compensate for a deficiency

through acquiring money and jewels (physical manifestations of
this element). Those who endlessly search for spiritual truths, who

repeatedly travel across the globe to be with a guru, maybe seeking
on the outsidewhat they are missing (and can in the end only find)
on the inside. One of the healthiest expressions of the Metal ele
ment I've come across was the statement by an impoverished but
very spiritual Hispanic woman who, when asked whether her life
had meaning, replied simply, "Goddoes not make junk."

Water, the energy of winter, symbolizes a time of stillness and
rest that allows for the building up of reserves. When the reservoirs
are dry there can be no potential for coming forth into life, and
those with a deficiency in this element may experience a severe

depletion ofenergy. Since the winter rains bring fluidity and fresh
ness, Water brings the ability to flow; when there is a lack of this
energy, a person may become rigid. An imbalance in this element
may be reflected in a blue color, which can appear under the eyes
or as a darkening on the side ofthe face thatmakes it seem that the
person needs a shave. Agroaning sound in the voice and the emo
tion of fear are also associated with the Water element, which is

understandable whenone considers the fear ofdrowning or the feel
ingthat would be engendered bya scarcity in the storehouse during
the wintertime. Once again, the ideal is to achieve balance, and we
need to realize there isappropriate fear that prevents a personfrom
being unduly reckless. Thus, the daredevil who isconstantly risking
his life mayalso be expressing an imbalance in Water. The odor for
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this element is putrid, the smell of stagnant water or of urinals. I
have found the best place to experience this smell to be hospital
wards, where the overwhelming putrid odor stemsfrom the combi
nation ofbed pans plus the devastating fear that is typically present.

case history: I recall the case of a carpenter who, despite extensive

bodywork therapy, suffered from chronic back pain.Of interest was

the fact that his symptoms were especially severe in the winter

months. His fear at not beingable to earn a living was quite apparent

and, since the meridians of the Water element run through the back,

the pattern underlying his situation could be readily understood

through the Five Elementmodel. He failed to respond to treatments

on the physical level essentially because the problem did not have a

structural cause. Rather, it was an energetic disturbance of depleted

reserves and held the underlying message that he needed to rest

during the wintertime. Like so many in the modern world,he ignored

the signals from his body as he was swept into a frenzy of activity

duringthe Christmas season—behavior that was clearly not in har

mony with nature.The advice found in the Yellow Emperor's Classic

of Internal Medicine for staying healthy in the winter would apply

here: go to bed early and rise late, afterthe sun is well up in the sky.

Once he integrated this counsel into his life, the back pain began to

subside.

Though there are a greatmany expressions in human life, it is
the color, sound,emotion, and odor, along with the twelve pulses,
that are primarily used to assess the state of the elements in Five

Element acupuncture. As theycome closest to reflecting the true
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energy of the individual, these associations form the foundation for

diagnosis in a system of medicine concerned with addressing the
c/z'z. Each of us needs to express all of the elements in our lives and,
in a similar way, we tend to manifest a spectrum of colors, sounds,
emotions, and odors in the course of a day. In order to discover the

element that is mostout of balance, the key is to recognize the cor
respondences that stand out as being inappropriate, whether exces
sive or strikingly absent. If a person fails to show any sorrow one

weekafter the death of a parent, wewouldcall that an inappropriate

lack of grief. On the other hand, if years later the individual is still
immobilized bythe loss, that mayrepresent an excess grief. Bothsit
uationspoint to an imbalance in the Metal element.

On the following page is an extended list of the Five Element
associations. It is traditional for students of this system to inquire

into a range of manifestations as a way to evaluate the state of the
c/z'z. As we continue our exploration of the elements, we will have
the opportunity to examine these relationships in greater depth.

The universal applicability of the Five Element model can be
appreciated in the way it canbe applied toanatomy and physiology,
as understood bymodern biology. The vital organs fall nicely into a
Five Elementpattern, indicative ofa planfor the organization ofthe
body that is entirely consistent with traditional wisdom (Figure 7).5
On the level ofcellular physiology, metabolism can be categorized
according to the Five Elements, as the basic food groups and life-
sustaining molecules also follow this framework.6 Fats canbe associ
ated with Wood, since they aredigested with the aidofthe gall blad
der and are processed bythe liver. Proteins, the spark of life, maybe
related to the Fire element. Carbohydrates are considered to be an

expression of Earth, as theyprovide the sweet taste, while the pan
creas produces the insulinneeded for sugar to enter the cells. Both
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ASSOCIATIONS OFTHE FIVE ELEMENTS IN PEOPLE

Wood Fine Earth Metal Water

Color: Green Red Yellow White Blue

Sound: Shouting Laughing Singing Weeping Groaning

Emotion: Anger Joy/Lack
ofJoy

Sympathy,
Worry

Grief Fear

Odor: Rancid Scorched Fragrant Rotten Putrid

Organs/Officials:

Yang Gall

Bladder

Three
Heater,
Sm. Intestine

Stomach Colon Bladder

Tin Liver Heart

Protector,
Heart

Spleen &
Pancreas

Lungs Kidneys

Metabolites:: Fats Proteins Carbohy
drates

Minerals,
Oxygen

Water

Sense Eyes Tongue Mouth Nose Ears
Organ:

Orifice: Eyes Ears Mouth Nose Lower

Orifices

Fortifies: Ligaments Pulse Flesh

(muscles)
Skin Bones

(joints)

External Nails Complexion Lips Bodyhair Head hair
Manifesta

tion:

Flavor: Sour Bitter Sweet Pungent Salty

Fluid Tears Perspiration Saliva Mucous Urine
Secretions:

Spiritual Spiritual Heavenly Thought Animal Will
Resource: Soul Spirit (Yi) Spirit {Chih)

{Hun) {Shen) (Po)

Positive Bursting Love Thought- Spirituality Courage
Aspect: forth fulness

Task: Creativity Compassion Caring Meaning &
inspiration

Inner

strength
Resolution Forgiveness, Stillness, Boundaries, Relationship, Contain
For Letting go Surrender Service Connection ment,
Emotional Faith
Imbalance:
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the minerals needed for healthy function, as well as the oxygen
required for respiration, correspond to Metal. Lastly, water, which
comprises two-thirds ofour bodies, belongs with the Waterelement.

Historically rooted in ancient China, the practical use of the

Law of the Five Elements based on observable associations is, to a

great extent, the work of Professor J. R. Worsley, with whom I had

the good fortune tostudy in England. Drawing upon diverse healing
methods,aswellashis ownexperience in Asia, he revitalized classi
cal practices, placinga strong emphasis on sensory perception.The
genius of this approach is that it is able to cut through words and
symptoms in orderto readthe energy ofthe moment.As a system of
medicine, it is transmitted largely through oral teachingand, when
asked fora textbook, Dr.Worsley never failed to remind his students
that nature is the real teacher of the elements. Practitioners are

encouraged to develop themselves as instruments in order to effec

tively apply these principles in the treatment room, and non-
acupuncturists can certainly use these same tools to assess energy
and act in harmonywiththe demandsof the time.

It is said that "the map is not the territory," and it is indeed
important to not become so focused on the methodology that we
forget the real person who is the reason for the inquiry. Yet, to
address thefull range oflife's expressions, we need a vehicle capable
ofexpressing a deep level ofexperience. Based on enduring patterns
of nature, the Five Element model is a form that encapsulates a
greater wisdom. Since it is built on images that are inherently part
of the human condition, it has survived the test of time and remains

as applicable today as itwas in China, thousands ofyears ago.

NOTES

1. I Ching, BollingenSeries, trans. RichardWilhelm (Princeton: Prince
ton University Press, 1950), Hexagram 30,The Clinging, p. 119.
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2. J Ching, "Discussion of the Trigrams," p. 271.
3. I Ching, "The GreatTreatise," p. 294.
4. For those who prefer fewer categories, the "lumpers" among us, the

yinlyang model offers a way to describe the movement of life energy
with justtwo distinctions. The "splitters," who enjoy breaking things
down further, would naturally gravitate to a system based on five (or
more) possibilities.

5. Susan Mankowski first brought this East-West connection to my
awareness, during conversations we had while working together at
Jade Mountain Health Centre.

6. I am indebted to Darlena LOrange, fellow Taoist and co-author, for
pointing out this relationship to me. Fora more in-depth exploration
of metabolism and nutrition in a format consistent with Five Element

theory, please see the book we have written together: Ancient Roots,
Many Branches: Energetics of Healing across Cultures and through
Time(Twin Lakes, Wise: Lotus Press, 2002).





CHAPTER 5

The Circle of Energies
Life's Fundamental Patterns

What pattern connects the crab to the lobster

and the orchid to the primrose

and all four of them to me?

And me to you?1

—Gregory Bateson

The gift of Chinese medicine lies in the way in which it
allows us to penetrate behind the veil of presenting symp

toms and uncover a deeper understanding of the human
condition. Though we will, in this chapter, discuss the typical dis
eases that arise when each of the elements is out of balance, it is

important to consider these manifestations in the context of the
whole person. The Five Elementmethod can be thoughtofasa sys
tem ofenergy medicine, and treatment isdirected to the underlying
energetic pattern as read through the color, sound, emotion, and
odor. This wholistic approach to healing is in contradistinction to
"cookbook acupuncture," in which any particular illness would
automatically be assigned the same selection of points, without
regard to the uniqueness of the individual involved. In my opinion,
this symptomatic style has little to offer Western culture, where an

elaborate medical structure for pigeonholing complaints is already
in place. The powerof the Five Elements, specifically, stems from
its reliance on images from nature that transcend cultural bound
aries, bringing us to an archetypal level of experience. Throughout
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Figure 8. The ElementsDepicted in Chinese Characters

our explorationof this model, the fundamental tool remains the use

of symbols (Figure 8).

WOOD: THE EXPANSION

OF SPRINGTIME

He not busy being born, is a busy dying.2

—Bob Dylan

The Wood elementis symbolized bythe tree, rooted in the ground
and reachingup toward the sky. As the tree standstall between these
two poles, we recognize an organization based on the number three
and are reminded of the model of Heaven-Earth-Man. Wood is an

image of birth, growth, and unfolding according to the plan con
tained in the seed. It stands for all plants and animals that grow and
bring forth life. As Jung says in his "Seven Sermons to the Dead,"

"The growing one is the Tree of Life; it is three, for it filleth space
with bodilyforms."3

In examiningthe meaningWood energyholds, it is evident that
every tree is unique and follows its own destiny. The oak tree, for
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example, is the manifestation of the possibility prefigured in the
acorn. There isa valuable lesson forhealth care practitioners in this
image, as we are reminded that "You can't make a pine tree into an

oak tree."4 Thus, ifa tree isleaning, we may need to accept that it is
ordained to be this way. In working with clients, we must also
respect their individuality, encouraging them to unfoldaccording to
their own inner law. Ever mindful not to imposeour own values, the

goal is to help everyone becomethe besttree that they can be.
In observing nature,wecan appreciate that a tree needsto main

tain flexibility and be able to yield in the wind. The tree that
becomes rigid and hollow, unable to bend, isthe one that gets blown
over in the storm. Especially true when young, even in the case of
the mature tree, the branches need to retain this characteristic. This,

then, provides insight intothe process ofgrowth, showing us that all
living things need to be adaptable and change with the times. And
yet, throughout its life, the tree stays true to its inherentpotential,
thereby striking a balance between an innerdirective andouterenvi
ronmental forces as it struggles tocarve outa place in the world.

Another aspect ofbalance reflected in this image is the fact that
thetree cannot only grow toward thelight but, tobestrong, must also
sink its roots deep intothe dark earth. Atree thatonly reaches heav
enward will not survive the windstorm. When weapply this teaching
to the human experience, we realize thatwe must also be willing to
enter intothe shadow side andaccept life's difficulties to be resilient.
As the playwright Thornton Wilder has asked, "Without your
wounds, where would your power be?" Kahlil Gibran, in his noted
work The Prophet, invokes this same theme when he reminds us,
"The deeperthat sorrow carves intoyourbeing, the more joy youcan
contain."5 The symbol of the tree isa call to wholeness, encouraging
us to embrace the darkness aswell as the light.
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The J Ching, as we have seen, provides some illuminating
words of wisdom based on the processes of nature. The hexagram
for Development (Gradual Progress), ||i, has particular relevance
here. It is composed of the trigrams Sun, the Gentle (wind and
wood), above, and Ken, Keeping Still (mountain), below. (Please
refer to the chart on page 57.) This image juxtaposes the tree, con
tinuallystriving upward, with the eternal mountain, the picture of
stillness. Fromthe vantage pointofthe Five Element model, the tri
grams reflectthe Wood element supported byWater. The universal
archetype of the hexagram reveals the underlying pattern:

Atree on a mountain develops slowly, according to the lawof itsbeing
and consequently stands firmly rooted. . . . The tree is visible from
afar, and its development influences the landscape of the entire
region. It does not shoot up like a swamp plant; its growth proceeds
gradually. Thus also the work of influencing peoplecan be onlygrad
ual. Nosudden influence orawakening is oflasting effect.6

The hexagram emphasizes an idea, fundamental to Wood energy,
that development mustbe based on an inner plan. The attributes of
the trigrams teach us the qualities necessary for "gradual progress":
"Within is tranquility, which guards against precipitate actions, and
without is penetration, which makes development and progress
possible."7

Observation of the seasons enhances our understandingof the
stages in the cycle of ch'i. Wood, the energy of the springtime,
stands for new beginnings and growth. This is a rising, expansive
movement that holds a sense of fervor; nature is literally teeming
with activity. Again, it is our own impressions of the natural world

that help us grasp the meaningofthe elements:

Loveliest of trees, the cherry now
Is hung with bloom along the bough,
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And stands about the woodland ride

Wearingwhite for Eastertide.

Now, of my threescoreyears and ten,
Twenty will not come again,
And take from seventy springs a score,
It only leavesme fifty more.

And since to lookat things in bloom
Fiftysprings are little room,
Aboutthe woodlands I will go
To see thecherry hung with snow.8

What does all this mean in the human realm? The essential

issue, symbolized by the Wood element, is, of course, growth. In
assessing a person, we want to examine whether, like the tree, his
growth reflects an inner truth, has the power to assert itself, is in
tune with the ever-changing demands ofthe time,and iswell rooted
and stable. Other positive qualities attributed to Wood include
birth, creativity, vision, and defense of one's boundaries. The sea
sonal rhythm provides a metaphor for how the sheng cycle (the
mother-child relationship of the elements) unfolds in life. For an
individual to experience the maturation ofsummer (Fire) that leads
to a harvest in the late summer (Earth), the seeds need to be planted
in the springtime. The creative act that initiates this process isgov
erned by Wood. Likewise, to have the possibility for satisfying rela
tionships (an expression ofFire), the assertiveness and limitsetting
ofWood is needed. It is common to see relationships fail when this
element isout ofbalance, asfor example whenone partner iseither
stuck in anger or unable to express this emotion when it is called
for.

Similarly, it is nature that teaches us of the ko cycle interac
tions. Just as trees prevent the hillside from eroding, Wood isable to
control the Earth element. The power of the Five Elements as a
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guide for staying healthy, however, lies in the way insights from the
natural world can be extrapolated to the human situation. Remem
ber the older woman, described in the previous chapter, whose

excessive sympathy led her to care foreveryone in the mobile home
park at her own expense? It was only when she got in touch with
some appropriate anger, as reflected in the phrase, "I have a life
too!", that she was able to set reasonable boundaries and find a way

to say, "No." It was the Wood element that allowed healing to take
place byrestoring balanceto her overly-involved Earth.

As we look further down the Associations chart (found on page
80), we find that there are two organs or officials in each of the ele

ments, exceptfor the Fire element, which has four. This correspon

dence allows us to relate the vital organs in health and disease, as
well as specific functions, to each element. It also permits us to per
form acupuncture treatments on the meridians that are included in

this energy. The term official is derived from a Confucian model
that compares the workings of the organism to the ministers of the
empire. In chapter 8, we will examine these relationships in greater
depth. Our goal throughout is to recognize why these entities
belong in their respective elements. For instance, residing within
the Wood element are the Liver and Gall Bladder officials. In Chi

nese medicine, the Liver is the planner, holding a vision for how
any process can unfold. The Gall Bladder is considered to be the

decision-maker that initiates action. It is apparent that both of these
functions are necessary to make growth possible—logical reflections
of the energy in which they are found.

Imbalances in the elementsmay manifest on all three levels of
experience,bodyImindlspirit. As might be surmisedfrom appreciat
ing the strengthof a tree, the body's structure isgoverned to a great
degree by the Wood element, which fortifies the ligaments and ten
dons. Since the Gall Bladder meridian traverses the length of the
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body, headaches, symptoms along the side ofthe leg (sciatica), and
arthritis in the shoulder, hip, or ankle, all may be physical expres
sions of a disturbance in this energy. The Liver official, associated
with the function of planning, is related in the Five Element model
to the immune system, our internal plan for defending the body from
foreign invaders. An immune deficiency, in which a person has
extreme susceptibility to infection, may reflect a lack ofenergy here,
whileallergies and autoimmune disorders maybe the resultof over
activity.

On the mental level, the Gall Bladder is involved with decisions

and judgments. Someone who is unable to make a decision, as
reflected in the comment, "I used to be indecisive, now I'm not

sure," maybe manifesting a problem in this official, as is the person
who isconstantly making decisions for everyone. ALiver imbalance
may result in a lack of focus or direction or, conversely, in being
overly planned and structured. On the spirit level, the Wood ele
ment provides vision and hope for the future, always holding the
possibility for new beginnings. It is understandable why these
meridians are often treated for depression, and it is no accident that
the lastpoint on the Liver pathway (Liver 14) is called the Gate of
Hope. Chinese medical theory describes different aspects of the
human soul. The hun, translated as the spiritual-soul, is involved
with the upward movement toward heaven and is the spiritual
resource that corresponds to the Wood element.

case history: As these examples illustrate, we find that, true to yin and

yang, the Wood element can be out of balance in either an excessive

or deficient way. For instance, I treated a businesswoman in my

practice who came in for migraine headaches. In conversing with her,

it quickly became apparent that she was a perfectionist, full of

judgments toward herself and others. She reported that it was
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typical for her to be up in the middle of the night, consumed with

plans and decisions, her mind working constantly. Her condition

could be diagnosed as excessive Wood energy.The headache, as is

characteristic of migraines, was found along the Gall Bladder

meridian,whose function happens to involve decision-making. Once

again we can see how the Five Element system is able to explain a

wide range of symptomatology as an expression of an energetic

imbalance.To restore harmony, the goal of acupuncture treatment

was to quiet and sedate her Wood energy.

In contrast, an indecisive, unassertive woman who spoke in a sub

dued voice (lackof shout) and tried to accommodate everyone also

presented with migraine headaches.Though she seemed perpetually

cheerful on the outside, her inability to express her true feelings left

her angry and resentful on the inside.This pattern reflected a defi

ciency inWood, and treatment was directed at building and tonifying

this energy.

Chinese medicine offers a unified way to address the presenting
disharmony thatis inevitably expressed throughout thehumanbeing,
without the separation inherent in Western thinking. In fact, the lan
guageitselfisall inclusive, and the characterforthe Liver official con

veys the notion ofa function thatisoperating on every level. The fact
that the Liver is related to the sense organ ofthe eyes in the physical
body, aswell as the ability to seewhatneedsto be done with the mind

and the capacity for vision on the spirit level, derives from its roleas
the official ofplanning. Fromobserving the tree in nature,welearnof
the role of the Wood element in human life—in essence, to allow the

"inner law ofour being" to grow in the world:

Be likea tree in pursuit ofyour cause.
Stand firm,grip hard, thrust upward,
bend to the winds of heaven,

—and learn tranquility.9
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FIRE: "YOU HAVE THE ENERGY
OF THE SUN IN YOU"10

A hand moves,

and the fire's whirling takes different shapes:
All thingschangewhen wedo.
The first word, "Ah,"

blossoms into all others. Each of them is true.11

—Kukai, 9th centuryZen Monk

Fire iswarmth and light and movement. It is the brilliance of a rag

ing flame risingto the heavens and the softglow of a summer sun
set. This element conveys the joy of being alive, the excitement of
participating in the splendor of the world. Fire is connection to

another human being, a symbol of the love that, once kindled
within, can burn brightly and radiate out to others. The poet Rumi

invites us to enter fully into the dance of life, and burn it all up:

Come to the orchard in Spring.
There islightand wine,and sweethearts in the pomegranate flowers.
Ifyou do not come, these do not matter.
Ifyou docome, these donotmatter.12

In the warmth ofa summer day, when the sun is high overhead
providing heatand light, we experience the Fire element. The energy
is expansive and everything is seen with great clarity. In the life ofthe
plantthis isthe timeofmaturity, asallofthe previously hiddenpoten
tial manifests in the world. Fire kindles an enthusiasm for life that is

trulycontagious. The challenge isto open up to this joy:

Thus foryears that you no longer counted, holy, you played
with infinite joy, as though it were not inside you,
but lay, belongingto no one, all around
on the gentle lawns of the earth, where the godlike children

had left it.13

"X
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Fire is a life principle. Whether we consider the cellular level,

where metabolism is essentially a slow burning biochemical fire, or
the level of the organism, this element represents the essence of
what it means to be alive. Our language captures the meaning this
energy holds in phrases such as: "I'm all fired up," "the spark of
life," "the fire is going out," "she erupted like a volcano," or "he's
burnt out." In mythology, the ability to create fire isa central theme
in the emergence of culture; the story of Prometheusstealingthe
secretof fire from the gods conveys this message. Atthe time of the
winter solstice, when the sun is farthest away and the day the
shortest, people around the world perform rituals to bring in the
Fire element. Lighting the candles for Chanukah, enjoying
Christmas lights, drinking warming beverages (including the "fire
water," alcohol), or gatheringaround the hearth with friends—all
are expressions of this universal need for warmth and light.
Throughout the history of humankind, the symbol of Fire has
always been synonymous with life.

Applied to the human condition, Fire represents joy, love, con
nection, relationships, and the full expression ofall that iswithin. It
canbe said that the wealth ofa person is measured not so much by
material possessions as by the amount of love that surrounds her.
From the observation of patients, however, it seemsthat "With the
fast pace and complexities of our modern technological world,
sadly, Fire seems to be going out in the world today."14 The isola
tion, loss ofcommunity, and lack oftime for simple pleasures that
many of us feel are all symptoms of this cultural elemental imbal

ance. Surfing the Internet is just no substitute for a genuineconnec
tion with a real human being. The urgency with which people seek
intimate relationship speaks to the desperation for Fire that is so
rampant around us. Despite endless media entertainment, when a

person is cut offfrom this element, life hardlyseemsworth living.
Indeed, without the sun there would be no life at all.
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It is in the expression of love that most people come to know
Fire. In Chinese medicine, communication and speech are gov
erned by this element (the tongue is the associated sense organ),
and sexuality, where the two become one, is the ultimate culmina

tion of this energy. The basic message of the Beatles' song, AllYou
Need isLove, touches a deep longing. In general, our music isfilled
with a yearningfor true intimacy. From the Platter's Smoke Gets in
Your Eyes, to the Doors'Light My Fire, to Bruce Springsteen's Tm
onFire, our songs relyheavily on fire imagery and are drivenby this
preoccupation in our culture. The Beatles kindly provide us with

the basic lawof relationships when they sing, "And in the end, the
love you take isequal to the love you make."15

Rumi is in many ways the supreme poet of Fire:

Ifall you knowabout fire iswhatyou haveheard
see if the fire willagree to cookyou!
Certain energiescome onlywhen you burn.
Ifyou long for belief, sitdown in thefire!16

Born in the Mid-East in the thirteenth century, Jelaluddin Rumi

lived the first part of his life as a scholar and theologian, studying

religion in a rather theoretical way. Atthe ageof 37, he met a wan
dering mystic named Shams, whomanaged to catalyze his abstract
knowledge into passionate expression. As the story goes, Rumi, who
was rather fond ofhis books, tookhis favorites along on a picnic with

his friend. Shams ruthlessly threwthem into a pond, statingsimply,
"Nowyou must live the truth." Rumi was transformed.

From that moment on, he became a poet, creating some of the
most beautiful love poems ever written:

The minute I heard my first lovestory
I started lookingforyou, not knowing
how blind that was.

Loversdon't finallymeet somewhere.
They're in eachother all along.17
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In the ecstatic feelings he held for Shams, Rumi found a path to
God. He discoveredwhat it meant to truly connect to another and

be consumed by love. What previously had been only theory now

had become direct experience:

When I am withyou,westayup all night.
When youre not here, I can't go to sleep.
Praise God for these two insomnias!

And the difference between them.18

Eventually, Shams was either drivenaway or murdered by those

jealous of their relationship. Rumi was devastated; he never knew

that so much pain could exist in the world. He withdrew within

himselfand, to dealwith the intense suffering, would turn in circles
for hours on end. In time,he emerged from hisgriefwith the gift of
spontaneous poetry. Poems would rise up, withoutforethought, and
Rumi would speak them extemporaneously in Persian, in perfect
meter and verse. They flowed out in endless progression; his stu
dents simply wrote them down. The power of his language allows
single phrases, such as "thesoul is here for its own joy,"19 to become
mantras for uniting with the One. Rumi's method of circular danc
ing became the spiritual practice ofa mystical Sufi sect still active
today, the WhirlingDervishes. During the remainderof his life, he
produced vast volumes ofwhat is generally considered to be among
the world's foremost spiritual poetry:

Learnfrom yourgreat-grandfather Adam!
When he lost the union, the tears that fell from his face

made every valley in Ceylon fulloffragrant spices and herbs.
Andyoustillsay youcannot choosethe road?
The stubborn angelsaidthat.
And he was the one who refused praiseto the inner man.
When a human being has experiencedthe ecstasy, he knows.
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He doesn't say, "Pleaselayout yoursystem ofproofs for me."
From the outer layers of the unconscious, logic;

from the inner man, love.20

Through his pain, Rumi learned that love need not be limited
to a private concern witha single individual, but has the potential to
bring us to a connection with all people and into the joy of being
alive. Relationship became a spiritual path in which the goal was,
essentially, to find love everywhere. Rumi came to hold union with
the Beloved as an inner experience and, in his verses, it became a
metaphor for union with the Divine. His poems carry a burning
desire to know that fulfillment and to realize that "there are no

edges to this garden":

Look at her face.

Open your eyes into her eyes.
When she laughs, everyone falls in love.
Liftyourhead up offthe table. See,
there are noedges tothis garden.
Sweetfruits, every kind youcan think of,
branches green and always slightly moving.21

Returning to Chinese medicine, an understanding of the four
officials within Fire provides insight into the functions of this ele
ment in the body/mind/spirit. The factthat all of the other elements
have only two officials indicates the importance of Fire energy for
life. It is here we find the Heart, the Emperor; this is the center of

our being, the source of calmness and order. The minister of the
Small Intestine allows sorting the pure from the impure, a function
that is an embodiment of the clarityand transforming aspect of Fire.

The Three Heater, the onlyofficial withouta corresponding physi
cal organ, resides in this element and is responsible for the proper
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distribution of warmth both within and without. And we have the

Heart Protector (known as the Pericardium in TCM), crucial for

healthy relationships, which creates the protective boundary that

permits the Heart to function from opennessand compassion.

Since Fire is a symbol of sunshine, one of the obvious manifes

tations of a deficiency in this element is coldness. This may mani

fest on the physical level with poor circulation, an inability to get
warm, freezing cold extremities (especially if the Three Heater fails
to distribute heat properly), sexual difficulties such as frigidity and

impotence, and low blood pressure. One of the tools available to

acupuncturists for treating a lack of Fire is moxibustion. This is a
technique, used more often in the cold of winter, which involves

burning Chinese mugwort (Artemesia vulgaris) on a needle or on an
acupuncture point in order to bring a warming influence directly

into the meridian system. Conversely, an overactive Fire element

may be expressed on the physical level in the symptoms of hot
flashes, fever, rapid heart rate, arrhythmias, and hypertension.
Inflammations of all kind indicate an excess of this element in the

body, and problems with toxins (such as acne) can be a reflection of

a failure of the Small Intestine to separate out impurities.
On the emotional level, a deficiency in Fire mayshowup as an

absence of warmth in relationships, failure to make genuine con
nections, and a general lack of joy. When people suffer from Sea
sonal Affective Disorder, experiencing depression from being
deprived of the light of the sun, it mayindicate that they lack a con
stant source of Fire within. It is also common for those with an

imbalance in this element to be extremelyvulnerable and sensitive

in relationships. Though they may long for intimate connection,

their inabilityto protect themselves (stemmingfrom a dysfunctional
Heart Protector) maylead to avoiding contact altogether. The Small
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Intestine brings clear thinking to the mental level through deter
miningwhat is to be held on to and whatis to be eliminated. With
out this function there can be deep confusion, as a person seems to

be mentally polluted. In addition, we mayobserve symptoms such
as panic and anxiety arise from the lackofa calm Heart official. On
the deepest level, a spiritual imbalance in Fire maylead to terrible
isolation in which a person is simply unable to give or receive love
at all. The shen, the spirit from heaven, which connects us to the
universal source of Fire, is said to be stored in the Heart.

case history: A story from my practice illustrates the effectiveness of a

simple elemental approach to healing. A thirty-year-old Costa Rican

woman came to me for acupuncture treatment of abdominal pain

that had persisted for two years. All of her tests, including x-rays,

ultrasound, and laporoscopy, were negative. Of significance was the

complaint of freezing cold hands and feet that had developed along

with the pains. Here was a symptom that made no sense to her

Western doctor but held the key to a more in-depth understanding

of the problem.The history revealed that the woman had grown up

in a small village in Costa Rica and, prior to the onset of symptoms,

had married an American carpenter and moved to the United States.

Now, instead of being surrounded by a community of close friends

and relatives where she enjoyed real intimacy, she suddenly found

herself isolated in an apartment while her husband worked long

hours, in a country where she did not even speak the language.

Despite improvement in her physical comfort, the Fire, in essence,

had gone out in her life. Cut off from the external source of this ele

ment in the warmth of a traditional lifestyle, the woman's internal Fire

had become depleted as well. According to the Five Element model,

her cold hands and feet were an indicator on the body level of what
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was also manifesting on the emotional level in her lackof joy and on

the spirit level as a loss of enthusiasm for life itself.

After our first treatment, which included moxibustion on the

Three Heater meridian, she reported that her hands and feet were

warm for the first time since moving from Costa Rica. I knew we

were on course and, after five more treatments, the abdominal pain

subsided, though a needle was never placed in the vicinity of her

symptom. More importantly,the woman began to regain her old joy

and was laughingonce again. Back in the stream of life, she was able

to sort out her choices in a way that supported her own natural Fire.

She began to seek friends and, over time, it became clear that she

needed to return to her homeland. Interestingly, her only hesitation

came from the assumption that receiving ongoing acupuncture was

necessary for her to remain free of pain. I had to encourage her that

following her truth was the best way to take care of herself and stay

well.These energies, once healthy, are part of our inheritance as

human beings and are certainly not dependent on any system of

medicine. Her husband elected to join her in Costa Rica, and the

story had a happy ending.

As was true for this woman, the teaching from the Fire element
is that we need to express all that is within, so that our light can
shine in the world. From this viewpoint, the purpose of life is life

itself. Alongwith Rumi, we must be willing to "enter the center of

the fire":22

You have theenergy of thesun in you,
but youkeepknotting it up at the baseofyourspine....
YouVegotten drunk on so manykindsofwine.
Taste this. It won't make you wild.
It's fire. Give up,
ifyou don't understand bythis time
thatyour living isfirewood.23
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EARTH: THE SOURCE

OF NOURISHMENT

Teach your children what we have taught our children—
that the Earth is our Mother.

Whatever befalls the earth

befalls the sons and daughters of the earth
This we know.

The earth does not belong to us; we belong to the earth.
We did not weave the web of life;

We are merely a strand in it.
Whatever we do to the web, we do to ourselves.24

—ChiefSeattle

The ancient Chinese had a deep reverence for Mother Earth,
understanding that she is the provider of nourishment, the very
source of life. As an agrarian society, they held their connection to
the land as sacred and would never think of ravaging her. The old
farmer respected the individuality of the soil and could tell, just by
feeling it, which crop would grow best in that location. Despite the
abuses of the modernage, we can also recognize the qualities of for
giveness and mercy inherent in thiselement; though we build sky
scrapers on her body, the Earth continues to supporther children.

From antiquity the Chinese developed a highlyintricate system
ofgeomancy, calledFeng Shui, for living in harmony with the envi
ronment. Based primarily on the trigrams ofthe J Ching, and on the
other numerical models we have been exploring, practitioners of

this art would assess the energy of their surroundings. They could
then advise how to align buildings and interior designs so that the
arrangements worked in conjunction with the cosmic forces to sup

port happiness and prosperity. This approach standsin starkcontrast
to our Westernpredilection for using bulldozers to shape the land
scape to fit our needs.

Jl
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Among Native Americans we find an expression that is quite

similar to the special connection which bound the Chinese of
ancient times to the world around them. In referring to the
hallowed source of nurturance that the Earth element symbolizes,
they would say, "Behold, it is very sacred." Here is a statement from
that tradition:

The Lakota loved the earth and all things ofthe earth,the attachment
growing with age. The old people came literallyto love the soil and
they sat or reclined on the ground with a feeling of being close to a
mothering power. It was goodfor the skin to touch the earth and the
old people likedto remove their moccasins and walk with bare feet on
the sacred earth.Their tipis were built upon the earth and their altars
were made of earth. The birds that flew in the air came to restupon
the earthand it was the final abiding place ofall things that lived and
grew. The soil was soothing, strengthening, cleansing, and healing.
In talking to children, the old Lakota would place a hand on the
ground and explain: "Wesit in the lap of our Mother. From her we,
and all other living things, come. We shall soon pass, but the place
where we now rest will last forever."25

In the J Ching, the hexagram that corresponds to the element
Earth is the double trigram ofK!un, the Receptive, composed ofsix
yin lines, ||. This image "represents nature in contrastto spirit,
earth in contrast to heaven, space as against time, the female-
maternal as against the male-paternal/726 Though the movement of
the Creative is considered the invisible origin of life, it is the
Receptive aspect that brings things to manifestation in the world.
According to the teachings of this revered text, the qualities that

define this energy are acceptance, devotion, and action in
conformitywith the situation. Often in life we face situations where

there are forces at work that are beyond our control—for example,
in dealing with chronic illness. In these cases, to act from the Earth
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and "let oneself be led" creates the openness from which the best
possible outcome can emerge:

If [the superior person] knows how to meet fate with an attitude of
acceptance, he issure to find the rightguidance. [He] letshimselfbe
guided; he does not go ahead blindly, but learns from the situation
what is demanded of him and then follows this intimation from fate.27

The seasonof the Earth element is the late summer, the period

of abundance and fullness. The sun is not quite so high in the sky,
offering relief from the relentless heat of summer. The crops are
readyto be picked, and all of nature is pregnant with life. This is a
time when there is fulfillment and nourishment in the natural world.

Viewing the human condition as an extension of nature, Earth
energy is needed to bring forth a harvest in our lives. The ability to
reach completionisgoverned bythiselement, and thosewhochron
ically fail to reap what they have sown mayhave an imbalance here.
Apointon the Stomach channel,Abundant Splendor (Stomach 40),
expresses the energy ofthis phase in the movement of the elements
and can support this process in the individual. Following the sheng
cycle, we can appreciate that this harvest is the culmination of the
birth, growth, and maturation inherent in theWood and Firephases.

It iscommon to deal with Earth issues through feeding ourselves,
and weso often reach for food, not out ofhunger, but to provide the
support and comfort that is the essence of this element. Eating
disorders, in general, can result from an imbalance here, and
compulsive overeating may be an attempt to bring in from the
outside what is lacking on the inside. Once the problem is under
stoodas stemming from a disturbance in the internal energies, it is

obvious why the external solution of finding the right diet never
seems to bring lasting results. A more wholistic approach would
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involve discovering healthier ways to support the Earth within.
Anorexia and bulemia, situations where being deprived ofthe source
of nourishment can actuallylead to starvation, represent the other
sideofthissameelemental disharmony.

In human affairs, the Earth element represents stability, ground
ing,and support. Wefind these qualities emphasized in theAsian mar

tial arts, where students ofthese traditions practice sinking their energy
inorder tostay incontact with theearth. The perils oflosing one's root
arequickly learned in this arena, as theperson standing on tiptoe finds
himself thrown tothe ground. When anyone is deprived oftheenergy
ofEarththerecanbe tremendous insecurity. Thisbecamedramatical
lyevident following a major earthquake in California in 1989, as peo
plewere unable to rely on a solid foundation and experienced a nerv
ousness and instability thatpervaded their very being. Earth literally
provides the container withinwhich all oflifecan unfold.

The officials ofthis element arethe Stomach and Spleen. As the
minister responsible for taking in nourishment, the Stomach is the
place where food enters thebody tobegin the process ofbeing bro
ken down and transformed for use. The Spleen, in Chinese medi
cine, is concerned with distribution throughout the body/mind/spirit
of the energy obtained from digestion. Proper nutrition is essential
for these functions tobe healthy, andeating the majority ofour food
from organic sources grown close to home is a way to provide the
optimum building blocks for this element. Together, these officials
do the work ofthe Earth element within a human being. When out
of balance on the physical level, a personwill not be well nourished,

and the result is fatigue, lethargy, and lack of energy. Conditions
such as hypoglycemia or diabetes reflect extremes in the body's abil
ity to maintain consistent levelsof nutrients.

In the realm offeelings, Earth is the Great Mother and is associ
ated with the emotion of sympathy. In family dynamics, individuals
often bring in different elements, filling the niches that together
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make a whole. The person who is the container for the rest of the
household, feeding and supporting the others, isgenerally operating
from the Earth element. Usually in Western culture this role falls to

the mother, but any member may hold this space. When taken to
the extreme, these tasks can lead to excessive worry and concern, as

witnessed in the behavior of someone who is always trying to take
care of everyone else.Turned inward, the excessive sympathy of an
Earth pattern produces the P.L.O.M. syndrome (poor little old

me),28 where a person is constantly feelingsorry for him or herself
and seeking sympathy. Coupled with the insecurity that is charac
teristic of this element when out of balance, the lack of contain

ment of Earth can manifest on the mental level in excessive think

ing, obsessions, and nightmares.

Trying to keep others happy is, ofcourse, doomed to failure, and
this kind of overinvolvement can quickly become sickeningly sweet

(the flavor ofEarth). It frequently creates resentment in both the care
giver and those being cared for, despite the noblest of intentions.
Finding a balance with these issues is particularly challenging for par
ents, who need to be there for their children during the formative
years and then must allow them to make their own mistakes as they
reachadulthood. The act ofletting go isactually moreappropriate to
this stage ofparenting and is certainly healthier in the larger picture.
Since it demandsa complete reversal ofwhatwas asked earlier, this
change in behavior needs to be practiced. One approach is for the
parent to repeatthe following phrase asmanytimes as isnecessary to

reprogram theold patterns: "Ilove you, andI have noopinion."29
The spiritual expression of Earth is yi, usually translated as

thought. In the martial arts, this quality is considered the intention
that directs the movement. Since the ability to be truly empathetic

and maintain a caringattitude isa directexpression of this element,
the meaning ofyz mayactually be closer to thoughtfulness. Professor

Worsley loved to share the image ofthose round, jolly peoplebehind
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the counter in the bakeries as the true servers ofhumanity, providing
the sweet tastethat keeps everyone content. He wouldrelishthe con
trastwith certain ascetic, judgmental types sometimes found in the
health food store, drawn to their imbalance in an obsession with the

purity offood, yetunable to nourish themselves or others.

case history: A classic example of an Earth pattern involved an His

panicwoman who came infor treatment complaining of digestivedif-

ficulties.The history made it clear that her symptoms flared up when

ever her son, who was an alcoholic, started drinking. Always a caring

parent, she was clearly overinvolved and co-dependent in his illness.

The goal of our work together was to find a way for her to separate

from his actions and learn to take care of herself.The roots of her

imbalance in Earth could be traced to the death of her own mother

at an early age.When her father remarried a woman who had little

concern for her, she found herself in a family situation where no

nourishment or care was available. Interestingly, as a teenager she

developed heavy menstrual bleeding (a symptom of the Spleen offi

cial) and,feeling that she had no one to share this problem with,she

became severely anemic and weak.

It isamazing what results can emerge within the context of a nurtur

ing, therapeutic relationship (especially for an Earth person who thrives

on sympathy). After a full year of receiving acupuncture, this woman

finally felt ready to share a very painful secret that had dominated her

life. Evidently, while still a child, she was with a babysitter when her

younger sister wandered into the street and was hit by a carTo protect

herself, the caretaker made up a story to cover up the truth, instructing

the patient to participate inthis lie. At the time she finally revealed the

secret to me, she had held this dark memory insidefor over fifty years.

Once she brought these events into the light, she could begin to heal a

wound that had created an enormous sense of guiltand contributed to

multiple symptoms inthe Earth element throughout her life.
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As we become adults, it is important to maintain humility and
not takeourselves tooseriously. Through a connection to the univer
sal EarthMotherwe can retainthe openness andfreshness that isthe
hallmark of children. Inevitably, we reach a time in our lives when

our personal parents are no longerwith us. One way to overcome the
death ofa loved one, and find the courage to goon, isto makea shift
from the personal to the archetypal level. Establishing this sort of

"religious perspective" isa vital step,as it allows us to receive support
from an eternal source of nourishment, independent of our individ
ual story, that is always available to us. This contemporary poem

expresses the sentiments that arisein the faceofsuch a pervasive loss:

Mother of mybirth, forhowlong werewetogether
in your loveand my adorationofyourself?
For the shadow ofa moment as I breathed your pain
and youbreathed mysuffering,
as we knew of shadows in lit rooms that would swallow

the light.

Your face beneath the oxygen tent was alive but youreyes
were closed.

Your breathing was hoarse but yoursleep was with death.
I was alone with you as it was when I was young
but onlyalone nowand not withyou.
I was to be alone forever as I was learning, watching you

become alone.

Earth isyourmother asyouwere mine, myearth,
mysustenance, mycomfort and mystrength
and nowwithoutyou I turn to yourmother
and seek from her that I may meet you again

in rockand stone:whisper to the stone,
I loveyou;whisperto the rock, I found you;
whisper to earth,Mother, I have found mymother
and I amsafe andalways have been.30
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METAL: CONNECTION

TO THE SPIRIT

Lord, the air smells good today, straight from the mysteries
within the inner courts of God.

A grace like new clothes thrown
across the garden, free medicine for everybody.
The trees in their prayer, the birds in praise,
the first blue violets kneeling.
Whatever came from Being is caught up in being,

drunkenly forgetting the way back 31

—Rumi

Perhaps the most difficultelement to grasp, Metal symbolizes the
spirit that brings meaning and purpose to existence. This is the

unnamable mystery behind the origin of being, the essence within

all things. Metal belongs to the Creative principle, in contrast to
the manifestations on the material plane that are aspects of the

Receptive. Rather than the world of creation, it is the spirit under
lying the creation of the world. If Earth is the Great Mother, then

Metal is the archetype of the Father, the heavenly energy that,
when planted within, initiates life. Without this invisible seed, the
land remains barren.

On the concrete level, Metal is the minerals and precious jew
els found within the earth. These substances provide strength and
value, and are symbols of endurance. They give the soil quality,
enablingit to nourish the plant world. We find the creative-cycle of
the elements in nature, as the earth forms the mountains that are

composed of metal ore, which, in turn, give rise to the streams and
waterfalls that carry the water essential for all life. Metal is also the

rocks in the riverbeds that preserve water bykeeping it from sinking
back into the ground. As has been mentioned earlier, because of its
association with the heavens, Metal can be compared to Air in the
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four-element model used in Western astrology. Since the rain falls
from the skies, we have another example of the mother-child rela
tionship of Metal as the creator ofWater.

In the seasonal rhythm, Metal is the energy of the autumn.

Rather than a focus on activity and expansion, we nowexperiencea
contraction in the ch'i. Along with the inexorable process of letting

go, this season holds a greatsense of quality and meaning, which is
apparent on a quiet stroll in the forest during the autumntime. As a

Chinese poet once observed, "No leafisspared for its beauty, and no
flower because of its fragrance." Fromearth, our thoughts turn toward
heaven; this is the phase in the cycleof the energiesfor returning to

the Sourceand connectingto the larger spirit oflife. It isno accident,
for example, that the High Holidays in the Jewish religion occur at
this time ofyear. As followers ofthis tradition standbefore the Holy of
Holies to accept the sacred covenant, it isa time for gainingperspec
tive on the accomplishments ofthe preceding year and making peace
withthe Creator. This isan intention entirely consistent withthe Chi
neseview ofMetal. Rilke's poem,"Autumn Day," takes us on a jour
ney through the latesummer and into the mood ofthis element:

Lord: it is time.The hugesummerhasgone by.
Nowoverlap the sundials withyourshadows,
and on the meadows let the windgo free.

Command the fruits to swell on tree and vine;

grantthema few more warm transparent days,
urge them on to fulfillment then, and press
the final sweetness into the heavy wine.

Whoever has no house now, will never have one,

Whoever is alone willstayalone,
will sit, read,write longletters through the evening,
and wander on the boulevards,up and down,
restlessly, while thedry leaves are blowing.32
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For humans, Metal is our link to the Eternal and, as such, pro

vides meaning to life. It is a symbol of the spiritual dimension that
brings a purpose beyond the individual ego. This element holds the
transcendent function, conveying a sense of reverence aswestand in
awe before the wonder of creation. With it comes the capacity for

belief,33 the ability to give oneselfover to "the Great Mystery that
is,"34 a dimension beyond the rational mind. Ifthiselement islacking,
there can onlybe the deepestexistential despair. Despite an accumu

lation of material objects or intellectual accolades, when the quality

of Metal ismissing a person experiences griefand isolation. Why go
on? Why bother? What's the point?—these questions reflect the

anguish ofsomeone for whom thissource of inner strength isunavail
able. Once I inquired of a patient whether his struggle with illness
contained any teachingforhim. His response demonstratedan abyss

ofspiritual emptiness: "There's no meaning, and it wouldn'tmatterif
there was meaning! Andwhatdoes this have to do with acupuncture
needles?" As might be expected, he dropped out of treatment before
we could find out.

Metal is the great leveler, as it enablesus to transcend the limits
of the physical world. We see in the stories of saints and holy men
and women the common pattern ofbeingsoconnectedto the spirit
that theywillingly throw offpossessions. Forthe restof us, a senseof
the quality inherent in existence isa prerequisite for beingcontent
with the simple gifts of life. Even illness and the final loss, death

itself, can be held with equanimity when we are in touch with the
eternal aspects represented by this element. Metal brings a nonma-

terial reality that allows us to penetrate the veil of illusion and let go
of attachments.

Without this essence there is endless searching—and even a
Nobel prize would not be enough to bring peace. Workaholics who

are obsessed with the need for recognition and achievement may be,
underneath, desperately seeking a sense of value and meaning.
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Money, the chief idol of Western culture, is made of metal, and

those who are driven to amass hugefortunes may be compensating
for a deficiency in this element. Wearing an inordinate amount of
jewelry can be yet another attempt to gain from the outside some
thing that can, in the end, only be found within. In an attempt to
know the energy of Metal, peoplego on life-long quests and pursue
countless spiritual paths. Even in thisundertaking, wecannot escape
the very human tendency to acquire external signs of accomplish
ment, what can be called "spiritual materialism."35 If the teacher is

doinghisor her job, however, the studentwill not be directed toward
measurablegoals —noteven the goal of enlightenment—but to the
cultivation ofa genuine presence ofthe spirit on the inside.

Jung felt that, especially in the second half of life, a religious
perspective was essential if the individual was to adjustto reality and
avoid undo neuroses. This theme is found in the J Ching, where we
are advised to "understand the transitory in the lightof the eternity of
the end."36 Ifwe are unable to seemeaning beyond the personal self,
then our sense ofworth isbound up with something that isultimately
time-limited and destined to decay. As a result, an imbalance in

Metal is commonly associated with low self-esteem. Speaking of
neuroses, we can see this pattern expressed in the joke, used by
Woody Allen but originating with Groucho Marx, "I would never
want to belong to anyclub that would have someone like me for a
member."

I find it reassuring thateven in theworld ofscience, ifwe arewill
ingto stay in the question, we are bound to be confronted with the
realm of mystery, symbolized by the Metal element. The theory of
theBig Bang explains muchabout the workings ofthe universe, but if
we ask what came before that event, then we are face to face with the

archetypal image of God, the symbol of the unknowable Source of
creation. Albert Einstein, in hispursuitofa Unified Field Theory, had
a strong sense ofthe one truth that underlies allofexistence:
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The most beautiful and profound emotion we can experience is the
sensation of the mystical. It is the sower of all true science. He to
whomthisemotionisa stranger, whocan no longerwonderand stand
rapt in awe, isasgood asdead. Toknow that what is impenetratable to
us really exists, manifesting itselfas the highestwisdom and the most
radiant beauty... .37

Within the Metal element are the Colon and Lung officials.
The Colon is the ministerof elimination, responsible for letting go

of toxins, food wastes, and everything that does not nurture us. This
ability to get rid of impurities is essential for the quality of Metal.

Since there isno way to take in ifweare too filled up, it is the empty
space created by the Colon that allows the ministerof the Lung to
do her job as the receiver of pure ch'i from the heavens. Through
the inspiration ofthe Lungofficial, weliterally bring in the spirit.

On the physical level, disturbances in these twoofficials can be
expressed in the manydiseases that involve the organs of the colon
and lungs. On a deeper level, we can appreciate the wisdom of
these two functions in dealing with grief, the emotion related to
Metal. We frequently have no choice but to first allow this feeling to
wash over usand simply let go, as is typically done through tears. It
is then possible to use the breath to connect to a transcendent pres
ence. On the level of the mind, a problem in the Colon official,
resulting in mental constipation andretention ofnegative messages,
or in the Lung official, interfering with the ability to receive, can be
equally devastating to self-esteem.

An imbalance in this element on the spirit level results in empti

ness on the inside and a sense of meaninglessness to events on the
outside. In dealingwithdrugaddictions, whichoftenhavea spiritual
problemat their root, wefindgroups such asAlcoholics Anonymous
and Allanon instructing their members to "let go and let God," a
teaching that reflects the function of these twoofficials. In contrast to

a person with a disharmony in Fire, who mayfeel life is not worth liv-
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ing after the loss of a relationship but lights right up when the next
prospect comesalong, thosewhoactually completethe act ofsuicide
have oftensuffered terribly from beingcut offfrom Metal.The spiri
tual resource is p'o, translated as the animal-soul, which enters our

beingwiththe first breath from heaven.

To treat an imbalance in Metal, acupuncturists commonly use
the point known as the Great Eliminator (Colon 4). Also known as
the Joining of the Valleys, it can be located by following up the
thumb side of the second metacarpal bone to the place where it
joins the first metacarpal. Pressing deeply on this spot produces a
deep ache in mostpeople. This isprobably the mostoftenneedled
point in all of Chinese medicine. Since the Colon pathway extends
up to the face, facilitating the process ofletting go in this region (be
it of congestion, pain, or held-in emotions), Colon 4 addresses
headache,dental pain, allergic rhinitis, and sinusitis. It is the point
usually stimulated with electric current in acupuncture anesthesia
for surgery on the head, and it can also be treated for problems in
the colon organ. Whereas the Great Eliminator has more ofa body
emphasis, Support and Rush Out (Colon 18) deals with deep aban
donment issues and ismore directed to the spiritlevel. Belonging to
a family ofpoints located on thehead and neck known as Windows
to the Sky, it canfacilitate the letting go ofthe most severe losses by
allowing them to be seen in the lightofeternity.

Along the Lung meridian we find the Very Great Abyss (Lung
9), a point commonly used for respiratory symptoms. On a deeper
level, its image captures the depths ofa Metal despair. Based onthe
principle that "like cures like," treating this pointwhen a person is
in a hole of grief enables their experience to be acknowledged,
bringing them outofisolation andopening the way toward healing.
Also on this pathway we find Cloud Gate (Lung 2), a spirit point
which brings another teaching in the importance ofbalance. Adys
function in Metal may result in someone being too much in the
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spirit, so focused on the heavens that theyfail to livetheir life on the
earth. In this case, the goal of treatment is to close the gate. On the
other hand, a person who is out of touch with anything beyond the

material plane needs to have his Cloud Gate opened so that he can

be receptive to the realm of the sacred.

case HisTORY:The features of an imbalance in Metal were powerfully

demonstrated in the situation of a woman who developed asthma

later in life. Despite the most current treatments with bronchodilators

and steroid inhalers, the problem was not clearing and her ability to

get an adequate breath was becoming more and more compromised.

In addition, she was feeling increasingly depressed and described a

general loss of purpose. A detailed inquiry uncovered a terrible

tragedy: her three-year-old child had been hit by a car while playing in

the driveway and died on the wayto the hospital.The asthma, it turns

out, began exactly on the one-year anniversary of this event. Signifi

cantly, the family history brought to light a much earlier loss, as her

father had abandonedthe family during her childhood.This impacted

her Metal element at a formative time,setting the stagefor the devas

tation to her spiritwith the death of her child later in life.This woman

had certainly experienced a seriesof overwhelming losses that had a

damaging effect on the energypattern of the Lung.The imbalance, in

time, manifested on all levels, including the disease we call asthma, the

emotion of grief, and, on the deepest stratum, in being unable to

receive life energy from the heavens.

Treatment included a range of modalities: psychotherapy, ch'i kung

breathing exercises, meditation practice, as well as acupuncture and

herbsto address the officials of Metal. Since itwas primarily a spirit level

problem (though expressions existedon all levels), the points Support

and Rush Out and Cloud Gate proved essential components of the

acupuncture therapy.Western pharmaceutical agents were needed to

support her breathing, and they were continuedthroughout the imple-
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mentation of these complementary approaches. In the end,the pain of

losing a child is something that can never be cured but, as the underly

ing pattern was addressed in a compassionate manner; the memory no

longer dominated her entire being, and the woman could gradually

reconnect to other areas of life. Eventually, she developed enough trust

to have another child. Some years later; she became a volunteer at the

local hospice in order to support parents who had suffered similar

losses.Through turning this tragedy into an opportunity to help others,

she found meaning in her suffering and this further supported her

Metal element It was at this point that she could finally give up her

dependence on inhalers. As istrue for manywho findthemselves func

tioning under the archetype of "the Wounded Healer," the ultimate

way to heal themselves isto assist inthe healing of others.

There are twolevels in dealing with grief, and weneed to be able
to hold both. When it comesto human emotions, the pain can be tru

ly unbearable, and there is nothing to do but be with the feelings as
theyarise and let them go. On the level ofthe spirit, however, there is
work that can be done,and it ishere thatone canfindpeace.Through

uncovering the hidden message, events are linked to a greater pur
pose andthatoffers the possibility ofacceptance. Jung onceobserved
that"meaning makes a great many things endurable—perhaps every
thing."38 It was only through a connection to a spiritual dimension,
and then using her experience in a meaningful way to assist others in
the community, that this woman couldeventually transcend her pain
and recommitto life. Metal isassociated with griefand yet, withinthe
essence ofthis element, wefind the cure for thisemotion.Again, the
words of Rumi serve as a signpost pointing a way toward the Eternal

presence:

Don't Grieve.

Anything youlosecomesaround in another form.
The child weaned from mother's milk

now drinks wine and honey mixed.
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God's joy moves from unmarked boxto unmarked box,
from cell to cell.

As rainwater, down into flowerbed.

As roses, up fromground.
Nowit looks likea plate of rice and fish,
Now a cliff covered with vines,

Nowa horsebeing saddled.
It hides within these,

till one dayit cracks them open.

... Fa'ilatun, fa'ilatun, fa'ilatun fa'Hat
There's the lightgoldofwheatin the sun,
and the gold of bread made from wheat....
I have neither, I am onlytalkingabout them,
as a townin the desertlooks up
atstars ona clear night.39

WATER: RETURN TO THE

MYSTERIOUS STILLNESS

The highest form of goodness is like water.
Water knows how to benefit all things

without striving with them.
It stays in places loathed by all men.
Therefore, it comes near the Tao.40

—Lao Tzu

There are manykinds of water in nature, and the range of expres
sions are truly staggering. From the freshness and vitality of a bub

bling brook to the awesome strength ofa raging river, from the dra
matic crash of a waterfall to the tranquil peace of a mountain lake,

from the gentle simplicity ofa pond to the powerand mystery of the
ocean, we observe immense contrasts. Lao Tzu, the founder of Tao

ism, uses the qualities of water to teach about the Way of life:
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Nothingin the world issofter and weaker than water;
But, for attacking the hardandstrong, thereisnothing likeit!
Fornothing can take itsplace.
That the weak overcomes the strong, and the softovercomes the hard,
Thisissomething known byall, butpracticed bynone.41

In fact, "Water is the essence of life and is therefore Lao Tzu's

favorite image of the Tao."42 Water extends everywhere and gives
life without asking for anythingin return. To be bathed by it brings
cleansingand purification. Of all things mostyielding, it flows easily
and gracefully, free of attachment and striving. Without effort (wu
wei), waterfills the tiniestpoint,willingly takingthe shape of itscon
tainer as it follows nature's course. Its downward descent, always

seeking the low ground, provides a fundamental principle foracting
according to the Tao. And, in the many forms it takes, we see a
metaphor for the cycles of life's transformations. In Chinese cul
ture, Water isa recurrent symbol that holds greatwisdom forfollow
ing a simplelifestyle in harmonywithone'senvironment:

When once the PrimalSimplicity diversified, different names
appeared.

Arethere not enough names now?
Is this not the time to stop?
Toknow when to stopisto preserve ourselves from danger.
The Tao is to the worldwhat a great riveror an ocean is

to the streams and brooks.43

The season of the Water element is, of course, the wintertime.

The vegetative force is quiet now, the bears seek to hibernate, and
everything descends intothe peaceful darkness ofthe season. Atthis
time the rains bringfreshness and, through non-doing, everything is
renewed. This period of stillness holds the seed for the births to
come. It is the rest of winter that allows the reservoirs to fill up, so
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there can be water to feed a new cycleof activity and growth in the
world. This element is indeed the river of life, bringingvitality to all
growing things. In this role, we can appreciate the sheng cycle:

Water as the mother of the Wood element. The cycle of creation

extends on to the Fire element, as the luxurious expression in the

summertime depends on the potential contained within the seed.

This relationship betweenWaterand Fire embodies the principle of
mutual transformation between complements that is captured in
the yinlyang symbol: at the timeofmost yin, yang isborn.Though it
may be the darkesttime of the year, the models of the ancient Chi

nese remind us thatafter winter therewill be a newbirth in spring.
In the human realm, to follow the energy of this element is to

withdraw from outside activity and allow oneself to rest. Only
through stillness can we build the reservoirs ofenergy essential for
the movement to follow. In the J Ching, the hexagram The Turning
Point depicts the winter solstice. Builtfrom the trigrams Chen, the
Arousing, within, and K'un, the Receptive, without, it is an image
for the return of the lightafter a time of total darkness. We can see
this in thestructure ofthehexagram, which has oneyang lineenter
ing from below, while all the remaining lines are yin, 11. As is typi
cal, the I Ching takes a pattern in nature and extrapolates it to the
human condition:

The winter solstice has always been celebrated in Chinaas the resting
time of the year—a customthat survives in the time of restobserved at
the new year. In winter the life energy, symbolized by thunder, the
Arousing, isstill underground. Movement is justat its beginning; there
fore it must be strengthened by rest sothat it will notbe dissipated by
being used prematurely. Thisprinciple, i.e., ofallowing energy that is
renewingitselfto be reinforced by rest, applies to all similarsituations.
The returnofhealthafter illness, the returnofunderstanding after an
estrangement: everything mustbe treated tenderlyand with care at the
beginning, sothatthe return may lead toa flowering.44
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There is a tremendous inner resource contained within Water. It

brings a cleansing and purification that is necessary for transforma

tion to occur. No wonder immersion in water is built into the ritual of

baptism, and bathingin the Ganges isone ofthe highest goals in Hin

duism. Fluidity is the essence of this energy, and the fundamental
question for a person in this regard iswhether he can move easily with
the stream oflife. In dealingwiththe stifling effects of fear, the emo
tion associated with the Water element,the ability to go withthe flow
can overcome rigidity, permitting movement and change. On the
deepest level, there isnothingmoredevastating than stagnation, as it
issaid that the spirit needs tomove more freely than anything else.

Crossing the great waters has, since time immemorial, been a
metaphor for the spiritual quest. Indeed, a spiritual practice needs
to be constantly rejuvenated and that requires the qualities ofWater.
Toparticipate in the lessons of this element is to experience silent
contemplation and stillness, to go inside and descend into the
depths and into the mystery oflife. In Herman Hesse's Siddhartha,
meditation on the river, which forever changes yet remains eter

nally the same, brings enlightenment tothe hero ofthe story. It is no
accident that, in Jungian psychology, the ocean is a symbol for the
unconscious and for mystical oneness. "Pour your drop into my
ocean and become the universe that isyou," isan apt description of
the giving up of the ego that allows merging with the Divine. In
sticking tothe lowly, Water is a teacher for following theWay:

Howdoesthe seabecomethe kingofall streams?
Because it lies lower than they!
Hence it is the king ofall streams.
Therefore, the Sage reigns over the people byhumbling

himself in speech;
Andleadsthe peoplebyputtinghimselfbehind....
Just because he strives with nobody,
Nobody can ever strive with him.45
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The officials of the Water element are the Bladder and Kidney.

The Bladder is the minister in charge of the storage of fluids and
maintains the reservoirs of energy. The Kidney is more concerned
with the distribution and balance of water. Known as "the storehouse

of the vital-essence," it contains the inherited potential for how our

lives can unfold. Together these officials hold the source ofvitality for
all the other officials,and we consider them whenever there are com

plaints ofdepletion and exhaustion. On the physical level, fluids and
secretions are governed bythese functions (urination isonlyone part
of the work of these officials). According to Chinese medicine, the
hormones and the entireendocrine system depend on Water. In gen
eral, this element provides the fluidity needed forany movement,and

stiffness and rigidity may be symptoms of a Water imbalance. The

function of the joints is considered here, since it issynovial fluid that

maintains their flexibility. The bonesare fortified by this element, an

association that derives from the power of "emphasis" in the winter

season. It isas ifproblems in Water, involving as they do the seed of
energy, take us downto bare bones. Conditions that reflect a dishar

monyin thiselementare therefore wide ranging and include arthri
tis, back pain, edema, urinary problems, endocrine disorders,
fibromyalgia, and chronic fatigue syndrome.

The Waterelement bathes the body/mind/spirit and, when out of

balance, wefind that symptoms manifest on all levels. Rigidity of the
mind isfarmore devastating than it is in the body, as the inability to
flow can restrict the range of possibilities, preventinga person from
thinking effectively. Within the field of the emotions, a disturbance

here can result in allkinds ofphobias; in the extreme, seizing up with
fear may produce a paralysis that dominates our being. In essence,

Waterholds the potentialthat determines who we can be. The ances
tral ch'i, the unique energy handed down through our family lineage,

which includesgifts and strengths aswell as imperfections, isstoredin
the Kidney. In the treatment room we maysee patientsfor whom the
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spirit has literally died, and acupuncturists can treat this condition
with a point on this meridian, the Spirit Burialground (Kidney 24),
which functions as a baptism to resurrect the spirit. The spiritual
resource for this element is the chih, usually translated as will or

ambition. It is the deep internal power that allows a person to over

come obstacles and stay true to one's purpose, despite whatever fears

may arise.

In the Five Element model, Water is the end of the cycle and

the earliest beginnings of the one to follow. It is the return into the
mysterious stillness that makes the subsequent coming forth into the
fullness of life possible. This pattern ofdeath and rebirth is certainly
an integral part of the healing process, where illness may ask us to
confront fears and go into the unknown. Quite often, something
needs to die for the new to be born. This may mean giving up a

career, a relationship, an attitude, or a destructive behavior, and fac
ing the uncertainty ofnotknowing what is to happen next. The pat
tern is a recurrenttheme in the poetry ofRilke, who says, "Whoever
lets go in his fall, dives into thesource and is healed."46 The ability to
enterthis dark partofthe cycle is an act that requires faith, allowing
us to embrace the wholeness of the human experience. It is an

archetype thatplays outin every winter season, and onein which we
participate, in thecourse ofthecircle oflife's energies (Figure 9):

I saidto mysoul,be still, and let the darkcome upon you
Which shall be the darkness of God

I saidto mysoul,be still, and waitwithouthope
For hope would behope for thewrong thing; wait without love
Forlove wouldbe love ofthe wrong thing;there isyetfaith
But the faith and the loveand the hope are all in the waiting

Weshall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started

And know theplace for thefirst time.47
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CHAPTER 6

CF, The Central Focus
Our Primary Imbalance and the

Place from which We Shine
In order to treat and cure diseases,

one must search into their origin.1

—The Yellow Emperor

In working within the FiveElement framework, there is a natu
ral tendency to feel that some imbalance exists in every one of

the elements.This isa common experience when studying this
model, and it is actually a measure of the power of these symbols to
express what it means to be human. We each manifest all ofthe ele
ments, and the positive qualities that enhance our lives, as well as
the weaknesses with which westruggle, can be effectively captured
through these images. As a result, in seeking to restore health, the
inclination maybe to attend to every presenting pattern and jump
all around the cycle. Most practitioners find greater effectiveness,
however, in holding the energies within a person as a unity and
approachingtreatment in a more systematic fashion. This is possi
ble since the elements are interconnected; each is in relationship

with all the others through the sheng and k'o cycles. We can appreci
ate the uniqueness of the number five in the way that, within this

circular arrangement, every element either influences or is influ
enced by everyother one:

125
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Professor Worsley, whomore than anyone elsebrought the Five
Element system to the West, developed the term Causative Factor to
refer to the one element that originally became out of balance and
now underlies disturbances in all the others. Restoring health to this
element will, in turn, influence the whole, allowing us to address a
vast array ofsymptoms with very few acupuncturepoints. This notion
is consistent with the way medicine was practiced in ancient China,
where the highest ideal was the su wen treatment, "the curing of a
thousand diseases with a single needle." Focusing on the rootof the
condition provides an organizing principle thatis crucial for bringing
clarity to the situation. For example, if an individual is frustrated
because there is no growth in his life, and we can trace this problem
in Wood to depleted reserves (i.e., he is running on empty), then the
most effective intervention is to address the Water element, which

happens tobethemother ofWood. As theprimary energetic problem
is corrected, symptoms expressed in the other elements can resolve
and health is restored. The idea of a Causative Factor also exists in

homeopathy, a system of medicine that shares the same commitment

to influence thesource ofthecondition ona deep energetic level.2
In this book, I have chosen instead to use the phrase Central

Focus,3 which seems to be more consistent with the flavor of Chinese

thinking. In the West we are wedded to the notion of cause and
effect. If presented with a series of circumstances, say grief and
asthma, we are likely to assume that one is the cause of the other.

This ends up separating the mind and body, implying (as in psycho-
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somatic medicine) that one level controls the other. The Chinese

approach, in contrast, is based on synchronicity and would look for
the pattern that reflects the meaning of the moment. In seeking a
deeper insight, observations wouldbe interpretedthrough one of the

models for understanding ch'i. In place of: A • B • C • D,

the manifestations ofA=grief, B=asthma, C=constipation, D=weep-

ingvoice, could be organized in a circular form:

and clarity is provided to the situation by introducing the notion
that an imbalance in the Metal element is central to all of these

expressions. Our diagram then looks like this:

--Metal Cental Focus

In this example, Metal is the Central Focus that describes the
underlying pattern, bringing order to what initially seemed to be
random occurrences or just bad luck. To hold the condition in this
way instills meaning, whilesuggesting a practical strategy for treat
ment to address the fundamental disharmony.

A further distinction is that the idea of Causative Factor implies

a development over time, whereas Central Focus stays more in the
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moment and describes the current energeticconfiguration. Though
they come from a slightly different perspective, both concepts share
the same intention: to uncover a window into the roots of the distur

bance in the ch'i. The terms are, in fact, inseparable, and the same

acronymobviously works forboth.The CF originates somewhere in
the storyof an individual, often in early family dynamics, and then

finds expression as the central theme in the present. For instance,

loss ofone'sfather at an early age can result in an abyss ofgrief, and
may be the historical source of a primary imbalance in Metal. This

is then read in the current moment through the observation of a
weepingvoice, a whitesheen on the skin,and a preoccupation with
the search formeaning.

Likewise, having sympathy unavailable in the home can under
lie Earth issues, an absence of joy asa child may lead to a disruption
in the Fire element, living with anger often eventuates in Wood
becoming the dominant element, and experiences that instill fear
tend to produce a CF in Water. Together with anxiety and constitu
tional aspects, these roots of illness are known in Chinese medicine

as the seven Internal Causative Factors of disease. There are also

seven External Causative Factors that are described: wind, fire, heat,

dampness, humidity, dryness, and cold. In the spiritof this model,
infections and trauma could be included in the list of external fac

tors.4 In manycases, we may uncover a doublevector that creates an
indelible pattern from that time on. A severe respiratory infection
coming from without that attacks the lungs on the physical level,
occurring at the same time that the parents' divorce results in the
emotion ofgriefarising from within, maylock-in a CF in Metal for
the remainder ofa person's life.

The question isfrequently asked whether a Central Focusisnec
essarily acquired during life, or ifa person can be born witha prede
termined energetic pattern. This is the age-old issue of heredity vs.
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environment, nature or nurture.5 Fromthe standpointofpsychology,
the emphasis is usually placed on early childhood as the critical

stage in the development ofpersonality traits. The experience of par
enting,however, leaves one withthe impression that a child seems to
come into this world with a characteristic theme that colors her life,

for which the parentshave little to say. We maybe content, from the

vantage of science, to explain these inherited tendencies through
genetics and leave it at that. Those whoaccept the possibility of rein
carnation would speak of karma, brought in from a previous exis
tence, which needs to be worked out for the evolution of the soul.

Even without a belief in a personal rebirth, recurring patterns in a

particular family obviously exist and candominate a person's destiny;
the ancient Chinese would consider this the ancestral ch'i that is

stored in the Kidney.

It may ultimately be impossible to determine whether the CF
gets handed down through heredity or is acquired after birth. Yet, if
there are unresolved issues in a lineage, it certainly maybecome a
person's mission towork them through, andthis may be reflected in
the individual's underlying energetic pattern. Jung had the intuition
that our ancestors are somewhere in another dimension, observing

the outcome of our lives.6 Unable to affect events in the world

themselves, the dead are dependenton us to find solutions for the
problems they were unable to bring to resolution. For example, a
history ofabuse may typically emerge repeatedly in a family, as it is a
common finding that a person who is abusive has himself been
abused as a child. Through approaching this dysfunction with
awareness, we can bring an element ofchoice to patterns that have
been acted out unconsciously. Though painful memories persist,

this at least spares the next generation from being exposed, and it
stops the damaging behavior from continuing in the family history.
In this way, destiny is fulfilled and our ancestors can find peace.7
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Solving a problem for one's ancestral line brings a greater purpose
to suffering and goes a longway, aswell, toward healing the wounds
inside.

The Central Focus is a way to understand the essence of an

individual in terms of the elemental model. In assessing a CF, we

seek to answerthe question: who is this person and what is the char

acteristic pattern for her life? The cornerstone of diagnosis is the

observable color, sound, emotion, and odor, which hold the clues to

the basicenergy that is being expressed. As we have seen, the con
tent is of less importance. At times, however, a single sentence or
action may quite dramatically expose the underlying imbalance. It
maybe the phrase,"I feel emptyinside" that reveals a Metal CF, or
an individual driving a flaming red Porsche that demonstrates a fixa
tion with the Fire element. These are known asgolden keys, as they
provide insight into the energetic diagnosis. On one occasion, while
teaching a class to a group of patients, I mentioned that a person's
reaction to the weather could indicate her elemental tendencies.

Someone lacking in Fire might seek warm surroundings, while
those who have an abundance in this element tend to prefer the
cold and, similarly, peoplehave varied reactions to the wind (the cli
mate associated with Wood). An older woman, who I knew to be a

Wood CF, immediately interrupted in a loud, insistent voice, "What
do you mean? Everybody hates the wind!" Here, in one statement,
were three clues to her predominant energy: the shouting voice, her
own extreme reaction to the climate of Wood, and the judgment
that everyone should respond as she does (indicative of an overac

tive Gall Bladder official). Her statement was a goldenkey that was
worth more than any extensive interview in revealing her central
elemental diagnosis.

The ultimate value of the CF lies in its function as a tool that

enables a practitioner of the Five Element system to penetrate
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beneath the facade and address the most formative level. Once the

primary pattern is uncovered, treatment can be directed to this

deeper disharmony, and is then more likely tobe effective. Forexam
ple, a person who compulsively acts outsexually, seeking encounters
with multiple partners, may certainly be expressing a dysfunction in
Fire. However, the observation ofa weeping voice and the emotion
ofgrief, alongwithdiscovering that the core issue for the individual
involves being cut offfrom spirit, leads to an entirely different con

clusion. The origin of the destructive behaviormay then lie, not in
an attempt to find love, but in a futile effort to fill the emptiness

inside. An appreciation that weare, in fact, dealingwitha Metal CF
brings with it a plan forhealing. Helpingthe person to let go ofnega
tive messages in order to build self-esteem, while encouraging the

development of a spiritual practice that provides meaning,will deal
with the rootof the situation; this isthe therapeutic interventionthat

standsthe best chance of initiatingreal change.

In Chinese tradition there is a saying that we may offera starv

ing person a fish, but that a far bettersolution is to provide a fishing
pole. Ifwe fail to plant the seeds in the springtime, there certainly
will be no harvest in the late summer and, in addressinga situation

where this is the essential energetic dynamic, it would be more use
ful in the long run to attend to the Wood element. However, cor
recting the immediate symptoms through supporting the Earth
mightstave offan imminentcrisis ofstarvation. Clearly, in the inter
est of alleviating suffering, there is a place for both. As always, the
consistent theme is balance, and howwe approach the underlying
elemental CF is no exception. In Chinese medicine this is known
as "treating the roots and the branches," a strategy that holds much
practical wisdom in dealing with illness and with lifein general.8

In additionto considering the dominant imbalance on the level
of the individual, it is intriguing to look at the concept of the
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Central Focusas it relates to social groups. It seems reasonable that
those raised in the same family, community, or culture may share

characteristic qualities that can be seen as belonging to a specific
element. Whether the result of ancestral ch'i (heredity) or
upbringing (environment) or both, the observation that certain

energetic expressions are more frequently found among particular
groups seemsundeniable. Forexample, we can speculate about the
tendencies toward a group CF that exists in members of various

religious affiliations. Jews, for instance, who have a legacy of
searching for meaning and spirit, often have issues in the Metal
element. Catholics, raised with fear and guiltover violating rules of
sexual conduct, may tend toward Water imbalances. The emphasis
on jihad (spiritual warfare) in Islam can be associated with Wood

CF's occurring more commonly among this group.9 The Indian
religion Zoroasterism is known for its focus on Fire, and the
emphasis in Buddhism on sitting in meditation and holding a
steady center in the face of adversity can be interpreted as
expressing themes around the Earth element. This is not meant to

imply thatall who share these religious backgrounds have the same
elemental imbalance, onlyto demonstrate howthe Five Element
model can provide useful insights into patterns that exist on every
level.

The element of the Central Focus, in clarifying the pervasive
issues of life, can be seen to expose a person's weaknesses. Yet, true
to the teachingofyinlyang, this element also expresses the individ
ual's greatest strength. Though it may be seen as the place ofstrug
gle, this central theme contains many hidden gifts. Quite com
monly, as we confront the ongoing challenges presented by our
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primary imbalance, it becomes our growing edge and eventually
transforms into "the place from which we shine."10

We can appreciate what happens when the Wood element is

out of balance and the anger that results when nothing is growing.
There isalso a very positive aspectto this energy, which involves the
bursting forth into activity. Those with a Central Focus in Wood

often have a special task in life that involves creativity. In particular,

artists often have issues in this element, since they are constantly

dealingwith the tensionofcreation. It isfascinating, for instance, to
observe the strong lines painted in the green color that are used in
Van Gogh's self-portrait. Artists can also be famous for the frustra
tion that emerges when endeavors don't gosowell, as in the famous
story ofVan Gogh cuttingoffhis ear. Beautiful expressions in works
of art, as well as the perseverance to complete any project, require

the focus and vision that stem from Wood.

Fire is the symbol of warmth, relationship, and true intimacy.
For a person with a deficiency in this element, there can be a
dependency on external connections thatleads tobouncing between
ecstasy and the depths ofdespair. Frequently, in theirpreoccupation
with their own needs, those with a Fire imbalance can become

rather self-absorbed and, in the end, not love very well. The positive

expression ofthis element involves the ability to love, and the chal
lenge for a person with a CF in Fire is to learn how to really do this
without necessarily asking for anything in return. Tolove uncondi
tionally, andyet find a way tokeep a boundary and protect oneself in
the process, is the ultimate goal here. The task associated with this
element iscompassion, the openingofone'sHeart to another.

The Earth element is the Great Mother, and the positive side is

found in the thoughtfulness that allows a person to be truly present
for the needs of others. The task involves caringand nurturing, and
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any workof service can be seen asa reflection of this energy. Parent

ing, of course, requires this element, and can be considered the
quintessential manifestation of Earth. Those drawn to the health
fields are often motivated bya need to express these qualities as well,

and it is quite common to find nurses with an Earth CF. When car

ing for others reaches the point where an individual becomes a mar

tyr, sacrificing her own well-being in the process, it istypically a sign
of Earth energyout of balance.

Embracing the spiritand finding the quality of life is the issue
for someone with Metal as the primary element. The positive aspect
is the spirituality that allows detachment from superficial matters
and bringsa higher purpose. The taskof this element is to connect
to meaning and inspiration. Those who are on a spiritual path, in
search of enlightenment, may be motivated bya Central Focus in
Metal. The relentless drive for achievement that is the mark of the

workaholic, especially if the underlying purpose is to forge mean
ing, may also be driven by this element. We can seehow anyimbal
ance, when dealtwith honestly and with integrity, can evolve into
the finest expression of an individual. Those with a Metal CF, as
they work through their life-long struggle for spirit, can eventually
evolve into the Nobel Prize winners and the inspirational teachers
forthe nextgeneration.

Since Water is associated with fear, those with a predominant
imbalance in this element may find themselves seized up by this
emotion.As wehave seen, the CF presents us with the fundamental
challenge on our path as well as the key to its resolution, and
courage can be seen as the positive representation of this phase in
the cycle. Water holds the deep reservoirs ofenergy and the poten
tial for all that can unfold. The task offinding the innerstrength to
come forth into life depends upon this element, and this power
allows the hidden seed to manifest in the world.
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It is common in the work of self-growth to confront the same
issues again and again. Often these recurrent patterns involve the
element of the Central Focus. The feeling that we are "back to
square one," as we stumble on familiar mistakes, can at times seem

frustrating. It maybe helpful to reframe this process by considering
growth to take place in a spiral fashion. Though we may circle
places we have visited before, we can still visualizeprogress taking

place in the vertical direction (Figure 10).11 In fact, it is this very
experience of returning to the old issues, as long aswe are willing to
accept responsibility and not blame external circumstances, which
keeps us learning. Over time, we may find that we move through
these tendencies more quickly and are less dominated by them.
Indeed, throughconsciously embracing the tasks symbolized byour
CF, there is considerable opportunity for transformation and

change.
By understanding a wide range of manifestations in terms of a

single element, we bring meaning toa personal story in terms ofthe
universal experience of the elements. It is a journey of expanding
awareness, as we discover our own unique connection to age-old

Progress

Figure 10.The Process of Growth

Recurrent

issues
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archetypal images. This act oflinking life events to a bigger theme,
in itself, has a healing effect.

NOTES

1. The Yellow Emperors Classic of Internal Medicine, trans. Ilza Veith
(Berkeley: University ofCaliforniaPress, 1966), p. 115.

2. The phrase Causative Factor is not found in the Chinese literature
and, indeed, it is likely that Worsley borrowed this term from homeop
athy.

3. Zoe Brenner, a faculty member at the Traditional Acupuncture Insti
tute, originallysuggested Central Focus as an alternative to Causative
Factor. Being able to use the acronym "CF" when referring to the pri
maryelemental imbalance isa definiteadvantage,as it maintains con
sistency with the Worsleyan tradition in which most Five Element
practitioners have been trained.

4. Addressing the emotional level that underlies symptoms (the Internal
Causative Factors) is clearly the strength of the Five Element
approach. TCM (Traditional Chinese Medicine), the predominant
system of medicine in China since the Communist revolution, has
spreadwidely throughout the West. It developed from traditional roots
in yinlyang philosophy and has a strongemphasis on herbs. Express
ing the materialistic philosophy behind the politics of the People's
Republic, it seems to be more effective for the physical-level condi
tions that stem from the External Causative Factors of disease.

5. As my young friend Adam Lefkowitz shrewdly reminds his parents,
"nature or nurture, it'sstillyourfault."

6. For more information on this topic, see the fascinating discussion
found in Jung's autobiography, Memories, Dreams, andReflections, in
the chapter entitled "On Lifeafter Death."

7. This notionofpleasing the ancestors through our actions in the world,
a highly regardedvalue in traditionalChinese culture, may be one of
the meanings hidden within the image adopted by the famous San
Francisco band The Grateful Dead.

8. As in homeopathy, controversy exists in the Five Element world
between those who advocate exclusively treating the CF, relying on
this one element to influence all the others, and those who use the CF
as an organizingprinciple but emphasize addressing the energy of the
moment. The first group,which includes J. R.Worsley, has the advan-
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tage of a clarity and simplicity (less is more) that is consistent with
ancient Chinese wisdom, allowing nature to make the changes in the
other elements. The other approach—which is practiced by many of
Worsley's most notable students, such as Fritz Smith, Jim
McCormick, Bob Duggan, and Dianne Connelly—emphasizes the
dynamic relationship of all the elements through the sheng and k'o
cycles and empowers the practitioner to bring the system alive by
being fully present to the energy that isshowing up at any giventime.
From this second perspective, treatment islikened to pealing away lay
ers of the onion that, over time, is seen to reach deeper levels. In my
experience, some patients respond well to treating a single element,
and others seem to require attending to issues in more than one ele
ment. I do not think either viewpoint can be absolutely true for all
cases. Ch'i,after all, is a mystery.

9. On an emotional level, the anguished conflict between competing
cultures in the HolyLand typically finds the Israelis holdinggrief (in
the face of terrorist attacks that kill innocent civilians) and the Pales
tinians consumed with anger (over frustrated national aspirations).
This difference in emotions isconsistentwith the tendency of the pop
ulations toward a predominant elemental CF in Metal and Wood,
respectively, and contributes to the inability to hear the other side's
point ofview.

Having said this, it isalso very true that this conflict hasproduced
many Israelis responding out ofanger and many grief-stricken Pales
tinians. Clearly, the vicious cycle ofage-old hatreds, based on splitting
offone's shadow and projecting it ontothe enemy, can only reinforce
similar responses from the otherside. As Buddha oncesaid, "Hatred
never ceased byhatred, but bylove alone ishatred healed. This isthe
ancient and eternal law."

10. The following discussion is an elaboration ofthe "positive aspect" and
"task"for each element, listed in the Associations chart on p. 80.

11. Fritz Smith, M.D., Lectures on Zero Balancing, 1984.





CHAPTER 7

Archetypal Patterns
in Popular Culture

The Five Elements in the
Television Series Seinfeld

Smoking is certainly one of the oddest and stupidest

human idiosyncrasies. I love the ad campaign they

had a few years ago on their anniversary, "75 years

and still smoking." Well, not everybody. I think

there might be a few empty chairs at that big

birthday bash. Maybe the appeal is the fire. There's

something very scary and exciting about fire. People

always run to see a fire. This is what smoking is

really all about. The power of "I've got some fire

right here in my hand. Smoke and fire is literally

coming right out of my mouth."1

—Jerry Seinfeld

One of the most remarkable things about the model of the
Five Elements is the way that it shows up in the most
unexpected places. Since the elemental patterns are

based on ubiquitous energies, this should not be surprising.

Whenever behaviors resonate with a deep chord in human nature,
we are bound to be touching the archetypal level, and it is likely
that we will encounter the realm of the elements. Take, for

139
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example, the NBC television sitcomSeinfeld (1989-1998), which
portrays four characters that make us laugh because they portray
qualities that are all too human. In their personalities we repeatedly

recognize traits found in ourselves and others around us. The
popularity of the show's protagonists extends far beyondAmerican
culture, as people across the globe have regularly tuned in to follow
their exploits. The question arises then, whether Jerry, Kramer,
Elaine, and George might be expressing some of the energetic
principles we have been discussing.

For instance, the episode in which Jerry feels sorry for the owner

of a Pakistani restaurant is particularly instructive. As he observes
the man throughbinoculars from hisapartmentwindow, Jerry isvis
ibly distressed over the fact that there appear to be no customers. He
literally sings his concern:

Look at thispoorguy. Hisfamily's probably backin Pakistan.
They'rewaiting for him tosendbackmoney. This ishorrible.

The excessive sympathy upon whichthiscomment isbasedmakes it
clear thatJerry's Central Focus lies in Earth. His response to the rea
sonablesuggestion that he move on, "I can't, Fm obsessed with it,"
reveals an inappropriate level of involvement that is typical for this
underlying elemental pattern. Jerry is consumed with worry, mak
ing himself and others miserable in the process. When asked
whether he has eaten in the place, his reply makes his dominant
emotion obvious: "No, Fmafraid we'd start talking and I'd wind up
going partners with him." This scene is an excellent demonstration

of the way a sympathy that knows no bounds can turn into an obses
sion for an Earth person.

Compare this behavior with Jerry's response during another
show, when a father approaches him in the coffee shop and relays
the tragic story ofhow his immune-deficient son mustspend his life
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within a protective bubble ofplastic. In contrastto Elaine, who upon

hearing of the plight of the "Bubbleboy" uses her napkin to wipe
away genuine tears, in this situation Jerry couldn't care less. Preoccu

pied with his own concerns, he uses the napkin that is passed to him

to insteadwipe food from his mouth. When a specific emotion takes

extreme opposite expressions, in this casevacillating between abun

dant sympathy and a total lackofsympathy, it suggests that the associ
ated element (forJerry, Earth) isthe primary imbalance.

In another episode, Kramer, the neighbor across the hall, comes
bursting intoJerry's apartment full ofexuberance for a newplan. Inan
unmistakably shouting voice he asks, "Who wants to have fun?" After
receiving an affirmation from Jerry andGeorge, he shouts again, "Are
you justsaying you want to have fun, or do you really want to have
some fun?" True to their characters, Jerry answers, "I reallywant to

have fun," while George, who is prone to depression and negativity,
responds with, "I'm just saying I want to have some fun." It seems
Kramer has acquired a supply of golfballs, and now shares his idea
with his friends: "Why don't we drive out to Rockaway and hit
'em ... intothe ocean!" Theywisely decline the invitation and, as is
often the case when Wood energy is outofbalance, things do notfare
well in the end. Kramer returns angry and upset, revealing hisdomi
nantemotion bythrowing his golf clubs on the floor and proceeding
to kick them: "Hey, you want these? I don't want them. I stink! ... I
have no concentration." Again, the emotion that ismost intense and
out ofbalance points to the Central Focus, and for Kramer that ele
ment is most definitely Wood. We can see how frustration was the
inevitable consequence of a plan that was a bit crazy to begin with.
Furthermore, Kramer's initial enthusiasm was bound to eventually

hit an obstruction due to hislackofdecisive thinking and his inability
to focus. Both qualities are generally associated with Wood, and are
necessary fornewpossibilities to manifest in the world.
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There is, of course, the positive side of the Wood element,

which Krameraptlydemonstrates in an excerptthat pokesfun at the

Miss Americapageant. Becoming the coach for one of the contest
ants, he proudlyannounces, "I'm taking this girl to the top, to the
top Jerry, and you can't stopus!" Hisproclamation reflects the deter

mination and vision that are valuable resources associated with

Wood. Unfortunately for Kramer, and for the youngwomanwhose
fate it is to get involved with him, this element is way too dysfunc
tional for any of his far-reaching plans to stand any chance of
becominga reality.

No sitcom can be complete without the Fire type, whotypically
supplies much of the comic relief. The joy and warmth of this
element is wonderfully embodied in the character of Elaine. The
image of her falling in love, for example, is truly priceless. She
enters Jerry's apartment totally lit up and transformed: "This is it

Jerry, this is it. . . . He's a perfect man, I'm so lucky." Earlier in this
same show, Elaine had walked out of a restaurant when she learned

that the owner was against abortion, and Jerry slyly inquires if she
knows her new boyfriend's views on this subject. "Well, I'm sure
he's pro-choice," isher reply, and whenJerry asks how she knows,
she follows with, "Because he's just so good looking," an answer that
convinces neither herself norJerry. As Elaine faces the possibility of
losing this newfound love, we see excessive joy plummetintoa total
lack of joy. Again, extremes in expression are the hallmark of
an energetic imbalance, and Elaine's emotional swings are em
blematic ofa Fire CF. Sincean individual with a deficiency in this
element will, by definition, lack a sustained, balanced source of
warmth on the inside, she can easily become overly dependent on
external connections. Rejoicing to the heights can alternate in a
moment with sinking into the depths of despair, as relationships
flourish or fail. In Elaine's struggle to find love, we have an
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excellentportrayal of the vicissitudes experienced by a person with
issues in Fire.

Making relationships work is indeed the greatchallenge for the
Fire element, and Elaine certainly has her share of difficulty in this
arena. In an especiallydramatic scene, she is ready to abandon her

current boyfriend when he has bandages on his face following an

accident that may have damaged his good looks. Prompted once
again byJerry, whose role in holdingthe center in the midst of the
theatrics is characteristic of Earth, Elaine honestly confronts the

superficial, self-centered focus of her intimate connections (the
Small Intestine aspect of Fire brings the clarity that is required to
look honestly at the truth). She speaks longingly of her search for
love, the ultimate goal ofanyone whose emotional dynamic centers
in the Fire element:

Evenifhe isa hideousfreak, you know, maybe I can learn to love him,
and maybe in some final irony I can learn what love really is, you
knowJerry.

Of course, Jerry is not even paying attention, another illustration of
the recurring lack ofsympathy that is a manifestation ofhisprimary
imbalance in Earth.

And then there is George, whose ability to create confusion,
upset, andconflict all around, without ever accepting responsibility
for hisactions, is truly remarkable. Hispersistent and disturbing pat
terns of behavior suggest a more serious degree of pathology and,
from a psychological perspective, he fits the criterion for a personal
itydisorder. If the emotionaldefinition for identifying this condition
is "a person you consistently and desperately want to strangle,"2
George definitely qualifies. As is common for those with thisdiagno
sis, we find him constantly surrounded by chaos, yet totally oblivi
ous to his role in the drama. There exist a number of sub-groups
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within the personality disorder category, and George's level ofhyste
ria suggests that, more specifically, he is a histrionic type. On the
other hand, it could be pointed out that his lack of confidence and
endless need for adviceand reassurance, coupled with a manipula

tive stance that is motivated by the fear that he might have to take

care of himself, make him a dependent type. Undoubtedly, George
qualifies forboth diagnoses. Incidentally, Kramer also nicelyfits the
criterion for a personalitydisorder, but is more likelya schizotypal

pattern. Eccentricities, odd thinking and speech, and generally
weird behavior characterize this group of individuals. Although
Jerry and Elaine, in their self-importance, lack of empathy, and

need for admiration, display many attributes of narcissism, they

probablyshould not be considered narcissistic personality disorders.

Their internal anxiety and ability to accept responsibility for their
actions places their psychological diagnosis more in the category of
neuroses.

Returning to our Five Element analysis, there may be some

confusion over George's dominant elemental imbalance. This may,
in part, be due to the pervasive level of his dysfunction, which is
sure to involve a number of elements, and to the likely presence of
more serious disturbances from the acupuncture perspective, such
as Possession and Aggressive Energy. Hispuffed-up mask of bravado
isobviously a compensation for low self-esteem, and one might ini
tially conclude that George's primary imbalance lies in Metal.
However, whenever his fear is tested, it becomes abundantly clear
that this emotion is the driving force in his personality. In extreme

situations, as for example when he and Kramer go mountain climb
ing, George is totallyimmobilizedbythe fear that he experiences. It
could be argued that anyone would be frightened hanging from a
rope on the side of a cliff, and so this might be considered an appro
priate response. Yet, in another episode, we find that even the
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smoke from food burning in the kitchen causes him to be over
whelmed by deep-seated fear, and he proceeds to knock over chil
dren and an old woman with a walker in a frantic effort to evacuate

the apartment. This clearly excessive emotion reveals that George's
CF must be Water. On occasion, he does demonstrate the other

side of this element, as in the instance when, having pretended to
be a marine biologist, he courageously strides into the ocean to res
cue a stranded whale. An impressive display of lack of fear showing

up in an individual who, in other situations, isterrified bythe slight
est threats, confirms that Water is the element most out of balance.

The degree to which the characters on the Seinfeld television
series correspond to the Five Element model is so striking that one
could wonder whether the writers themselves had studied Chinese

philosophy. As is typical in working with universal images, we com
monly find them arising independently, simply because they
emanate from the collective unconscious of all people. The fact

that the personalities on the sitcom consistently express qualities
that fit the patterns of the elements is part of their world-wide
appeal, whether we areaware ofthis connection or not.

Jerry, Kramer, Elaine, andGeorge are all strangely familiar. We
are engaged by the way they demonstrate ourvery human tenden
cies and then take these attributes to the level of the absurd, thereby

allowing us to discharge tensions and laugh at our own seriousness.
Jason Alexander, the actor who plays George on the show, offers
insight into the function served by his character, and sums up the
cathartic function the television series Seinfeld has played in popu

lar culture:

When people reflected on theirown lives in comparison to George's,
theyfelt pretty good. No matterhow bad life may have been for any
given member ofour audience, they could tune in and see it was far
worse for this poor slob. Ina sick way that was comforting.3
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NOTES

1. Jerry Seinfeld, SeinLanguage (NewYork: Bantam Books, 1993), p. 35
(italics added).
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care (Denver:Healthcare Education Seminars, 1999),p. 17.

3. Jerry Seinfeld, Julia Louis-Dreyfus, Michael Richards, and Jason
Alexander, SeinOff: The Final Days of Seinfeld (New York: Harper
Collins, 1998), p. 15.



CHAPTER 8

The Twelve Officials
The Family Within

I have head, hands, feet

—they do the job,

Who the hell am I to choose?1

—Zorba the Greek

The system of energy relationships known as the Twelve Offi
cials is another model, reaching back to antiquity, which is
used to organize the full spectrum of human experience. In

contrast to the reductionist approach ofWestern biomedicine, which
studies the smallest measurable variable in order to conform to dou

ble-blind experiments, Chinese medicine always seeks the broadest
possible understanding. The model of the Twelve Officials is no
exception, offering an expanded view of anatomy and physiology
that takes us beyond fixed somatic structures. Each official ismuch
more than justa corresponding physical organ and includes, in addi
tion, a meridian that isa specific pathway ofch'i withinthe body, as
well as a dynamic functional activity thattakes place on all levels.

In the earliest descriptions ofthe activities ofthe bodyImindlspirit
found in The Yellow Emperor's Classic ofInternal Medicine, the func
tions necessary for health are compared to the organization of the

imperial government. Based ontheConfucian model for running the
empire, each of these officials is likened to one of the ministers that
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carries out a specific task, together allowing for the proper balance of
the whole. The Heart, in thissystem, can be considered the Emperor
or SupremeController, the partofourselves that rulesfrom the cen
ter,providing a sense oforder; the Lung's jobisthat ofthe PrimeMin
ister who counsels on spiritual matters; the Stomach is called "the

Official of the Public Granaries"; etc. As we have alreadyseen, each

of the officials can best be understood as arising out of its particular
element, a natural expression of that phase in the cycle. Working

together in a complementary fashion for the well-being ofthe individ
ual, these twelve energetic entities are indeed a "family within." Like
the ministers of an empire, the Twelve Officials must function
smoothly for there tobe harmony in the realm(Figure 11).

THE LIVER AND GALL BLADDER

Let's begin our exploration of this model with the Liver official,

referred to in the classics as "the Military Leader who Excels in
Strategic Planning." We can see why this minister belongs in the
Wood element, as the qualities of discipline, focus, structure, and
vision that are required for running an army are also needed to
make growth possible. Interestingly, Chinese medicine is fully con
sistent with the scientific view of the liver organ as a biochemical
factory thatproduces the molecules necessary for much ofthe phys
ical function of the organism. The physiology of the liver demon
strates that it provides the plan for the enzymes, blood-clotting fac
tors, and the building blocks of metabolism. The concept of the
Liver official, however, incorporates this role and then expands it to
a more wholistic perspective, looking at planning on all levels.

The importance ofthis minister is particularly evident in regard
to the immunesystem. The task ofwarding offinfectious agents that
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FIRE

WATER METAL

Figure 11. The Family of the Officials
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wouldattack the bodysuggests the image ofa Warrior, whose job it
is to defend the boundaries of the empire. Without an adequate

plan, the immune system would be ineffective, unable to resist
potential invaders. This is quite commonly the explanation when a
person suffers from recurrent infections. On the other hand, when
the primary symptom isallergies or hayfever, the immune system is
essentially attacking the wrong enemy, generating antibodies
against pollens, poison oakresin, and other proteins that are, in fact,
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harmless. Here, it is as if the Liverofficial is an overly zealous mili

tary leader, going to war because fighting is the only response she
knows.2 In the case of autoimmune disease, such as lupus and

rheumatoidarthritis, the immune system can be seen to be a hyper-
vigilant Warrior who actually turns against her own side, creating an
inflammatory reactionwithinthe body's tissues.

Vf y£ The Gall Bladder is described as "the Official ofUpright Judg-
#J-^-* ment and Decision-making." This function is responsible for the
Gaii Bladder countless internal decisions within the body, as well as the decisions

necessary for dealing with the outside world. We can see how this
minister is fundamental to the growth of Wood. For instance, the
decisions to embark on a course of study, move to a different town,
or end a relationship that isn't working all allowfor the new begin
nings that are an inextricable expression of this element. What if
this official isnot doinghis job?

case history: A patient came in for acupuncture and, in the course of a

Five Element evaluation, I asked for his favorite color (strong prefer

ences or dislikes frequently point toward an element out of balance).

His reply was something like: "Let's see, I think my favorite color is

green,no Ithinkyellow. No,no,that was lastyear... Now Ireally enjoy

red—or is it orange?"Here Iwas, ready to go to lunch, as he went on

and on.Thetension and anger Iwas feeling inmyown body at the time

was the best indication that a distressedWood element was underly

ing his response.Imagine the frustration he must experience tryingto

decide what shirt to wear in the morning! While I may have been

intent on coming up with an answerto put on the page,the process of

how he was responding revealed far more about his energy than

whatever the final choice happened to be.The lesson here isto assess

the energy, in this example the process of decision-making (or lack

thereof), rather than the content. The acupuncture point Bright and
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Clear (Gall Bladder 37),which supports clarity of thinking, turned out

to be a useful treatment for this individual's imbalance.

Conversely, what about the person who is constantly making
decisions for everybody, trying to control every situation, striving for
perfection?We can interpret this pattern as the official of decision

making functioning on full automatic. Though judging of everyone
else, these people are usuallyhardest on themselves. The tendency

to make excessive judgments produces a rigidity that is reminiscent
of a tree that is unable to bend in the wind and eventually gets
blown over. The classic condition that occurs with this particular

disharmony isa migraine headache, which typically runs along the
Gall Bladder meridian on the side of the head and is often coupled

with visual changesand sensitivity to the wind3 (both of which are
associated with the Wood element).

Within the scopeofan overactive Gall Bladder official we can
consider issues around "the inner critic."A major obstacle to freely

expressing what needs to come forth, this "judging voice" can
indeed stifle creativity. Since, for mostof us, the goal in art or writ
ingis notabout perfection, the task for thewould-be artist is to extri
cate herself from this harsh judge within. Ironically, when critical
thinking goes to the extreme it immobilizes us in much the same
way that indecision does. The modern American poet Robert Bly
advises hisstudents to write a poem every day. When asked how this
is possible, his answer is simply, "Lower your standards." The strug
gle with this critical voice is so universal that inTibetan Buddhism
we find a meditation entitled "chase the judging one." This is a
practice that exposes the part of the psyche for which the whole
world would never be enoughto rendersatisfaction.

In the realm of self-growth, bringing the dark areas that need
improvement intothe light is a crucial first step toward change. Yet,
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when a person judges herself for having negative qualities, it is dis-
empowering andblocks theability tomake other choices. The chal
lenge, from theperspective oftheWood element, is to hold the parts
of ourselves we dislike with awareness, not with anger. To do battle
withtheseshadow aspects only lends them power. The key to effec
tive intervention is to be able to observe behavior from some more

centered, compassionate place. To this end, Buddhism teaches the
practice ofmindfulness, which can be defined as awareness without
judgment. Of course, we eachstill need to make the distinctions that
allow us to see the rightpath (remember that vision isassociated with
the Wood element).A more balancedexpression of the Gall Bladder
official could be understood as discrimination, essential for the

healthydecision-making that permits a person to evolve and change.

A cardinal principle is that the officials within an element need

to be in communication for optimum health. For growth to take

place, the Gall Bladder and Liver officials must work together in
harmony. If there were a decision for action but no effective plan,
then nothing could be carried through to completion. A plan with
out a decision would mean that nothing is ever initiated. The
chronic marijuana smoker who is filled with creative visions that are

the direct result ofstimulation ofthe Liver official bycannabis, yetis
unable to turn thesedreams into reality, typifies the lattersituation.

In fact, drugs, alcohol, and medications are known to have a
strong influence on the Liver from both the Western and Eastern

perspectives. Whereas biomedicine might measure elevations in
hepatic enzymes as an indicator of a problem involving the liver
organ, Five Element practitioners look for signs ofan energetic dis
turbance, such as the shouting voice and the emotion ofanger that
can be observed in somepeoplefollowing excessive alcohol intake.
Since the substance itselfimpairs the function of these twoofficials,
causing faulty decision-making and planning that results in
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repeated bad choices, it is easy to slip into a negative cycle with
drugs that leads to continued abuse.

THE HEART, SMALL INTESTINE,
THREE HEATER, AND HEART PROTECTOR

Fire, the essence of life, is the only element to have four officials. p V >
The Heart is known in Chinese medicine as the Supreme Con-

r Heart

troller and can be understood as the Emperor within, bringing
calmness and order to the realm. In the ancient texts, this official is

termed "the minister of the monarch who excels through insight

and understanding." It is said, "If the emperor is on the throne fac
ing south (the direction of Fire), then the world is in order," imply
ing that the sovereign operates from wu wei (non-doing). This
higher self does not need to do anything; through simply staying
open and holdingthe center while maintainingcompassion for all
of her subjects, the other officials are encouraged to act from their
own nature. This purpose is regarded with such reverence that in
Japanese acupuncture the Heart meridian is nottreated at all. In the
Chinese tradition, this official is addressed for anxiety, panic, chaos,

insomnia, and stuttering—symptoms that indicate a loss of inner
calm. An imbalance in this function may also be expressed in an
excessive need to control. Just as the true Sovereign doesn't rule
from the ego but bythe will ofheaven, this energy likewise needs to
be in touch with her universal origins. Treating the first point along
the pathway, the Ultimate Source (Heart 1), is a way tofacilitate this
connection.

case history: A middle-aged man came in seeking acupuncture treat

ment for a benign but persistent cardiac arrhythmia that was triggered

bythe death of his father In addition to an irregular heartbeat,the loss
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reactivated long-buried problems with anxiety and insomnia. In addi

tion to the emotional trauma, this event had forced upon himthe legal

problems of managing his fathers estate, creating a sense of chaos in

his life.These presenting problems, it turned out,were an opportunity

to deal with an unresolved wound.The patient's story revealed that

his parents had divorced when he was quite young and, raised prima

rily bya mother who was herself quite overwhelmed, he never had a

model in the home to support the developmentof a calm center (Of

course, the potential for this energy is present in both men and

women and,had either parent been more intouch with the quality of

calmness, this mightnot have been an issue.)

Looking at thissituation energetically, the mandesperatelyneeded to

develop a relationship with his Heart official, which had been damaged

inthe course of his upbringing. In addition to acupunctureand herbs,the

keyto healing turned out to be a daily discipline of meditation.Through

the practice of sitting inthe center of his world,and focusing on abdom

inal breathing (without doinganything), he began to cultivatea feeling of

order Once he could access hisown inner Supreme Controller; he was

able to make peace with the fact that this energy was absent during his

childhood,and the physical symptoms began to abate.

As a minister alongside the Heart, the Small Intestine separates
out the substances that need to be retained from the rubbish that is

to be discarded, providing the pure environmentthat befits the lord
of the realm. The Yellow Emperor's Classic of Internal Medicine
states that the Small Intestine is "trusted with riches and creates

changes in physical substance." As we can see from his role in the
digestion of food, this task is involved with the transformation of
matter. Life itself is a transformative process involvinga biochemi

cal fire, and in Chinese medicine the purity of the vital ch'idepends

on this official.
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Once again, we can take the function of an organ in Western
biomedicine, where the small intestine absorbs the usable food for

assimilation by the body and passes the rest on to the colon to be

eliminated, and expand it to a morewholistic perspective. Thus, the
Small Intestine official is understood to sort the pure from the
impure in all of life experience. On the physical level, a problem in

this minister may lead to the retention of toxins, and any disease that

involves infection, discharge, or inflammation (especially alongthe
corresponding meridian pathway in the arm, shoulder, neck, and
face) mayoriginate here.

The process of sorting is indispensable in navigating one's path
in life, as it provides the abilityto separate what is truly nourishing
from the garbage. We can appreciate the value of letting go for
healthychange to occur yet, since the Colon onlyeliminates what
the Small Intestine brings to him, the work of this official is often
the first step in any lifepassage. It hasbeen said that modern West
ern culture is the most overstimulated society the world has ever
seen. Given the endless bombardment of information, much of it

useless, the function of the Small Intestine is necessary for main

taining mental and emotional well-being. This is the minister that
brings the clarity ofFire and, without his presence, there is pollu
tion of the mind that can result in confusion, depression, resigna

tion, and lethargy.
The Small Intestine is known as the alchemist, whose participa

tion is essential for transformation to occur on the deepest level of

our being. In essence, spiritual development can be seen as a
process ofsorting that allows us to continually reach more refined
states. Wherever people are concerned with the human potential
for increased consciousness, Fire imagery is sure to abound that
reflects the function of this official. Psychotherapists, for example,
are aware ofthe fact that patients need to "cook" while in therapy, if
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meaningful change isto take place. Jungians, in particular, speak of
bringingthe shadow into the light ofawareness, a phrase that indi
cates how Fire allows for clear perception. The ancient art of

alchemy, where the goal of turning base metal into gold is really
pointing to the internal taskof refininginferior qualities in order to

find the purity of enlightenment, draws heavily upon this minister.
And it is no accident that the alchemists, pioneers of the inner fron

tier, "prayed for a hot fire." When Rumi advises us to "burn inside

that presence,"4 he is callingupon the work of the Small Intestine
official, the symbol of "the Fire of transformation."

The Three Heater has a critical role in the balance and distribu

tion ofwarmth throughout the individual. The image of three refers
to the three burning spaces ofthe chest, upperabdomen, and pelvic
region, and this minister acts as a thermostat in the crucial task of

regulating temperature. As the controller ofheat, this function pro
vides a comfortable environment so that all the other officials can

do their work in proper fashion. In Chinese medicine, the Three
Heater iscalled"the minister ofwaterways forwarmth and connec
tions" and has a special role in integrating allareas ofthe body.

We think ofthis official whenever a person complains ofinternal
extremes ofhotandcold. Adisturbance canmanifest in complaints
ofbeing chilled to the bone and unable togetwarm or,conversely,
burning up with fevers andhotflashes. Extremities thatare icy cold
may be a symptom ofan imbalance here, as can be problems ofsex
ual frigidity and impotence, especially ifassociated withcoldness in
the lower abdomen upon palpation. On an interpersonal level, the
job of the Three Heater facilitates warmth and connection in rela

tionships. The process ofreaching out, communicating, andmaking
contact is very much the external reflection of an official who has

beencalled "theperfect host." Sometimes a problem hereoriginates
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from extreme exposures to temperature or from a history ofmoving
suddenly from the arctic region tothe tropics, orvice versa. Basically,
this is the minister that bathes all of the officials in the appropriate
amount ofFire, allowing fortheir harmonious function.

Thefinal Fire official is the Heart Protector, sometimes referred fi V >
to as the Circulation-Sex function, "the official of the center, who

guides the subjects intheir joys and pleasures." More than any other J^m
minister, she is the one essential for healthy relationships, which ¥ A
derives from her task of creatinga shield around the Heart. As we
have seen, the inner Emperor needs to rule from compassion and,

in order to remain open in this way, is the only official to have

another just to protect it. The Heart Protector corresponds in the

physical body to the pericardium, the envelope that surrounds the

organofthe heart.
It isin the emotional realmthat wecan trulyappreciatethe value

of this official. In modern Western culture we seem to have the idea

that people oughtto stay wide openin relationships at all times, and
thatit iswrong toever close down. Awonderful ideal perhaps, butan
attitude that can be terribly naive and, especially when others are
hurtful or thoughtless, one thatcan wreak havoc on our well-being.
Even in the most intimate of connections, there needs to be a bound

ary, as it is simply notpossible oreven desirable tomerge with anoth
er. The Beatles may have said, "All you need is love," but it took
Robert Bly to add, "All you need is love—and a bullet-proof vest."
The role ofthe HeartProtector is to keep usfrom beingundulyvul
nerable and sensitive by providing a buffer to the hurts in human
relationships. This official allows a person to set limits and do what
ever is needed for emotional protection. Without this function in
place, an individual can be easily wounded, damaged byevenimag
ined slights, let alone by real rejection. The result is to be forever

Heart Protector
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bouncing around, as the Heartofficial can then be bruised right to
the core. Paul Simon captures this all-too-common state of heart
breakin hissong"Graceland":

There's a girl in NewYork City, whocalls herselfa human trampoline.
Sometimes when Fm falling, flying, tumbling, in turmoil
I say, whoa, so this iswhatshe means.
She means we'rebouncing into Graceland.
And I see, losingloveislikea window in yourheart,
Everybody seesyou'reblownapart,
Everybody sees the wind blow... .5

On the other hand, it isquite typical, especially aftersuffering a
personal loss, for a personto build a brickwall around himself—an

image that reflects a Heart Protector that is too rigid and closed off.
This certainlyaccomplishes the protective work of this minister, but
at the costofkeeping out the possibility of love. Again, Paul Simon
seemsto know this territory well:

Theygota wall in China, it's a thousand miles long,
Tokeep out the foreigners they made it strong.
I have a wall aroundme thatyou can't evensee,
It took a little time togetnext tome.6

So the ideal, once again, is balance, this time between opening and
closingthe gates of intimacy. A healthy Heart Protector needs to
operate, in fact, as a fluid gate that can let in love where appro
priate, but canalso shutdown to protect oneself when necessary. In
this way we can trust that, on the deepest level, we will survive
regardless of the outcome ofany interaction. This official actually
permits us to take the risk of true intimacy, open up sexually, and
connect "heart to heart." Knowing that this minister is in place
allows the Heart to stayopen and loving in the world of relation
ships. The universality of the pattern of the Heart Protector is
demonstrated bythe following passage from the J Ching hexagram
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for Inner Truth, written thousands of years ago and still relevant
today:

Here the source of a person's strength lies not in himself but in his
relation to other people. No matter how close to them he maybe, if
hiscenterofgravity depends on them,he isinevitably tossed to and fro
between joy and sorrow. Rejoicing to high heaven, then sad unto
death—this isthe fate ofthose whodependupon an inner accordwith
other personswhom they love. Whether this condition is felt to be an
affliction or the supreme happinessof love, is left to the subjectivever
dictofthe person concerned.7

case history: Over the years, Ihavetreated perhaps a halfdozen young

girls of elementary school age, who came to my practice with a vari

ety of conditions ranging from stomach pains to headaches. What

was common to all of them was that the complaints only occurred

on school days, often necessitating absence from class. On exploring

their situation, I found each one to be shy and highly sensitive to

comments by others. Once it became known that they were vulnera

ble in this way, these girls became the targets for the bullies in the

schoolyard. Unableto protect themselves, they would be devastated

bythese hurtful attacks, and their symptoms became the onlywayto

avoid the emotional pain.

During our acupuncture sessions, Itold them about the Heart Pro

tector as an ally that was already present inside, andtreated a point on

the pathway, the Inner Frontier Gate (Heart Protector 6), that embodies

the essence of this function. Iasked them to go home and draw a pic

ture of this image, how it looks when the gate is open and when it is

closed tight. As the girls became more familiar with this internal ener

gy, they were better able to call upon it when appropriate. If a bully

approached in the schoolyard, they learned howto closetheir internal

gate and protect themselves. Eventually, they no longer were so vul

nerable and the bullies turned their attention elsewhere.The ailments
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cleared once their conditions were addressed energetically, though I

often thought that it was the bullies that really should have been in

treatment. Again, a symptomatic approach in these cases, even with

natural methods such as herbs, would have missed the energy of the

situation and failed to correct the source of the problem.

In summary, we can describe four distinct expressions of the

energy of Fire as it manifests at the level of the officials. There is

the kingly essenceof Fire, the center and connection to the Source,

where the spirit of heaven (shen) resides. This is the Heart official.

The clarity of Fire that allows things to be seen in the light of
awareness, so critical for transformation, is the work of the Small

Intestine minister. In the function of the Three Heater we have the

warmth and glow of Fire, and its ability to reach out and make
connections. Lastly, the Heart Protector official provides the
protective aspectof Fire, the boundary that is required for relation
ships to be healthy.

THE STOMACH AND SPLEEN

The element ofEarth isthe sourceofnourishment, and within it we
find the Stomach and Spleen officials. The Stomach is the organ of
transformation ofenergy, the Mother whose role it is tofeed theper
son in all ways. This official is considered "theplace ofrotting and
ripening," the compost bin where food begins to be brokendown for
digestion. The jobof this ministercan be likened to a cement mixer.

On the physical level, this function involves bringing food down
and mixing it with digestive juices, a process that is essential for
replenishing the stores ofenergy in the body. Conditions that may
occurfrom an imbalance here include nausea and vomiting, bloat-
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ing, gastritis, reflux esophagitis, malnutrition, obesity, chronic
fatigue, and even epilepsy (reflecting a loss ofthe stability ofEarth).

On every level, this minister brings things to fruition through
providing the ability to reap a harvest. In the realm of the mind, the
Stomach official permits the ripening of ideas, which also need to
be churned over and broken down so that the kernels of truth inside

can be uncovered. Excessive activity could create the rumination

and obsessive thinking that can be characteristic of an Earth ele
ment out of balance. On the spirit level, a lack of being nurtured
can rob a personof lifeenergy and lead to insecurity and a feelingof
desperation. The Stomach supports the ch'i that is derived from

food and, as a result, is necessary for maintaining the vitalityof all
aspects of the organism.

The Spleen is the official of transport. She can be compared to

"a fleet of lorries that distributes and delivers goods and services
throughout the country."8 As an embodimentof the Earth element,
this minister isprimarily concernedwiththe distribution ofnourish
ment. Connecting all the parts of the whole, the Spleen provides
grounding and center. When thereare multiple symptoms, conges
tion fromlackof movement, dullness and swelling (as in edema), or
when the extremities seem cut off (as in peripheral neuropathies
and circulatory problems such as Reynaud's phenomenon and vari
cose veins), we think of her role.

In Chinese medicine, the pancreas (since it is in anatomic prox

imity to the spleen organ and regulates blood sugar) is considered to
be partofthe Spleen official. Diabetes, which is a failure ofthe pan
creas toproduce insulin, canbe associated with an imbalance here. It
isworth noting that the most serious long-term complications ofthis
disease relate to circulation, particularly involving the small arteries in
the retina, kidneys, and feet, an observation that is quite consistent
with the Chinese view of this ministeras responsible for distributing

#
Spleen
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nutrients. Just as the Stomach brings things down, the Spleen holds
them up. When she isnot functioning well it can be reflected in diar
rhea, hemorrhaging, or prolapse of an organ. As might be deduced
from observing Earth energy in nature, the Spleen is integral to the
process of reproduction in women. The organofthe uterus is literally

the soil where the fetus is planted and is governed by this energy.

Menstrual disorders, including irregularities and bleeding problems,
and many other gynecological conditions are typically treated
through this official. The nurturingconnection that is the work of the

Spleen minister creates a home and a senseof place, qualities funda
mental to the Earth element.

THE COLON AND LUNG

The task of the Metal element in providing meaning and spirit
depends upon the Colonand Lungofficials. Referred to in the clas
sics as "the Drainer ofthe Dregs," we know that the colon organ is
responsible for the elimination of undigestible food and the waste
products from digestion. This is "the garbage collector," removing
the filth in order to allow for something new to come in. On the
physical level, an imbalance in the Colon official might involve
constipation or diarrhea, colitis, or, interpreting this function in a
broader context, the retention ofimpurities anywhere in the body.
In particular, toxins in the skin (which is associated with Metal), or

infection in the sinuses (where the Colon meridian travels), are
common manifestations ofa problem in this minister.

When we consider the Colon within the model of the Twelve

Officials, weare, ofcourse, speaking of lettinggo on every level, of
whatever no longer serves us.Thus, on the mental level his role is to
allow us to let go of negative thinking, toxic experiences, and all the
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old programs that keepusstuck in destructive patterns. Indeed,con
stipation of the mind can be far more damaging than it is in the
body. On several occasions, I havehad patientsactuallystate, "My
head is a giant cesspool," a golden key that indicates a problem in
this official. On the emotional level, it is important to let go and
release the range of feelings that arise in the course of living: anger,
joy, sympathy, grief, and fear. In Chinese medicine, these are all
considered normal expressions and certainly can be appropriate;

they do not become unhealthy as long as the Colon enables their
elimination, permittinga person to move on. So much of the spiri
tual path involves quieting the mindand giving up egoattachments,
a process that relies intimately on this minister. To experiencea rev

erence for the sacred, it is essential to stayuncluttered—truly, if we

can stayempty, the spirit isalreadyours.

The function of the Colon cannot be separated from the quality
symbolized by Metal, since holding on to negativity would
inevitably contaminate our sense ofworth, rob us ofmeaning, and
lower self-esteem. When we sense that someone is "full of shit," it

may be an indication that there is an imbalance here. In many
wholistic medical approaches, before energy can be strengthened,
the initial intervention isoften the cleansing of toxins. This means
supporting the minister that can be called "theGreat Eliminator."
In fact, we find that just about any change that eventuates in a gen

uine movement toward health first requires the release of old pat
terns of behavior,a reflectionof the work of the Colon official.

The Lung is "the Receiver of the Breaths of Heaven." In the
texts from ancient China we find her role elucidated:

The Lung is the official ofreceiving pure ch'i from the Heavens. The
Lung holds a privileged place along with the Heart. The Lung, which
is just next to the Heart, is the Ministerand Chancellor. As a minister
he would confer with the prince—mutual exchanges side byside, with
the hierarchy preserved."9

#f
Lung
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The Emperor certainly rules from the Fire element, yet"the Prime
Minister," as a principal component ofMetal, provides wisdom and
spirit. On the body level, the organ of the lungs brings in oxygen,
and asthma, a condition that involves constriction of the bronchial

tubes, is the classic disease state that reflects a problem in this offi
cial. Any respiratory difficulty orsusceptibility to infections (wei ch'i,
the protective energy, depends on this minister) may, in fact, stem
from a Lung imbalance. In addition, the skin is considered "the
third lung" (since it breathes) and inflammations such as eczema
are often related to this function.

Again, the Lungofficial is more than a physical organ, and her
job is called upon in order to receive on every level of experience.
In the mental realm, this might mean taking in positive feedback
and recognition. Not being comfortable with acknowledgement
could obviously contribute to the lowself-esteem characteristic of a

Metal imbalance. On the spirit level, we find it common to so

many traditions throughout the world to emphasize breathing
practices as a way to contact what is essential and revitalize the

deepestpart ofour being. Through the rhythm of the breath we can
cultivate quality and find inspiration. It is clear why Chinese
medicine treats the Colon and Lungs together, as the two officials
within Metal must mutually support each other in the dance of
letting go and receiving throughout the body/mind/spirit. The
interplay of these two functions is succinctly expressed in this
esoteric teaching from the Tao Teh Ching:

Bend and you will be whole.

Curl and youwill be straight.
Keep empty andyou willbefilled.
Grow old and you will be renewed.
Havelittle and you willgain.
Have much andyou will be confused.10
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THE BLADDER AND KIDNEY

The final element to be considered, Water, is the home of the Blad

der and Kidney officials. The Bladder is the reservoir that stores the

richesofone's energy reserves. It isquite common, in our fast-paced
world, to find people "running on empty," a description that aptly
conveys a depletion in this function. When he is out of balance,

individuals report that they are either drowning or drying up. The
feelingof being overwhelmed that is characteristic of this situation
contributes to the fear that is associated with Water. The use of caf

feine provides only temporarysupport and, in the long run, further

strains a struggling Water element, aggravating the problem.
Clearly, the best solution is to set a limit on activities and find the
time to rest. Very often, in advising patientsof the value of slowing
down, I share the imagefrom nature of the wintertime rainsputting
fluidback in the reservoirs. We need to have somethingin reserve if
life is to have the adaptability, flexibility, and powerthat is reminis

cent of the flow of water in nature.

The Bladder meridian contains more acupuncture points than
anyother in the body. Originating with Eyes Bright (Bladder 1) at
the medial corner of the eye, this pathway runs over the top of the
head to the occiput, then down the back alongside the spine,
through the sacrum and the posterior surface ofthe legs, ending at
the littletoe. The lastpoint, Extremity ofYin (Bladder 67), isthe one
that has been shown in Western medical studiesto successfully turn

breech presentations in pregnancy. On thephysical level, headaches,
neck stiffness, lowback pain, and sciatica can all stem from a distur
bance in this minister.

True to its role aspartofthe Water element, the Kidney official
contains the seed and isseen as the root of both yin and yang. This
is the controller of the balance of fluids, known as "the official who Kidney
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does energetic work and excels through ability andcleverness." She
is regarded as a deep generator ofpower, andthe jing is stored here.
This vital-essence can be compared to the geneticsubstrate that sets
the range for what is possible. Constitutional and inherited disor
ders, which are understood in Chinese medicine to be a distur

bance in jing, are generally addressed through the Kidney energy.
Though the uterus isassociated with the Earthelement, the process
of reproduction, as well as hormonal and sexual secretions, is gov
erned by Water. Consider, for instance, the way the fetus floats in
amniotic fluid. Consequently, treatments for infertility, impotence,

and vaginal infections oftencenter on this function.
The minister of the Kidney is essentially a source of vitalityfor

our lives. We have seen this idea expressed through the Five Ele
ment model in the observation that winter holds the potential for

the full expression in summer. In a similarway, the Fire energyfor
relationship and connection, so intertwined with the Heart Protec

tor and Three Heater, has its origin in the Kidney official.11 Since

she is associated with the lower orifices, sexuality is rooted here.
Obviously, the Fire element is intimately involved in the passion of
sexuality, but the source oflibido energy isunderstood to rest in the
Kidney.

In Chinese thoughtwe inherit a fixed amount of jing (essence)
for our life that, in a physical way, is contained in sexualsecretions.

This is the theoretical basis for Taoist yogic practices that involve
refraining from ejaculation and orgasm during the sexual act.
Instead of spilling one's essence and depleting reserves, the goal is to

use the energy engendered by intercourse to feed the higher cen
ters. Similar to the Tantric tradition from India that teaches the

importance of raisingthe kundalini, the primal Water energies are
contained by stopping in time. Both partners then breathe deeply,
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usingyi (intention) to bring the powerful vibrations up the spine,
therebynourishingthe upper chakras.12

The Kidney pathway begins on the sole of the feet with the
Bubbling Spring (Kidney 1). This is the eternal source of Water
within and, like its image in nature, provides purityand freshness.
In Chinese medicine, treatment of this point is especially rejuve
nating and cleansing and is useful whenever there is stagnation on
any level. Legend has it that, in ancient days, soldiers in China

would needle themselves here to overcome fear as they went into
battle. The meridian of the Kidney, being associated with a yin
official, runs along the front of the body(the yin side), in contrastto
the Bladder, which runs up the back (yang side). On the lower

abdomen, there is a point, the Doorof Infants (Kidney 13), that is

used to treat infertility. The chest points on the Kidney pathway
providesome of the most powerful ways to address the spirit level in

all of acupuncture. The Spirit Seal (Kidney 23) represents the

unique stamp of a person's spirit, an image that derives from the
family seal used on documents in Chinese tradition. This point
offers access to the ancestral ch'i, expressing the specialness of a
particular heritage and the wisdom of the ancestors. The Spirit
Storehouse (Kidney 25) isa reservoir ofstrength that is considered a
resource for bringing constancy to life. It represents the deep place
inside that remains steady and undisturbed, despite the vicissitudes
of external fortune. Five Element practitioners find this point a
valuable ally in dealing with the fears that socommonly arise when
a patient isdealingwith serious illness.

The following diagram, again borrowing the metaphor of the
administration of the political and social structure, summarizes the

vital role played by each of the officials, whotogetherallow for the
healthy workings of the whole human being (Figure 12).
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THE CHINESE CLOCK

Though the family ofthe officials hasbeen presented in this chapter
as an extension of the Five Element system, there exists another

arrangement that is commonly used in Chinese medicine, derived
from the anatomical order of the meridian flow in the body. In this
format, we have a different sequence that allows us to assign one
particular energyto each of twelve two-hour periods. This becomes
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Figure 13.The Chinese Clock
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the basis for the Chinese Clock, a model that delineates the time of

daywhen each official is at peakfunction. According to this view,
the time ofthe Heart official begins at 11 a.m., the Small Intestineat
1 p.m., the Bladder at 3 p.m., the Kidneyat 5 p.m., the Heart Protec

tor at 7 p.m., the Three Heater at 9 p.m., the Gall Bladder at 11 p.m.,

the Liver at 1a.m., the Lungat 3a.m., the Colon at 5a.m., the Stom
ach at 7 a.m., and the Spleen official at 9 a.m. (Figure 13).

This organization can be used to makesense out of many com
mon observations. It is known, for example, that the greatest fre
quency of heart attacks occurs at either 11 a.m-1 p.m., when the
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Heart official is at maximum activity, or between 11 p.m.-I a.m.,

when it isat its lowest ebb. Ifa person has an excess of energy in this
minister they maybe more vulnerable at the first time, while if they
suffer from a deficiency they maybe more prone to problems at the
latter. Many people experience low energy from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m.,

when it is the peaktime ofthe Bladder and Kidney; the need for rest
maysimply be more pronouncedduringthe periodofthe Wateroffi

cials. The fact that the evening, between 7 p.m. and 11 p.m., brings
the function of the Heart Protector and Three Heater to the fore,

suggests that this is the time to cultivate relationships and human

interaction. Then there are individuals who report that they find

themselves up, doingtheir bestdecision-making and planning from
11 p.m. to 3 a.m., the time when the Gall Bladder and Liver are work

ing to the fullest. Actually, the teachingcontained in this association
is that these tasks are meant to be performed while we sleep, free of
the interference of the rational mind. The saying from Russian fairy
tales that "Mornings arewiser than evenings,"13 reflects the universal
experience ofsleeping on a problem and, having processed the infor
mation unconsciously through the Wood officials, waking with a
clear direction.

Also explained by the Chinese Clock is the observation that
those struggling with griefand loss seemto find themselves awake at
Lung time, between 3A.M.-5 a.m. Howmany of us can relate to the
very humanordeal, captured so well by Rilke, of"wandering pathless
at nightin the mountain range ofhisfeelings"?14 Meditation, which
is practice in emptying the mind, traditionally takes place between

5a.m-7 a.m. This certainly isno accident, sincethis is the periodof
letting go, when the Colonis at its peak activity. The early morning is
also meant for having a bowel movement, and allowing time for this
process during these hours can go a long way to cure constipation.
Finally, we observe that the officials involved with digestion, the
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Stomach and Spleen, are at the height of their function between
7 a.m. and 11 a.m., suggesting that this is the ideal time to eat the
largest meal ofthe day. In violation ofthis natural pattern, many peo
ple typically take in the most food in the evening, at the opposite
time ofthe clock, when these officials are ready to rest. The analogy
may be drawn to the importance ofputting fuel in the car at the start
of the trip, not at the end ofthe journey.

There is indeed much wisdom in the Chinese Clock for living
our lives in harmonywithnature'srhythms. In addition, froma diag
nosticstandpoint when a symptom recursat a particular time of day,

it may be pointing to an imbalance in the official that is at peak

activity during this period.

One ofthe mostoutstanding and uniquefeatures in the practice
of Five Element acupuncture is the ability to relate to the family of
the officials as living presences within the individual. Through tak
ingthe twelve Chinese pulses (each ofwhich corresponds to one of
the officials), combinedwith cultivating an intuitive sense, students
in this system learn to communicate directly with these internal
realities, deciphering their needs. The health of the patient is
understood to be a reflection of the sum total of the officials, and the

jobof the acupuncturist is to use needles to supporttheir optimum
function. Many observers have noted the parallels to Shamanism,15
where it is the role of the shaman to contact spiritual entities not
ordinarilyavailable to the uninitiated, and then to intervene in this

realmwith the goal of relieving suffering. Indeed, more than in any
other respect, it is the development of a personal relationship with
the officials that enables practitioners of this tradition to touch the
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essence of the patient, thereby bringing the spirit realm alive in the
treatment room.

Each of these ministers has a song to sing, and the particular
expression of a human life may be seen as arising out of a unique
"symphony of the officials."16 In the next chapter, we will examine
the remarkable similarity that exists between the model of the offi
cialsfrom ancient timesand Jung's concept of the archetypes, as it is

applied today in modern depth psychology. As has been apparent

throughout thisbook, one ofthe mostuseful ways to understand the
concepts of Chinese medicine isas archetypalsymbols that allowus

to describe what ultimatelymust remain a mystery, the energies of
life. It is the geniusofChinese medicineto be able to assess the state
of the vital force through careful observation, to formulate a diagno
sis in terms of universal models, and then to intervene creatively by
treating a specific energyfor the purpose of restoringbalance. The
model of the Twelve Officials, who perform their functions within

the framework ofthe Five Elements, serves asa guideforall ofthese
endeavors.

NOTES

1. Nikos Kazantzakis, Zorba the Greek, screenplay byMichael Cacoyan-
nis (NewYork: 20th Century Fox, 1965).

2. The similarity between Five Element acupuncture and Jungian
archetypal psychology is nowhere more evident than in the inclina
tion of both systems to personify the internal energies. The practi
tioner and the patient then deal with these aspects as living entities
that have a life of their own. In this spirit, I have elected to use gender
pronouns (rather than "it") when referring to the officials. For consis
tency, I have used the feminine form for the yin officials on the inside
of the circle of the elements (known in Traditional Chinese Medicine
as the tsang organs) and the masculine form for the yang officials on
the outside (the fu organs).
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10. Lao Tzu, Tao Teh Ching, trans. John Wu (NewYork: St. John's Uni
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11. In the system ofacupunctureknown asTraditional Chinese Medicine
(TCM), the fact that the Kidney is the root of yin and yang bestows
upon her special significance. This minister is seen to govern both
Waterand Fire in the body. The function that regulates fluids is con
sidered the yin aspect and isassociated with the organ ofthe kidneys.
Libido and vitality are referred to as Kidney-yang and are seen to
reside in the adrenals. Since this physically adjoining organ secretes
both adrenalin and Cortisol, critical stimulating hormones, this model
compares nicely with theWestern view. Instead oftheemphasis onthe
role ofthe Fire officials in relationships and sexual expression that we
find in Five Element theory, practitioners of TCM tend to address
problems in this arena with acupuncture points and herbs thatsupport
the Kidney.

In thismedical tradition based on polar complements, the deple
tion in reserves (yin), so ubiquitous in our culture, creates a relative
excess ofyang that is observed in the overstimulation, insomnia, and
restlessness that patients present with in the treatment room. This pat
tern would be considered in biomedicine to be an anxiety disorder
involving an overload of adrenalin, a diagnosis that fits the Chinese
conceptofa dysfunction in Kidney-yang. As caffeine consumption to
overcome the associated exhaustion pushes the adrenals to work even
harder, it ends up aggravating the imbalance.
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CHAPTER 9

Archetypes of
the Unconscious

and Chinese
Medicine

A Jungian Perspective

For the god wants to know himself in you.1

—Rilke

Carl Jung's vision of the psyche was vast indeed. Perhaps his
single greatest contribution was uncovering inner arche
typal images that have a life of their own. Residing within

the collective unconscious, these universal patterns are part of the
inherited structure of the psyche, independent of conscious will.
Though we may often be unaware oftheirexistence, our thoughts,
feelings, and actions are, to a great extent, determined by these "liv
ingpresences within." Jung knew the psyche to be real and that "we
are not the onlymasterin the house."2

Itwas, in fact, Jungsawareness ofthe existence ofthese archetypes
that compelled him to reject Freuds more narrow view ofthe uncon
scious. After his breakfrom orthodoxy, he spentthe nextthree years in
intense introspective exploration, establishing an intimate relationship
with these internal forces and creating the foundation for hisentirepsy-
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chology. Central to Jungs thinking was the concept of individuation,
the maturation process that allows us to draw upon the full range of
archetypal potentials in orderto becomethe unique individual that is
ourdestiny. Hestood in wonder at the depths ofthe world within.

Joseph Campbell furthered Jung's discoveries when he brought
to the Westan appreciation of the role ofmyth as a way that cultures

traditionally accessed the archetypes. Campbell essentially

approached these primal images, which can be found in the stories
that originate in all times and places, as energetic resources for the
human condition. This understanding is reflected in his following
statements:

Mythology helps you to identify the mysteries ofthe energies pouring
through you.3

[Mythology can be defined as] the flight ofthe imagination, inspired
bythe energies ofthe body.4

Neurophysiological research supports the observation that the
development ofthebrain allows for theactivation ofthese potentials
over time. The archetypes areactually built intoour nervous system
and, in essence, we are "hard-wired" for them. In order to partici
patein the full range ofexpression as we gothrough life, we need to
be able to draw upon these internal energies. Tothe studentofChi
nese medicine, this explanation brings to mind the basic teaching
that, underlying the health of a person, is the ch'i. The Five Ele
ments and the Twelve Officials, the models we use to describe the

energetic processes, are symbols based on universal archetypal

images, which is why they are as meaningful for us today as they
were in ancient times. The corresponding meridian pathway for
each official is the acupuncture equivalent to the Jungian concept
of the "hard-wiring." Both the Western and Eastern approaches
share a common viewpoint: our behavioris seen to be the sum total

of these inner functions, we need all of them working together har-
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moniously for there to be health, and the role of treatment is to

bring these powerful forces into balance.
From the time of the gods and goddesses of ancient Greece to

the present, a great many systems have evolved for organizing the
world of the archetypes. The contemporary Jungian psychologist
RobertMoore has developed a map of the fundamental structure of

the psyche, based on four primary energies.5 In his descriptions of
the King, the Warrior, the Lover, and the Magician, we have a pic
ture of the innermost regions of the collective unconscious. I have
taken the liberty to add the Queen archetype, thereby expanding
the discussion to create a model of five. This archetypal construct

reflects the wholeness of the human condition, while fitting well

with the Five Elements of Chinese medicine as used in this book.6

As we explore this "inner geography," comparisons with the ele
ments and officials literally jump out at us (Figure 14).

Figure 14. The Structure ofthe Deep Psyche
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THE WARRIOR:

DEFENDER OF THE BOUNDARIES

The archetype of the Warrior is found around the world, symboliz

ing the virtues of commitment, focus, and sacrifice. Likean effective

general, this image embodies the planningand decision-making that
are needed to successfully defend the boundaries of the realm. She is

a resource that provides the skill and strength requiredto deal effec
tively withanystruggle.7 Basic to this energy is the observation that
the true Warrior isloyal to the Sovereign and can endure all kinds of
pain in service of a higherpurpose. The Samurai tradition ofJapan,
as well as the Knights of the Roundtable, offers magnificent exam
ples ofthis archetype. Ifwe wish toaccomplish any demanding task,
wetooneedtocalluponthe innerWarrior for the discipline to perse
vere, especially when the going gets rough.

From the perspective ofthe Five Element model, these descrip
tions oftheWarrior place this archetype clearly within the energy of
Wood. The strength contained here is analogous to the power of the
Wood element for creativity and action. The greater purpose of the
Warrior brings to mind the vision that isassociated with this element.
In the system ofthe officials, we would more specifically equate this
archetype with the Liver, "the Military Leader who Excels inStrategic
Planning." The relationship of this minister to the immune system,
charged with the responsibility for defending the boundaries of the
physical body, illustrates how well the image of the Warrior fits Chi
nesemedicine's understanding ofthe functionofthe Liver official.

A distortion of this archetype, which is unfortunately all too
prevalent in the world today (and encouraged through images on
television and cinema and bythe availability ofguns), is the person
who is wantonly violent. The trueWarrior's concern isto get the job
done, and she would prefer to use the least amount of force neces

sary for this end. Another "shadow" expression of this archetype is
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the mercenary who only asks, What's in it for me? A modern-day
example is the individual who focuses a large amountofenergy on a
task, but does so solely for personal gain. Instead of being out for
herself, the healthy expression of the Warrior always serves a
transpersonal commitment.

We can begin to appreciate that within our contact with the
archetypes lies a very real danger. These arepowerful images ofper
fection, containing truly numinous energies. Any one of these inter
nal structures can totally engulf us. When we are in contact with
them it feels like

The awesome trees, the distances I had felt

sodeeply that I couldtouch them, meadows in spring:
allwonders thathadever seized my heart.8

Each archetype wants all of us, and there is the distinctpossibility of
being possessed by them, with the consequent loss of our individual

ity. The goal, instead, from the perspective of individuation, is to
access whichever archetype is appropriate in the moment, but to

avoid beingtaken over by it.The workaholic whoonlyknows howto
stay busyand productive and isunable to relax iscertainlyoperating
under the image of the Warrior, but is an example of the one-sided-
ness that isbound to resultwhen a single energy dominates our per
sonality. When in the extreme, thissituation can be addressed in Ori
ental medicine through releasing the seven dragons to counteractthe
demons of possession. (See chapter 3, "AncientChinese Wisdom,"

page 54.)

THE LOVER:

APPRECIATIVE CONSCIOUSNESS

The next archetype to be exploredis the Lover, a verydifferentkind
of energy. In place of the Warrior's focus on struggle, we are now in
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the garden of delight, where there is the opportunity to be "erotic
with the senses." When this energy is constellated there is joy, relat-
edness, sensuality, passion, and what has been called "appreciative

consciousness." The ability to be content with how things are and

hold an attitude of gratefulness comes from this archetype. Many

people suffer in their relationships by carrying their Warriorenergy
(sonecessary for dealingwith the tasks of everyday life) into the bed
room. The outcome is then at best a business partnership, and quite

often a fight, though, in truth, both partners probably only really
wantlove. Once these distinctions in the energies are understood, it
is possible to consciously access the Lover when appropriate. There
isno better way than throughpoetry:

Anorangeon the table,yourdress on the rug
—And you in my bed.

Sweetpresent of the present,
Cool ofnight, warmth ofmy life.9

When looked at through Five Element eyes, this is Fire energy.
In particular, we can see the close association of the Lover with the

Heart Protector, the official so necessary for healthy relationships,
"who guides the subjects in their joys and pleasures." Also corre
sponding to thisarchetype is the Three Heaterofficial, responsible
for warmth and connection. Being ableto incorporate both the Chi
nese and Jungian models can be useful in the treatment room, as a

casefrom my practice illustrates.

case history: A sixty-year-old woman came in suffering from an

autoimmune disorder (a condition which suggests that she was at

war with herself).The history uncovered that she had been sad and

depressed ever since the death of her adult daughter five years ear

lier.The daughter had been this woman's primary source of joy, and

this emotion was now completely unavailable in her life. In fact, the
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loss was so terribly painful that the patient couldn't even bear to

recall the daughter's memory or mention her name, therefore never

processing her grief. In Jungian terms, the daughter carried the Lover

archetype for her mother and,for healing to take place,the woman

had to learn how to access this energy for herself.

After several acupuncture treatments focusing on the Heart Pro

tector and Three Heater pathways,the mother reported a dream. In

it the daughter returned, bringingwith her laughter—and the patient

actually woke up laughing! Since images in dreams can best be under

stood as aspects of our own inner world, the unconscious was sug

gestinga way to heal the wound.As the daughter was no longer avail

able to carry the Loverenergy for her; the woman had no choice but

to find these qualities within herself. In place of the futile attempt to

forget her daughter,the task was now to be her. Once this split-off

energy began to be integrated, it became possible to address the

unexpressed grief, and the next step in the course of acupuncture

was to treat the Colon meridian in order to support the function of

letting go.At the following visit, the patient reported that she had

gone out and bought flowers, bringing them into her home for the

first time in years. It was a definite sign that her capacity for joy was

now returning.Through the processof working withthe Five Element

energies and archetypal images together; the woman learnedthe wis

dom, expressed so concisely bythe poet Rilke, that "What seems so

farfrom you is most your own."10

There is a vital distinctionhere between inner and outer experi

ence that isessential to the individuation process. Often our first con
tact withthe archetypes is in projected form; anotherperson holds the
energy for us. This is so often thecase in romantic love, where we feel
the Lover embodied concretely in "the other." The inevitable fall
from bliss, as we discover a real human beingwith faults and limita
tions, asks us to reclaim these archetypes as our own. It is a process
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that also holds the potential to discover what it means to truly love
another, despite the imperfections of the human condition. This is
not a simpletask, and for many it ismoreappealing to keep seeking
new relationships. As the poet Robert Bly hasobserved, "It iseasier to
marry these qualities than to develop them ourselves."11

In order to find a healthy, balanced expression, there needs to

be a harmonious blend between the archetypes. For the Warrior,

the task is to do,while the Lover is content to enjoy life and simply
be. A person who has Warrior energy without the Lover will be a

workaholic and find no time for relating or for joy. On the other
hand, a Loverwithout the presence of a Warrior will certainly not
accomplish very much. In the realm of relationships, he will lack

appropriate boundaries. From the vantage point of pure Lover

energy, "If you can't be with the one you love, love the one you're

with."12 Aphrodite, after all, is totally promiscuous with whoever
happens to come along. Forthere to be fidelity and commitment in
any area of life, the Warrior is required. Clearly, we need to be able
to draw upon botharchetypal expressions. As Rumi suggests,

The day is for work. The night for love.13

THE KING: CENTER OF CALMNESS

Moving on in our journey through the inner terrain, we have in the
archetypeof the Kingan imagethat appearseverywhere as a symbol
of centeredness and order. "The Divine King" is the representative
of heaven on earth, connecting the realm to a transcendent pur
pose. This archetype personifies the life principle and, when the
just King is on the throne, ruling by heaven's blessing, all things
flourish.14 The positive expression ofthisenergy takes delight in the
work ofothers, bestowing blessings on hissubjects and fostering ere-
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ativity. Within our own world, each of us needs to be able to call

upon this potential to staycalm and feel that our domain is in order.

When we can access the inner King, there is a sense of peace and
purpose in our work. Essentially, we all need to be Sovereigns for
our individual kingdoms.15

The ancient Chinese also understood that men and women

each contain an inner Emperor, and they called this energy the
Heart official. When healthy, this Supreme Controller, by its very

being, allows calmness to prevail in all of the other officials. Justas
the Emperor was the embodiment of heaven's will, so the Heart is
where the shen (heavenly spirit) resides. The Yellow Emperor's Clas
sicofInternal Medicine tells us that "the Heart is the essence of life,"

a parallel to the vital role ofthe King asthe source offertility for the
realm. It is obvious that the Heart official in the Chinese under

standing represents the same internal energy that Jungians refer to
as the King archetype.

In applying the archetypal model toclinical conditions, Jungians
look for "bipolar dysfunctions," an approach that is reminiscent of
the excess or deficiency that we diagnose in Chinese medicine. Ifa
person is cut off from the King within, typically through ineffectual
or absent parenting during childhood that impaired the natural
development ofthis potential, there is likely to be chaos and loss of
center. The result can be anxiety, panic disorders, or compulsive
behavior throughout life, which can be seen as a vain attempt to
establish order. We can understand the dependent personality type
in this context as arising when an individual is unable to find the
King inside andprojects itontoanother. In the Five Elementsystem,
all of these conditions can be addressed through tonifying the Heart
meridian. As I needle acupuncture points along this pathway, I will
frequently say, "Thistreatment is now putting the Sovereign backon
the throne," sharing an image of the archetype that reinforces the
intention of the therapy.
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When the inner King iswounded, whichmayoccur from grow
ing up withan abusive parent, the imbalance isoftenexpressed in a
destructive way. In the family, the tyrannical father who iscastrating
to his children isdrivenbysuch a negative manifestation. When in
a position of power,the "shadow" form of this archetype, rather than

encouraging and supporting others, will tend to exploit the realm

forpersonal gain. Instead ofadmiring thosearound him, he wants to
be admired. This behavior isa temptation forall of us and, sadly, we
see far more expressions of this kind than we do evidence of the

good Kingin the world today.16

People who become possessed by this archetype willgenerally
operateby their own rules, withoutregard for the pain that maybe
inflicted on others. They are, in fact, saying, "I am the King." Psy
chologists will typically diagnose them as having narcissistic and
sociopathic personality disorders. As weapproach these conditions
through acupuncture, we may find an excess ofenergy in the Heart
official, and sedation of points on this meridian is then indicated.
Thus, we can seek to influence the archetypes in much the same
wayas we do the officials in Chinese medicine. If we are too much

in the power of any one image, it is certain to become unhealthy
and needs to be toned down. On the other hand, if a particular
energy isunavailable or deficient, we need to find ways to enhance
that potential. The goal, asalways, isto find balance.

THE QUEEN: THE GREAT MOTHER

The archetype of the Queen represents the Goddess on earth, the
deep mysterious feminine. Cross-cultural images are very helpful
here: Kuan Yin for the Chinese, Tara from the Tibetan Buddhist

tradition, Shechyna as the Sabbath Queen in Judaism, and Mary in
Christianity. Herappearance may vary, but the depth ofcompassion
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and ability to nurture are the samearound the world. Everywhere,
this energy of infinite mercy is intimately connected to healing.
Nature in all her radiance, which isthe presence ofthe Divine spirit
in the world, is the ultimate manifestation of this archetype. The
Queen is, in essence, the Great Mother who cares for us all.

The feminine aspectof the Sovereign holds a genuine concern
for the least fortunate of her subjects. Mother Theresa certainly

operated from this energy. There is a story that, while she was
bathing the sores of a leper on the streets of Calcutta, a reporter

commented, "I wouldn't do that for a million dollars." Mother

Theresa's reply was simply, "Neither would I." She was doing it,
rather, as an expression of the Queen archetype.

In elemental terms, this can only be Earth. The support, abun

dance, and nourishment that are the gifts of this element are also
the qualities we associate with the good Queen. In the same way
that the Earth provides for her children, thisarchetype isthe symbol
of nurturing the generations to come. As an example, in Iroquois
tribal meetings there was always an elder woman who held this
energy for the community. Her role was to bring in the perspective
of how any decision would affect the great-grandchildren, down to
the seventh generation. Imagine ifthe qualities ofthe Queen could
be applied to the contemporary dialogue concerning the impact of
development and globalization on the environment.

As with eachofthe inner images there is a shadow side, and this
ismanifested in a motherwho, feeling threatened byher child,turns
vicious. Thisfigure is found throughout fairy tales in the character of
the wicked stepmother intent on destroying her children. It is the
personification of the negative part of ourselves that can become
rigid and paranoid, opposing anything that isnew and different. The
story of Snow White andthe Seven Dwarfs is the classic portrayal of
this dark aspect, embodied in the jealous queen who feeds Snow
White the poisonapple.
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Todraw upon the positive side ofthe Queen, on the otherhand,
provides the faith thatpermits usto trustwhatever lifehasin store. It
is the inner resource that instills the abilityto accept what we can
not change, the quality of receptivity that is essential in dealing, for
instance, with any chronic illness. Ultimately, this archetype allows
surrender, which is the way faith finds its expression. Only when a

person isable to rest in the Queen energy, can he truly "let it be."As

the Beades remind us,

Let it be. Let it be.

Mother Maryclose to me.
Whisper words ofwisdom, let it be.17

THE SAGE: ARCHETYPE OF AWARENESS

The final archetype we will discuss is the Magician, or Sage. Jung
had a deep connection with this internal reality and knew him as
Philemon, the wise old man. In his autobiography, Jungdescribes
longconversations with this energetic presence.18 This is the arche
type ofawareness, the master ofesoteric knowledge. The Sage can
be called "the steward ofsacred space," guiding the processes that
bring in the spirit and dealing with realms ofwhich mostpeople are
unaware. Again, we often first awaken to this possibility through a
projectiononto another—-in this case, the guru. The taskof individ
uation then requires finding the wisdom that this person represents
on the inside,through uncovering one'sowninner Sage.

Considering thisarchetype through the Chinese model, werec
ognize the energyof Metal, especially the Lung official. This is the
ministerwho receives pure ch'i from the heavens, an identical func
tion to the Sage's task of tending sacred space. The close relation
ship, described in the previous chapter, between the Lung (Prime
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Minister) and the Heart (Emperor) reminds us of the archetypal
connection of the Sage and King. This pattern occurs widely in
myths, as in the legend of Merlin and Arthur, and a natural balance
exists between these two images. Whereas the King comes from
compassion in dealingwith his subjects, the Sage operates from wis
dom. Wisdom without compassion can be cold and unfeeling,
while compassion without wisdom runs the risk of becoming co-
dependent in an unhealthy process. Therefore, each needs the
other. In dealing with the abusive Kings we meet in the worldwho
would rob us of power, the Sage, by bringing in awareness, helps
maintain the self-esteem that isa quality associated with Metal.

Practitioners of the healing arts operate to a great extent under
the Sage archetype. In this capacity, special skill and wisdom are
calledupon to directthe process of transformation. This function is
analogous to the role of the shaman in tribal cultures, who per
formed the rituals that were vital to the well-being of the commu

nity. Throughcontactwith the Divine, meaning was restored to the
life ofthe people. Similarly, when the health careprovider isableto
attendto the inner energies ofthe client,the spirit becomes present.
In fact, the treatment room is one of the few places in our modern
world where sacred space can still be found; and, in Jung's view,
truehealing only takes place through contact with the numinous.

In channeling these archetypes, we once again run the risk of
identifying with them. The statement, "I am the healer," is a sure
sign of such an inflation, and possibly of possession by the Sage.
Again, whenever any of these images are used for personal gain or
power, we are witnessing a shadow expression. If the practitioner is
attached to the role of "healer," the client is relegated to the role of
the sick, dependent patient. Onlybybeingcognizant of the dangers
inherent in the process can we support a genuine transformation in
others. When the providerof health care is able to accept her own
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wholeness, which includes the wounded parts of herself, she is then

in a position to accomplish the true goal of treatment, which is to
assist the individual whoisill in activating her owninner healer.

Comparisons of models are never exact, yet our tour of the

inner archetypal world demonstrates the sameprinciples as the Law
of the Five Elements. The correspondences of the Warrior with
Wood, the Lover with the Heart Protector and Three Heater side of

Fire, the King with the Heartofficial, the Queen with the Earth ele
ment, and the Sage with Metal are all strikingly apparent. The
Water element, associated as it iswith stillness and the deep ocean
of the unconscious, represents another aspect of the Sage. As the
source of vitality, Water can also be seen to relate to the Lover

archetype, and this isconsistent with the way this element is linked
to the emotions in Western astrology.

In another juxtaposition, the four archetypes in Moore's origi
nal system can be related to the four officials of the Fire element.

Here, the King is the Heart; the Magician corresponds to the minis
ter of the Small Intestine (the alchemist concerned with transforma

tion); the Lover compares to theThree Heater function (responsi
ble for warmth and connection); and the Warrior can be likened to

the Heart Protector official (the defender of boundaries in our inter

actions with others). It is illuminating to explore these rich relation
ships between models, aseachsheds lighton the other.

Being able to bridge the Jungian map of the psyche with the
energy medicine ofChina, while mutually supportive, haspractical
significance aswell. Through the archetypal system, we have a way
to describe the essence of acupuncture—balancing the energy of
the elements and officials—in symbols rooted in Western culture.
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This provides a way to communicate more effectively to those
schooled in science what Chinese medicine is all about. The arche

types basically give the elements a human face, which, in working
with clients, makes healingimages available that are both meaning
ful and accessible. In addition, many followers of Eastern spiritual
traditions, even after years of meditation practice, find themselves
unable to express the full range of their potential.The preeminent
method of Jungian psychology, known as active imagination, seeks
to developa relationshipwith the spectrum of internal energiesand,

in a very real way, is a "practical spirituality."19 Drawing upon the
fairy tales and myths we heard in childhood, the archetypal

approach to personal growth speaks in a universal language that is
readily understood by people everywhere.

Conversely, the wisdom of ancient China, itself a philosophy
built on archetypes, is so inviting and touches us so profoundly
because its concepts originate from an intimate connectionwith the
natural world. In working with clients, the tools ofChinesemedicine
provide a way to address disturbances in the archetypes and to inter
vene in an efficacious way to bring these primal aspects intobalance.
The Chinesecharacters thatdepictthe acupuncture points evoke pic
tures thatarepartofour potential ashuman beings. Points suchas the
Meeting of One Hundred Ancestors (Governor Vessel 20), the Spirit
Storehouse (Kidney 25), the Great Eliminator (Colon 4), and the
Inner Frontier Gate (Heart Protector 6), are examples of archetypal

images within thebody thatcanbeused tosupport the smooth flow of
ch'i. Throughtreatment ofthe energetic reflection ofthe archetypes
that are accessible through the meridians, acupuncture allows us to
influence the patterns underlying symptoms that may manifest on
any level of the body/mindlspirit. Just as the path of life must unfold
both within and without, so we find that both Eastern and Western

traditions offer powerful symbols that can be allies alongthe way.
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Jung was oncequoted as saying, "I'd rather be whole than good."
The individuation process is, indeed, a journeytoward wholeness.
The goal isto be ableto call uponthe various archetypes within the
unconscious as resources for a full life: "Whether we develop and

evolve, or stay stuck in repeating immature, destructive patterns,
depends on our relationship to these inner images."20 As long aswe
can avoid being taken overbyany one of them, we can remain true
to our unique self and integrate an ever-wider range of expression
into our behavior. This again reminds us of how we approach the
energies in Chinese medicine, where a senseof inclusiveness is fun
damental.

The archetypes need us—without our lives they are two-dimen

sional; and we need the archetypes—they are a tremendous source

ofenergy forus to draw upon. It isthe task ofthe ego, in thisJungian
model of the psyche, to serve as a mediator that can access these

inner potentials where appropriate.21 According to Jung, the pur
poseof human existence, in essence, is to bring more and more of
the dark unconscious into the light of conscious awareness. From
the Chinese view, this merging ofyin and yang puts us in the Tao,
bringing unityand harmonyto life.

Richard Wilhelm, who helped bring Eastern philosophy to the
West through his definitive translation of the J Ching, originally
travelled to China as a Christian missionary. He later said that his
greatest accomplishment was that he never converted a single
Chinese. Instead, he himself was converted. Wilhelm was a friend

of Jung's and, in 1928,brought him a copy of a meditation text that

he had translated, The Secretof the Golden Flower. This was at a

time when Jung's exploration of the unconscious had left him cut
off from the psychoanalytic community in Europe and generally
isolated. It is said that Jung devoured the manuscript overnight,
finding in it an uncanny similarity to his own ideas about the
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individuation process. From this alchemical treatise, Jung received
confirmation that his discoveries were not merely relevant to
himself, but were, in fact, universal. This eventually led to a
decision to share his realizations with the world. The connection

between the archetypalmodel and ancient Chinese wisdom, which

we have explored in this chapter, was historically instrumental to

Jung's own evolution. Wilhelm knew that this relationship was by
no means accidental and offered the following explanation:

Independently of one another, the Chinese sages and Dr. Jung have
plumbed the depths of the human collective psyche and have there
encountered living elements that are so similar because in fact they
actually exist. That would prove that the truth can be reached from
any direction, provided one digs deep enough, and the correspon
dences in thought between the Swiss researcherand the old Chinese
wise men would then only demonstrate that both are right because
they have both found the truth.22
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CHAPTER 10

Seasons of Our Lives
Sheng Cycle

Transformations Over Time
Forevery thing there is a season,

and a time for every purpose under heaven:

A time to be born and a time to die,

a time to plant and a time to pluck up that which is planted;

A time to kill and a time to heal,

a time to break down and a time to build up;

A time to weep and a time to laugh,

a time to mourn and a time to dance....

A time to love and a time to hate,

a time of war and a time of peace.1

—Ecclesiastes

As we have seen, the Law of the Five Elements is a model

that allows us to describe the dynamic movement funda
mental to life. Having evolved in ancient China through

observation of the patterns in nature, the seasonal rhythm of the
year became a way to grasp the stages in the vital energies. Five dis
tinct symbols capture the predominant qualities in the natural
world as wemove through the sun'sannual journey. In this chapter,
we will apply thissystem to otherperiods oftime—in particular, the
seasons ofa person's lifetime.

The Five Elements can, in fact, be extrapolated to any recurrent

cycle that has an alternating movement between expansion and

195
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contraction. For example, the elements deepen our understanding

of the energy of a day. In this analogy, the new beginnings of the
morning are represented byWood; the fullness at noon is symbol
ized by the Fire element; the afternoon with its decrease in light

and harvest of one's efforts relates to Earth; the reflective time of

evening when there is a quieting of activity and an opportunity for
quality corresponds to the Metal element; and the rest of night is
reminiscent of Water. The Five Elements can also provide insight
into a cycle as short as one breath, where there is a rising of the
energy with inhalation (Wood and Fire), and a falling in exhalation
(Earth and Metal). Water, the image of stillness and rest, can be
seen as the pause between the breaths. Each element leads to the

l*Vt nextone according to theirsheng or creative-cycle connections.
/a CJ In asimilar fashion, the elements can enhance our appreciation

of larger cycles of time. Nowhere is this model more relevant than
}Jr in approaching the stages of human life, offering a description of
-* "* the changing energetic patterns that occur as we move through a

<* progression of experiences. As we confront the unique challenges
!£• inherent in each phase, awareness of the transformations in the
' J energy enables us to respond more effectively. Following the pro-

Theo^e gressi°n oftheelements can help us avoid the difficulties that would
inevitably arise from relying on guidelines not appropriate to the
season in which we find ourselves. If, as the ancient Chinese

asserted, the way to stay healthy is to live in harmony with nature,
then the Five Elements, byproviding a map for the journey, helps
us navigate the shifting landscape.

There are numerous constructs for organizing the stages of life.
Forexample, Hindu tradition describes four distinct periods: the stu
dent years, the family and householder time, life in the ashram, and
the return to the forest. In elemental terms, these would correspond
to Wood, Fire and Earth, Metal, and Water, respectively. For our
purposes, relating the course of a human life to the seasons of the
yearallows us to readily draw insights into the Five Elements.Asim-

Cycle
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pie system that I have found useful equates seven years of life with
each month in the annual cycle.2 Ifweconsider birth to take placeat
the winter solstice (the turning point when the light returns), this
would placeage 21 at three months into the newyear, on the spring
equinox of March 21st, and clearly within the Wood element.

According to this analogy, 42 years ofagetakes us to the summer sol
stice and the full expression of the Fire time. Having reached the

zenith in the movement, the expansion is now complete, and the

energy beginsto contract as we enter mid-life. At 56a person would
come to August 21stin the yearly rhythmand the late summer har
vest of Earth. Continuing this comparison, age 63 corresponds with
the autumnal equinox of September 21stand the beginning of the
Metal phase. And, 77 years ofage marks the lastmonth of the year,
the time of rest that is associated with the Water element. Though

there isnever a perfect fit, thisscheme does provide a practical way
to apply the Five Elementmodel tothe seasons ofour lives.

THE WOOD STAGE OF LIFE:

CHILDHOOD AND YOUTH

Oh and springtimewould hold it—, everywhere it would echo
the song of annunciation. First the small
questioning notes intensified all around
by the sheltering silence of a pure, affirmative day.
Then up the stairs, up the stairwayof calls, to the dreamed-of
temple of the future—; and then the trill, like a fountain
which, in its rising jet, already anticipates its fall
in a game of promises... .3

—Rilke

The spring of life, like the spring in the yearly rhythm, brings with
it new possibilities and growth. Wood is the symbol for the energy
associated with this season in the cycleof the elements. At this time,
when nature gives birth to countless beginnings, the potential
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contained in the seed becomes manifest. As humans share in the

elements of the natural world, we also have the opportunity to

experience the tremendous vitality that comes with this rising
movement. One only has to recall the boundless enthusiasm of the

teen years, surging outward in wild unpredictable ways, to appre
ciate the essence of the Wood stage of life. The older person is only
too glad to have this intensity overand prays that these expressions
of the younger generation do not become destructive; by contrast,
for the child and youth this"bursting forth" is the driving force, and
there is nothingto do but to play it out.

For someone in this expansive phase, the dominant themes

include birth, growth, and creativity. This isa period that holds the
adventure of travelling different paths and freely exploring myriad
forms of expression—planting seeds that can grow over time. We
wouldn't expectfrom this energy a certainty as to the ultimate out
come. The hope, however, would be for enough clarity to allow the
movement to reflect an innertruth, in the same way that the growth
ofan oaktree depends upon the plan contained in the acorn. Once
again, the issue of balance is critical. As a person seeks to discover
her purpose in the Wood years, the freedom to change direction
needs to exist alongside the ability to stay focused long enough to
adequately testanygiven vision.

It isapparentthat the qualities represented bythe Warrior arche
type, which we have associated with theWood element, arerequisite
to meeting the demands presented by the springtime oflife. During
the span in which an individual faces the daunting task of finding
her identity, the commitment, discipline, and skill of the Warrior
allows an inner potential to be realized. Young people have an
instinctual need to express this image; as part of the collective
unconscious it is built into the structure of the psyche. In cultures
that are more in touch with the natural energies oflife, initiation into
the Warrior at this stage was commonly provided through rituals and
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ceremonies conducted bythe elders ofthe tribe. Ifa healthy direc
tion is not offered the archetype will still manifest, but is then likely
to find destructive forms, such as membership in a gang. In our
Western world, sports can provide a positive initiation into what it
means to be a Warrior. The martial arts, where a skill is practiced
within a spiritual tradition, furnish a time-honored way to develop a
transpersonal contextfor this archetype. Although avenues into the
realm of the Warrior have in the pastbeen more available for boys,
shifts in societal values nowrightly support girls, aswell, in develop
ing thishuman potential.

Particularly relevant to the Wood phase is a quality that Zen
Buddhists refer to as the beginner's mind.4 Characterized by a will
ingness to stay in the question, it is a fundamental ingredient if a

person is to remain vibrant.This attitude stands in contradistinction

to the expert's mind, which, in its certainty at having the answers,

reminds us of the rigid tree that will not survive the windstorm. The
opennessof a beginner's mind isvaluable at every turn, but is most
calledfor in this early period. There is nothing more upsetting than
someone with limited experience who claims to be certain of the
truth. Wood energy is intimately connected to coming forth into
life, and thisquality offlexibility allows the youth to stay open to the
full rangeof possible expressions.

Behavior that would be out of place later in life, for instance
someone in her fifties still struggling to find out who she is and the
work she is meant to do, might be quite appropriate in the season of
Wood. It isan inescapable condition ofhuman existence thatan older
person needsto come to termswithlimitations and accept the reality
that wedo not get to liveout every latentdream. In contrast, it isa mis

take for a young person tohave limits thataresettoonarrowly. Whata
loss it is when an individual becomesso pragmatic that she gives up
her idealism toosoon,closingthe doorto the widespectrumofpoten
tial experiences that exist forher life. In the time ofyouth it is impera-
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tive to holdon toa sense ofimagination and a vision ofnewpossibili
ties; indeed, the future ofthe world dependsupon it.

case history: Itreated a young man in his mid-twenties for incapacitat

ing migraine headaches. Six years earlier, he had joined an ashram in

order to devote himselfto intense spiritual practice. At the time we

first met, he had taken an Indian name and was meditating five hours

a day. As I looked at my chart of the Five Elements I wondered

whether; in a sense, he was violating the lawsof nature. It seemed that

he had moved abruptly from the Wood stage of growth to the Metal

phase of cultivating spirit, leaving out significant steps in between. As

we explored his situation together; it became clear that, in his com

mitment to what he considered to be "the right path," he had

severely restricted his range of choices. Essentially, this patient was

filled with unlived //'/e.Through listening to hisdreams and intuitions, he

became increasingly aware that there was a work he needed to do,

and that his letting go of activity in the world was indeed premature.

Ultimately, "he had to be somebody before he could become

nobody."5 In time, he elected to leave the ashram and eventually
enrolled in law school, a direction more in tune with the Warrior

inside who was shoutingfor expression.The headaches,which were

over the Gall Bladder meridian, "the Official of Upright Judgment and

Decision-making"disappeared once he had reached a decision that

was more appropriate to his stage of life.

It is important to note that this interpretation does not apply to
everyone who joins a monastery, as there certainly are those who
seem destined to drop worldly involvement in order to pursue mat
ters ofspirit, even at an early age. The goal in thiscase was simply to
find this man's truth, to help him becomethe unique individual he
was meant to be. It is to be hoped that his time in the ashram will

serve him on his journey, and that the spiritual qualities he culti
vated there will enrich his life's work.
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The beginning ofanymovement sets the direction forwhatwill
follow, and the seeds that are planted in the spring will determine
the harvest to come. For a young person navigating theWood phase,
the challenge is to grow like the oak tree, according to one's inner
law. Through an awareness of the model of the Five Elements, one
can emulate the qualities of nature found in the springtime and
plant seeds that will endure. The I Ching offers this advice in the
hexagram Innocence, E=, composed of the trigrams Chen, the
Arousing, below and Ch'ien, the Creative, above, the symbol for
natural movement under heaven:

Ifone doesnot count on the harvest whileplowing,
Nor on the use of the groundwhileclearingit,
Itfurthers one toundertake something.6

THE FIRE STAGE OF LIFE:

EARLY ADULT YEARS

And still ahead: summer.

Not only all the dawns of summer-...
Not only the days, so tender around flowers and above,
around the patterned treetops, so strong, so intense.
Not only the reverence of all these unfolded powers,
not only the pathways, not only the meadows at sunset,
not only, after a late storm, the deep-breathing freshness
But also the lofty summer nights,
and the stars as well, the stars of the earth

Look, I was calling for my lover.
But not just she would come
for how could I limit the call once I called it?7

—Rilke

Fire, like Wood, is an active, rising energy. In nature, the season of

summer represents the time when the plant world reaches its

mature expression; the potential that was prefigured in the seed now
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becomes manifest. In human life, the associated period of young

adulthood asks us to bring forth all that is within. The goal is to
come out fully, becoming all that we are capable of, and not hold
anything back. Kahlil Gibran implores us to "burn and free your
self, there is no greater joythan Fire,"goingon to say,

Life itselfis the thing,
not joyor pain or happiness or unhappiness.
Live for yourself—live your life.8

We can recognize the sheng cycle (the mother-child relation
ship of the elements) operating, as it is the growth of spring that
leads to the full manifestation in summer. Only through meeting
the work of the Wood stage, which includes finding a direction and
a plan, isthe fulfillment ofthe Fireyears possible. In turn, living out
the time of Fire will allow an individual to move into the Earth

phase that follows and bringforth a harvest.
In the summer oflifewecome to maturity. This season isa time

of great clarity, as we allow ourselves to be seen. During the Fire
stage we settle on a career, develop meaningful relationships, and
find our expression in the world. The officials ofthis elementplay a
crucial role in thisprocess. The Three Heater, necessary for the dis
tribution of warmth on all levels, allows a person to reach out and
make connections. A healthy Heart Protector provides a buffer
against the upsand downs that come with interactions, preventing
the isolation and withdrawal that can stemfrom beingtoo vulnera
ble. There is a tremendous amount of sorting involved in the
process of discovering one's true path, and the Small Intestine
guides this function. In the realm of relationships, since we all have
our faults, the ability to separate the wheatfrom the chaff (a process
that reflects the work of this minister) isessential if there is to be any
hope for long-term survival. And the Heart official, our source of
calmness, must providethe center for all of these endeavors.
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Within the archetypal model, the Fire element corresponds to
the Lover. Including and also extending beyond love ofanotherper
son, this symbol of appreciation and delight in the senses literally
draws us into life. Eros, the world of relationships, is the province of
the Lover; this includes relationships with other people, with
nature, with art and music—and with one's own inner self. The

expansion in awareness of the world within, which develops with

maturity, is the foundation for self-knowledge and a prerequisite for
healthy external connections as well. Only when we are in touch

with our own moods and feelings can we have clarity in dealing
with others. One specialform of the Lover archetype is manifested
in an intimate, committed relationship to a single individual. Here,
behind "the walled garden" in the realm ofAphrodite, there is the
possibility of experiencing a level ofcommunication, sexuality, and
deep connection that truly renders the spiritpresent. In facing the
lessons oflove, and moving from romance to whatit meansto really
be there for another human beingover time, we realize the fulfill
ment of this stage of life.

The maturation process involves cultivating the expression that
is appropriate for a given period, and one of the challenges of the
adult years is to learn to access the qualities of the Lover.9 We can
see howthe archetypes are part of"the hard-wiring" in the common
phenomenon of the mid-life crisis. If the energy of Fire has been
dammed up for too long, as for example in the case of the worka
holic, there is the risk that its appearance at this time can be truly
overwhelming, erupting likea volcano and destroying structures in
itspath. Rather than being possessed bya single archetype, the goal
isto integrate newenergies in a balanced way that buildsupon what
has come before. As we learn about the archetype of the Lover in

the season of the Fire element, it is important that we not lose the
boundaries, focus, and commitments of the Warrior that were so

integrally related to the purpose ofthe Wood phase.
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In the I Ching we find the phrase, "Be not sad, be likethe sun at
midday,"10 advice that aptly describes the spiritof the summertime
of life. In these years of high activity it is certainly a great loss if a
lack of Fire, or an imbalance in one of the officials within this ele

ment, leaves a person cut offand unable to express himself. On the
other hand, the Fire stage is inherentlyan intense,busytime, which
presents its own potential problemsas we explore its territory. Peo
ple are often swept along in the frenzy of busyness that can be asso

ciated with this element, forgetting the value of rest. When we neg
lect to allow our energies to replenish, a disharmony is created in
the body that can result in typical Fire symptoms such as anxiety,

insomnia, or high blood pressure. Once again, the ideal in Chinese
medicine is to find balance.

THE EARTH STAGE OF LIFE:

THE HOUSEHOLDER PHASE

Children, one earthly Thing
truly experienced, even once, is enough for a lifetime
Truly being here is glorious
For each of you had a time
When you were granted a sense of being.11

—Rilke

No period in the cycle of the elements can last forever, and so the

time of Fire gives way to that of Earth. The energy is beginning to
contract and there is now a decrease in the intensity of the light. In

the awareness that the expansion of life cannot go on endlessly, we
sense the inexorable rhythm ofyin and yang. The tasks of the spring

time, the planting of the seeds and subsequentgrowth, after coming
to maturity and full expression in the summer, reaches its natural

culmination in the late summer. In this season of nourishment the
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fruits and vegetables are ready to be picked; we feel ourselves sup
ported by the abundance of nature. For humans, this stage of life
provides a harvest on many different levels.

This is the time to experience the fulfillment of the functions of

the elements. Certainly, it can be a greatloss when people don't stay

grounded in their lives, perhaps switching jobs or relationships too

easily, and thereby fail to reap the harvest of what has been sown.

And so, we find that a different set of rules apply at this point than

were true for the Woodyears, when it was vital to explore a number

of possible paths. The qualities of stability and containment, basic
to the Earth element, are needed in order to meet the challenges

inherent in the householder time. As we come to accept the limita

tions built into the natural cycle, it is helpful to know that we are

supportedbyuniversal principles.
It is in the phase of the Earth element that the harvest of a

career can be realized. We have nowdeveloped to the point where
we have something ofvalue to share and can contribute to the bet
terment of the world. If there is a work that needs to happen, this is

the right moment tobring forth thefruits ofourlabor. Life also pres
ents us with an opportunity to assist others, as we find ourselves in a
position to mentor those younger than ourselves. It is essential at
this stage to share in the abundance of the Earth, which includes
participating in the nourishment ofthose around us.

One of the most important ways the Earth element isexpressed
in our lives is through raising a family. Again, we can seethe sheng
cycle of the elements operating, as the intimate relationship of the
Fire phase has its fulfillment in the Earth stage of nurturing life.
Quite literally, we realize the words of the poet Pablo Neruda:
"Thanks to our love, ... the earth will continue to live."12 At this

time we face the demands of parenthood that must be met to help
our children flourish and become who they need to be. There is a
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strongsense of beingan instrumentof nature, and we learn, in the
most intimate way, about "lettingoneselfbe led" and sacrificing per
sonal needs to forces biggerthan ourselves.

As parents, we come to directly experience the teachings found

in the I Ching hexagram The Receptive, =|. After their beginnings
in the creative movement of heaven, it is this principle of pure yin,
associated with the image of Earth, that brings material things to
completion. The wisdom contained in the symbol of six open lines
clearly encourages an attitudeofacceptance. Forwomen in particu
lar, there are specific issues involving the Receptive that are
inescapable during the childbearing years. In so many ways the
processes of pregnancy, birthing, and breast-feeding the newborn
require that the woman herself embody the qualities of Earth in
orderto nurturea newbeing. For the man, the calling offatherhood
asks him to gobeyond the controlling maleegoand discover a more
gentle, caring side, bringing with it the prospect of considerable
growth and wholeness.

In the archetypal realm, the energies of the Earth wouldcorre
spond to the image of the Queen, the embodiment of infinitecom
passion and understanding. In dealing with the people we meet
along the road, the pertinentquestion for this stage is how to nur
ture theirprocess and offer our blessing. Through a deepening con
nection to the Great Mother archetype comes a genuine concern
for the suffering of others. This maythen manifestin work, a chari

table effort, or a kindgesture—but the primary thing is that we now
extendour concerns beyond individual issues and find ways to give
backto the community. The archetypes are powerful resources, but
they depend on how we live to come to expression. Indeed, the
Goddessbecomes present when we give support to those around us
and help them prosper. In the Earth phase,all that has come before
can find its culmination, as we reap the fruits of a lifetime and
encourage a harvestin the worldaround us.
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THE METAL STAGE OF LIFE:

A TIME OF WISDOM

We want to display it, to make it visible,
though even the most visible happiness
can't reveal itself to us until we transform it, within.

Nowhere, Beloved, will world be but within us.

Our life passes in transformation.
And the external shrinks into less and less

A Thing that was formerly prayed to, worshipped, knelt before—
just as it is, it passes into the invisible world.
Many no longer perceive it, yet miss the chance
to build it inside themselves now, with pillars and statues:

greater.13

—jRtffee

In nature, autumn is the time of letting go, as witnessed in the
leaves falling from the trees. Having completed the active move
ments of the cycle, this is the season to quiet down and get in touch
with the quality of things. Forthe human condition, the autumn of
our lives represents the opportunity to attain tranquility and peace.
Our tasks in the world concluded, we can now withdraw attention

from outside involvement and focus on uncovering the meaning to
be found within. Again, wesee the mother-child progression of the
elements operating, as we move from growth, expansion, and har
vestto the inner work of cultivating spirit.

Like the autumn leaves, we too mustembrace the process of let

ting go, as we face the limits of life. It is now clear that, even with
the best of intentions, there are paths that will not be traveled,
dreams that will not be fulfilled. The goal in this period is to accept

the way our lives have gone and reach some spiritual peace. One
way to facilitate this process is through a "life review" that allows a
re-examination of what previously may have been considered

regrets or mistakes. From the perspective of this stage, we may dis-
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cover that certain actions were not mistakes after all, but indeed

necessary for the lessons to be learned. By reframingevents, it ispos

sible for them to be seen as intimately connected to howthings were

meant to evolve.

An appreciation of the officials of the Metal element is helpful

here. The Colon is responsible for releasing, in addition to food
that cannot be utilized by the body, all aspects that no longer
nourish us. It is a function that is paramount at this time, if we are

to let go of old judgments and make peace with the journey. The

autumn also asks us to lightenour burden, and letting go, which is
the work of this minister, is certainly required to detach from
material possessions. In the physical realm, a person who is too
attached to her body is doomed to despair as she grows older, no
matter how many cosmetic surgeries are performed. We can see
why the ancient Chinese associated grief with an imbalance in
Metal, and how a healthy Colonallows us to adjust to life's changes
so that we don't succumb to depression in the elder years. Once
thisofficial has done his job ofemptying, it ispossible to take in on
a deeper level. The sister ministerof the Lung then allows us to
receive inspiration—which is to say, bring in spirit. Only by transi
tioning to a non-material pointofview can an individual grow older
with dignity and grace, meeting the specific challenges of the Metal
phase.

Carl Jung, through his own inner explorations and work with
clients, was deeply aware of these natural cycles. In his essay "The
Stages of Life," he describes the process of growing older in a way
that clearly draws upon Five Element wisdom:

Aging people should know that their lives are not mounting and
expanding, but that an inexorable inner process enforces the contrac
tion of life. Fora young person it isalmost a sin, or at leasta danger, to
be too preoccupied with himself; but for the aging person it is a duty
and a necessity to devoteseriousattention to himself ...
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The significance of the morning [ofhuman life] undoubtedly lies
in the development of the individual, our entrenchment in the outer
world, the propagation ofour kind,and the careofour children.This is
the obvious purpose of nature. But when this purpose has been
attained—and more than attained—shall the earning of money, the
extension ofconquests, and the expansion of lifego steadily on beyond
the bounds of all reason and sense? Whoever carries over into the after

noon thelaw ofthemorning, must pay for itwith damage tohis soul.14

From the model ofJungian psychology, the Metal element cor
responds to the Sage, the archetype of wisdom. Whenever, in the
course of development, a personbegins to think for herselfand ask
the question why, we can be sure this image ismanifesting. Though
needed at every stage of life, the inner Sage is often unavailable
until a person has accumulated some lifeexperience. Forexample,
the history ofwarfare isfull ofmagnificent warriors who fought and
died for the wrong cause, simply because they lackedawareness. It
takes this archetype to question authority, which is the reason it is
the young who are generally sentoffto fight in war. When it comes
to relationships, wisdom is needed in order to avoid naivete and
assess the other person realistically, keeping one's balance in the
demanding world of Lover energy. It is worth noting that, in most
cases, the ability to access the Sage develops through first making
the "mistakes" that are an unavoidable part of the journey. As has
been said, "The onlyway we learn whatis enough, iswhen wehave
done more than enough."

In traditional cultures, where the people live in harmony with
theseprinciples, wefind the archetype of the Sage personified in the
ritual elder who performs the ceremonies that create"sacred space."
This is a valuable contribution to everyone in the tribe, allowing
regeneration throughconnection to the spirit. Understandably, this
role will usuallybe reserved for someone in his or her later years, as
the Sage onlybecomes fully manifest after a person hasexperienced
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the spring, summer, and harvest oflife. Through fully expressing the
energies ofthe Wood, Fire, and Earth stages, the quality and spirit of
the Metal time is then attained. It is indeed tragic the way Western
culture diminishes the value ofthisphasewhen, in societies more in
touch with nature, those in the autumn of their lives are revered for

bringingthe community meaningand wisdom.

case history: Awareness of these patterns allows us to embrace the

rhythms of life, carrying with it an outlook that is in harmony with the

way things are in nature. I once treated a woman in her early seven

ties who was well known in her community as a singer in chorales

and church groups and also had some professional experience in

opera.Though she had over the years brought inspiration to many

through her musical abilities, at this time she had made the decision

to completely give up singing. As her physician, Iwondered whether

her retirement indicated an underlying depression.When I explored

this with her,she was able to state with clarity/'l have done that work,

it was fulfilling and now it is over." Knowledge of the Five Element

model allowed me to see that she had enjoyed her harvest, and this

transition was indeed healthy.The letting go was very much appropri

ate to her stage of life. Had she not lived out her destiny and still har

bored unlived life, it would have been different; in this case, her work

inthe world was complete and she was simply acceptingthe autumn-

time. Chinese medicine provided a lens that confirmed what this

woman intuitively knew to be the natural course of events.

It is important to emphasize that being in this period does not

preclude a person from undertaking a new project, developing her

creativity, or even revisiting old modes of expression. Very often it is

an essential aspect of the Metal phase to write, reflect, and teach, so

that the wisdom gleaned from life experience can be passed on to

the next generation. What is critical is that these endeavors be

approached with an attitude more fittingto this season. In fact, about
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a year later; this same patient developed diarrhea and bronchitis, indi

cators from our model that there may be issues in the Colon and

Lung officials. As we together evaluated what the symptoms were

saying about the functions of letting go and receiving, it led to recon

sidering her decision to abandon music. Eventually, she came to the

conclusionthat it was now right for her to resume singing. She even

told me, "I am having a springtime within my autumn," implying that

her creativity (Wood) was now manifesting in a way that was consis

tent with the quality of Metal. Her statement reflected Five Element

wisdom accrued from life experience—and it was remarkable to

observe the tranquility she brought to her musical expression. Far

less concerned with issues of achievement, she was able to sing for

the enjoyment of herself and a few close friends. Instead of bursting

forth into new activities as would be suitable to the spring of life,

there was a sense of ease as she simply allowed the spirit to move

through her and gave it voice.The wisdom of the Sage archetype was

evident in"the calmness within the activity" that imbued her efforts.

THE WATER STAGE OF LIFE:

RETIREMENT AND REST

This once stood among mankind,
in the midst of Fate the annihilator, in the midst

of Not-Knowing-Whither, it stood as if enduring, and bent
stars down to it from their safeguarded heavens
Wasn't all this a miracle?15

—Rilke

In the wintertime the downward direction of the energy, which

began in the late summer, moves to the nadir. The life processes
continue to contract and all things return to the Source. This is the
period that symbolizes completion of the circle, as the activity of

nature comes to a rest. The winter season also holds the potential
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for what is to come and, in this pause between the cycles, we intu
itively sense the deep mystery ofexistence.

For humans, this Water phase, the winter of our lives, would
correspond to old age. This is the stage when we can finally allow
ourselves to be still. Nowit is imperative to withdraw attention from
outer work and turn to the inner world, as one prepares for the

inevitable passing. Louis Armstrong, in hisrendition ofthe jazz clas
sic "Rocking Chair,"16 creates a poignant image of spending one's
days just sitting. The folksinger Pete Seeger, himselfan exampleof
how to deal with the relentless physical decline with dignity and
grace,provides much needed humor:

I get up each morningand dustoffmywits,
Open the paper and read the obits.
If I'm not there,

I know I'm not dead,

So I eata good breakfast andgo back tobed.17

In his last years, Einstein was quoted as saying, "I live in that soli

tude which is painful in youth, but delicious in the years of matu
rity."18 And the oldChinese poets, who sought a simple life through
retreating to the mountains, also welcomed the qualities repre
sented by this element:

As the years goby, give me but peace,
freedom from the ten thousand ensnarements.

I askmyselfand always answer:
What can be better than coming home?
A wind from the pine-treesblowsmy sash,
Andmylute isbrightwiththe mountain moon.
You askme about goodand evilfortune? ...
Hark, onthe lake there's a fisherman singing!19

In the modern world, we mustcome to terms with this energetic
shift in the face ofa dominant cultural bias that valuesexpansionand
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the activity ofyouth. Nature, however, dictates another setofpriori
ties at this time: learning to be quiet, facing one's mortality, and find
ingthe faith thatallows a person todeal with the fear ofdeath. Again,
understanding the natural rhythms provides support for the chal
lenges presented here. Specifically, we find that being in touch with
wisdom brings an acceptance of the wholeness of life. The concept
ofyinlyang, for instance, teaches that there cannot be summer with
out winter, or day without night. The movement of the elements
reminds usthat the bestpreparation for being contentin the winter is
to live fully in the earlier seasons. Only through planting the seeds
for growth in the active time of Wood, experiencing the joys of the
Fire element, completingthe harvest in the Earth phase,and know
ing the spiritual fulfillment of Metal, can we enter the Water years
without regrets. Witness the positive attributes with which Walt
Whitman embraces thisstage in his"Songofthe Open Road":

Journeyers withtheir ownsublimeoldageofmanhood
or womanhood,

Old age, calm,expanded, broad with the haughty
breadth of the universe,

Old age, flowing free with the delicious near-by freedom
of death.20

The concluding piece in the individuation process, and the cul
mination in the development ofthe archetypes, is the constellation
of the inner King.21 The calmness that this image represents corre
sponds to the stillness ofthe winter, and the source offertility pro
vided bythis archetype isanalogous to the seminal energy found in
the Water element. We can recognize the connection to the time of
retirement in the way the Sovereign does not accomplish anything
through his own activity, instead ruling from non-doing. When we
have accomplished the tasks of the Warrior, relished in the joys of
the Lover, cultivated the compassion of the Queen, and developed
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the wisdom of the Sage, we are then able to rest in the calm cen-
teredness of the King archetype. In cultures rooted in the natural
world, it was not until this final chapter that a person was consid
ered to have come into what it means to be a complete man or
woman. These societies valued their elders forholdingthese arche
typal qualities for the tribe, honoring the contribution theybrought
to the common good by their mere presence. It is a connection to
"the Sovereign on the throne" that provides the vision to imbue
life's rhythm with a higher purpose and, as the Book of Proverbs
points out, "Withouta vision, the people perish."22

case history: Clearly, different rules apply in the evening than in the

morning.A woman in her early eighties who came in for treatment

related her frustration and anger at the endless home repairs she

was facing and at the irresponsibility of the contractor involved.

When I suggested that she might bring the wisdom of her years to

this issue, she was immediately able to establish a viewpoint more

appropriate to her stage of life.Through turning inward and reflecting

on her memories of a life well lived, she reclaimed the calmness of

her inner King. Once balance was restored, she could also deal more

effectively with the external demands. At this season, the more

important priority was to hold a center that was richer and more

constant than material concerns. Her attitude was now in harmony

with the timeless wisdom ofthe elements.

D. H. Lawrence, in his poem entitled "Beautiful Old Age,"
describes the sense of fullness and completion that comes as we

enter the wintertime of life:

It ought to be lovely to be old
to be full of the peace that comesof experience
and wrinkled ripe fulfillment.

The wrinkled smileofcompleteness that follows a life
lived undaunted and unsoured with accepted lies.
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Ifpeople lived without accepting lies
theywould ripenlikeapples, and be scented likepippins
in their old age.

Soothing, old peopleshouldbe, likeapples
when one is tired of love.

Fragrantlikeyellowing leaves, and dimwiththe soft
stillness and satisfaction of autumn.

And a girl should say:
It must be wonderful to liveand grow old.
Lookat my mother, how rich and still she is! —
Anda youngman should think:ByJove
my father has faced all weathers, but it's been a life!25

In this time of stillness we reach the end of the journey and face

the final lettinggo: death itself. Ifwe live our lives conscious of the
energies ofthe natural world, we understand the rest ofwinter to be
essential for the whole. To the degree that we are able in the later
stages of life to be in touch with qualities that are eternal, it ispossi
ble to havefaith in the continuityof the soul.Through love connec

tions that endure, we sense that, in a very real way, we will live on.
Though the physical body must disintegrate, on the level of the
spirit this end is only a new beginning. Just as the spring follows the
winter in nature,wecan appreciate the way the passage begins anew
at every ending. Indeed, when we know our individual existence to
be part of the Infinite, there is an acceptance that, on the deepest
level, all is as it should be. The J Ching provides some reassurance

here:

We learn by observing the beginnings and endings of life that birth
and death form one recurrentcycle. Birth is the comingforth into the
world of the visible; death is the return into the regions of the invisi
ble. Neither of thesesignifies an absolute beginning nor an absolute
ending,any more than do the changes of the seasons within the year.
Nor is it otherwise in the case of man.24
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CHAPTER 11

Resolving Emotional
Imbalances

Deeper Insights into the K'o Cycle

Life leads the thoughtful person on a path of many windings.

Now the course is checked, now it runs straight again.

Here winged thoughts may pour freely forth in words,

There the heavy burden of knowledge must be shut away

in silence.

But when two people are at one in their inmost hearts,

They shatter even the strength of iron or of bronze.

And when two people understand each other in their

inmost hearts,

Their words are sweet and strong like the fragrance of orchids.1

—I Ching

The beautiful images in the above selection from the J Ching
hexagram entitled Fellowship with Men bear testimony to the
enduringstrength of love. Since the passage originates from

the Chinese classics, it isbound to reflect the perennial models that
we have been describing. Agood example ofthis is found in the lines:
"When two peopleare at one in their inmost hearts, theyshattereven
the strength of ironor ofbronze." This metaphor for Fire overcoming
Metal clearly reflects the k'o or control-cycle of the elements. As we

continue to explore sources of ancient wisdom, recognizing the
underlying patterns adds anotherlevel ofinsight.
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In the previous chapter, working with the sheng cycle enhanced

the ways in which we view the seasons ofa human life. Now we will

turn our attention to the k'o cycle. After reviewing these elemental
relationships in nature, our particular focus will be on the arena of

human emotions. We will find that, as a guide for uncovering the
specific energy that can facilitate the resolution of emotional distur
bances, the control-cycle is truly unsurpassed. Acupuncturists can
apply these energetic principles in their choice of points, and any
one can benefit from an awareness of these connections, for they
serve as powerful tools for balancing emotions in ourselves and in
others.2

In descriptions of the k'o cycle, there is frequently an emphasis
on the restrictive or evendestructive aspects, as each element seems
to subdue another. Wood limits an unstable Earth, Earth contains

the flow of Water, Water dampens a raging Fire, Fire softens the
hardness of Metal, and Metal, in turn, cuts down a growing tree.
The following diagram was introduced earlier in our discussion:

FIRE

WOOD / \ EARTH

WATER METAL

In the Five Element tradition as commonly practiced there exists
another possibility, however, derived naturally from observing the
seasonal rhythm. Fundamental to thisapproach isan appreciation
of the way these relationships actually support, harmonize, and
assist each other so that the energies can function optimally. Ulti
mately, accessing the balancing influence across the control-cycle
maintains the health of each of the elements.3
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For example, the energy of Wood allows the tasks of the Earth

phase to be accomplished, since the sowing of the seeds in the
springtime permitsa harvest in the late summer. Likewise, without
the abundance of the Earth, there simplywill not be a vital Water
element. Only bystoring the roots and grains at the time of the har
vest can the restofwinter take place. Imagine the fear (the emotion
associated with Water) that would arise during this season, in a per
son who is out in the snow desperately pulling the bark off trees in

order to survive, because of a lack of a food supply. Similarly, the

Water element contains the essence, the potential for the future

unfolding, that eventually finds its manifestation in Fire. Going into
the darkness and building the reservoirs during the rest of winter
creates the possibility for the flourishing in the summer to come.

Hence, it is said, "Fire is the fullest expression of what I can be,
based on the seed of who I am."4 Continuing our tour of the k'o
cycle, it is by coming forth completely in the time of the Fire
energy, and burning up all that needs to be consumed, that the let
ting go of Metal becomes welcomed. Through realizing maturity
during thesummertime oflife, we are then prepared to turn inward
and embrace the spirit in the autumn. Jung provides uswith a lovely
metaphor for this process:

After having lavished its light uponthe world,
the sun withdraws its rays
in order to illuminate itself5

Lastly, the Metal elementenhances Wood. On the physical level,
the leavesthat fall offof the trees in the autumn provide the mulch
for the new growth in spring. On the spirit level, it is the connec
tion with the meaning ofMetal that brings inspiration and quality
to the work of the Wood period. Essentially, this particular elemen
tal pattern is a description of the archetype of death and rebirth.
Only by allowing oneself to fully experience the grief that comes
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with a loss, for instance, can the next possible experience be born
over time. Indeed, it is a truth observed throughout the natural
world that the process of letting go is indispensible for something
newto emerge. In the words ofRumi,

Springcomesafterthe fall ofthe leaves,
whichisproofenoughofthe factofresurrection.6

RELEASING ANGER

In the tradition of the Five Elements we are constantly invoking
these supportive connectionsof the control-cycle, especially in deal

ing with emotional issues. We may recall the case history of the

woman who complainedofhip pain along the Gall Bladdermerid
ian (discussed in chapter 1 on pages 14-15). Upon exploring her
problem in depth, she was found to be holding on to anger overa
period of years. As is typical for a person with a Central Focus in
Wood, she was stuck in an emotion that was manifesting in tension
and frustration throughouther body. The initial steps in treatment
involved acknowledging the validity ofher perceptions and treating
the patient's Wood element through acupuncture. This brought
some improvementin symptoms, but she was still caught up in the
negative feelings. At this point, the challenge was to find a way to
shiftthe energy.

For healing to take place, the woman clearlyneeded to release
her anger. Lookingto the Five Element model, it is Metal that con

trols Wood across the k'o cycle. Through addressing the Colon offi
cial, the process of emptying out all that was no longerserving her
could be supported, enabling this woman to let go of an emotion
that had turned self-destructive. Treatment, of course, could take

many forms in addition to needles. A simple exercise from the
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Tibetan Buddhist tradition, which consists of squeezing the fists,
scrunchingthe face, gathering pressure in the head and shoulders,
and then discharging the built up tension with a loud shout, enabled
her to release frustrations on boththe physical and emotional levels.

Supporting this patient's Metal elementalso meant adopting a
spiritual perspective, which could then allow her to transcend per
sonal resentments and see the universal nature of the situation. By
shifting from blaming anotherto considering whatwas beingasked
of her (an inquiry that requires the wisdom of Metal), the entire
struggle began to acquire a sense ofmeaning and purpose. When it
became apparent how the lessons of letting go could benefit her in
other areas of life, she realized the potential for growth that could
come from this experience; as we have seen, growth is the central
issuefor a person with a Wood pattern. Indeed, it was a connection

to the qualities of Metal that ultimatelyenabled this woman to find

the forgiveness that eventually brought a resolution to her issues in
the Wood element.

On the archetypal level, it is the Sage who tones down an
overzealous Warrior by bringing in the aspect of awareness. Sage
energy is required to question the purpose of any endeavor so that
the Warrior is not in service of a false King. The balancing effectof
this archetype is analogous to the k'o cycle relationship that the
correspondingelement, Metal, exerts on Wood. This controlling
influence may also be seen in the way this image can effectively
establish the inner peace that is then able to temper the worka

holic's fixation on accomplishment with the ability to simply let
things be. In general, the Sage brings in qualityand spirit that can
manifest in all of the Warrior's tasks. In this case history, the patient

could choose to remain righteously indignant (and make herself
sick in the process), or draw upon the archetype of wisdom, which
allowed her to let go and move on.
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QUIETING ANXIETY

We have considered how Fire energy relies on Water for the seed
and potential thatdetermines what can be broughtto expression over
time. The need for a healthy connection between these two ele
ments is readily apparent on the emotional level aswell. Wecan lit
erally feel the energetic effect across the k'o cycle that occurswhen
an out of balance Water element puts out the Fire in a socialsitua
tion, as the associated feardestroys natural enthusiasmand spontane

ity. Rilke captures thisemotional interplay in the following poem:

You playmates ofmine in the scattered parks of the city,
smallfriends from a childhoodoflongago....
When wewerefilled with joy
it belonged to no one: it was simplythere.
And howit dissolved amongall the adultswho passed by
and in the fears ofthe endless year.7

Certainly, nothing dampens joy asmuch as excessive fear.

What about the person in whom the Fire element is out of con
trol? Typically, she may be highly anxious and wildly excited about
new prospects, especially when it concerns the realm of relation

ships. Fire can be all consuming and tend to flare up all over the
place,beingobserved in a red, flushed face and in typical symptoms
such as insomnia, headache, and high blood pressure. What does
this individual need? She obviously would benefit from calming
down—"chilling out," as my kids would say. Again, looking to the
control-cycle of the elements, it is the stillness ofWater that can bal

ance the restlessness of an excessively stimulated Fire element. A
regular meditation practice, for example, that allows a person to
quiet down on a daily basis helps the Heart official hold the center

and can be a useful adjunct in reinforcing this elemental influence.
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Often an individual with a Fire CF may become so fixated on
personal connections, and preoccupied with the importanceof her
own drama, that she becomesnarcissistic and totallyself-absorbed.
Tocontrol this tendency, the vast reserves ofWater provide a way to
go down to the depths and surrender more limited ego concerns.
Here, a healthy Water element brings the courage to embrace the
essentialvalue of all people. In the specific case of a disharmony in

the Heart official, there will generally be a lackof calmness, and an
agitated "Supreme Controller" is likely to manifest in characteristic

ways. Directing this energy toward otherscarries the stigma ofbeing
labeled a "control freak," and it is a sure prescription for creating

resentments and ill feelings. From Water we acquire the ability to
flow and to allowevents to take their natural course. These qualities

can remedy an overbearing expression of the Fire element, an
expression that ends up destroying the very relationships the person
so desperately craves.

WHEN SYMPATHY BECOMES

SICKENINGLY SWEET

There is a Seinfeld episode in which Jerry repeatedly returns to a
certain barber, despite the fact thathe consistently receives terrible-
looking haircuts. When called on this behavior, he replies in a
singsongvoice:

I've beengoing tohimfor twelve years, I can'tswitch, I'dhurthis feel
ings. ... I can't [stop going], I'dbreak hisheart.

This isa classic Earth response, demonstrating an overabundance of
sympathy—at Jerry's own expense. Kramer has no patience for these
excuses and leaves abruptly while shouting the comment, "Gee,
you're crazy!" Even George is able to offer sound counsel to his
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friend: "You gotta start seeing somebody else, getoutofthis relation
ship." What energy are his friends providing? Undoubtedly, their
comments reflect the clarity and strength ofWood, which can con
trol an Earth element that is unable to contain its dominant emo

tion. It takes Wood to set a boundary and, in the powerful image of
Kramer holding his hand in front of Jerry in a vain attempt to stop
him, we see a clear enactment of the control-cycle interplay of

Wood upon Earth.

It isvery common for those with an Earth imbalanceto endlessly
nurture and care for everybody else. Frequently, in this need to

please others the Earth person fails to set reasonable limits and, in

time, hurts himselfand even those he intended to help. This pattern

was aptly demonstrated in another Seinfeld show, when Jerrywears

an outrageous looking "puffy shirt" on national television, simply
because he was unable to decline a requestby itscreator. In the end,

his hostility comes out during a talk show interview and causes far
moredamage than ifhe had beenableto hold hisgroundin the first
place. As surely as trees can stabilize a hillside, Wood energy pro
vides the structure that is required to control this overweening sym
pathy. On the level of the emotions, we find this k'o cycle relation
shipmanifested in the observation that a healthy anger can bringthe
motivation to stand up for oneself. When mothering behavior spills
out all over the place it soon becomes sickeningly sweet; it is then
sure to produce a reaction ofanger in others and feelings of resent
ment within oneself. This compensatory shift to Wood naturally
seeksto rein in Earth energythat has become excessive.

From a Jungian perspective, Wood is associated with the War

rior, whose job it is to defend the boundaries of the empire. This
archetypal image,with itsfocus on gettingthe jobdone, is certainly
not worriedabout hurting another's feelings. Here is the perfect bal
ancing aspect that allows an individualwith an Earth CF to control
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a pattern that tends to know no bounds. Turned inward, an imbal

ance in the Earth element frequently leads to feeling sorry for one
selfand can eventuate in self-indulgent addictive behaviors, such as
drug abuse and overeating. From the Warrior comes the discipline
and limit setting that is the natural remedy for this tendency. The
determination and direction of the Warrior can also establish the

energythat permits the genuine concern of Earth to find its appro
priate expression. With a plan and vision (Liver official), sympathy
can be put into action, such as through the decision to become a
nurse, fight for a cause, volunteer in the community, or go to
acupuncture school. In this way, the energy of Earth isable to find
healthyfulfillmentthrough service.

In thinking about the most effective way to apply the control
ling element, whether as a health care practitioner or in any rela
tionship, it is important to first establish rapport.8 This usually
means meeting a person in the element of their Central Focus.
Especially with an Earth person who is craving sympathy, it iswise
to initially offer the understanding that provides support, while let
ting them know you care. Similarly, toapproach an individual who
is full ofanger (and has an imbalance in theWood element) with a
statement from Metal, such as "it's all one," would be laughably
ineffective unless some preliminary work isdone. As a general prin
ciple, matching the energy of another person is the best way to
establish an influential connection.

To really exert a beneficial effect, however, it may become
imperative, in time, to consciously switch the energy that is being
expressed. With an imbalance in Earth, for example, offering sym
pathy may at some point simply be indulging feelings of self-pity
and certainly will not leadto constructive change. Eventually, there
is the likelihood of merely becoming co-dependent in a destructive
pattern. Invoking the element that is the controller across the k'o
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cycle then becomes a valuable tool for restoring balance to an emo
tion that has become problematic. To work energetically in this
manner requires the development ofa range of expression in one's
own life, so that there is a reasonable ability to tap into each of the

elements. Often we are unable to offer a healing presence to
another person simply because we are not, in ourselves, in touch
with the specific energy that isbeingcalled for. Indeed, one of the
gifts of working with the model of the Five Elements is the way in
which, as we become aware of the energies, each of us is encour
aged toward wholeness.

ENDURING EXISTENTIAL GRIEF

Metal symbolizes our connection with the quality of things and
with spirit. When a person is cut offfrom this source of meaning,
there exists a profound emptiness. Often a crisis in this element is
precipitated bya loss and there is at first nothing to be done but to
be with the pain. It is important at such times to stay emptyand still,
and to allow the griefto wash overus in silence. In a story from the
Bible, Job's three friends travel to be with him after he loses his chil

dren, possessions, and physical health. Realizing the depth of his
suffering, theysit withhim for seven days and nights without saying
a word. Where, in our modern world, can we find the time for such

an expression of concern?

Fundamental to the experience of this existential despair is the

feeling of isolation that accompanies it. Intuitively, we sense the

value of relationship. It is said that "there is room in an illness for

one."9 Establishing a human connection, or any intervention that
brings the person back into the stream of life, could end the terrible
loneliness—and is sure to have a curative effect. Here is the value of

Fire energy, which controls Metal across the k'o cycle. We see this
influence operating, for instance, in the case of an elderly woman
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whobecomes depressed after her husbandhasdied, especially ifshe
is living alone and at some distance from family members. To coun
teract the coldness that stems from this lack of human contact, tak

ing in a pet provides the comfort and warmth of a living creature
and will often work wonders to lift a person's mood. So, the com

panionship and joy that is an expression of the Fire element can

help resolve the griefof Metal.
The question, again, ishowto find the rightapproach, as some

one who is overcome with griefcertainlyhas no interest in a frivo
lous, light-hearted Fire. Inviting the individual to a party simply
would not work; neither do clever tricks or superficial attempts at

fixing the problem. The solution, rather, is to come in with a
respectful, subduedtone that resonates with Metal energy. One way
to accomplish this is to speak in the voice that one would use in a
cathedral or holyplace. By showing respect for the difficulty of the
situation, and honoring the person for all that is being endured, the
helpful intention might thenbe able tobe received (the function of
the Lung official). The goal is to respond with the appropriate
energy, and just to be in the person's presence in the face ofsuch a
loss—one human being with another—should be considered a vic
tory. As in The Book ofJob, to sitwith the grieving person provides
contact with life, and this little flame may be Fire enough. When
confronted with the abyss of eternity, in fact, relationship may be
the most valuable factor in helping another find the strength to
accept the inevitable. Through connection to others, one's spirit
continues to survive in the world. In the end, love overcomes death,

a sentiment that is powerfully described in these lines from Pablo
Neruda:

While life harasses us, love isonlya wave taller than the other waves:
but oh, when death comesknocking at the gate,
there isonlyyourglance againstso much emptiness,
onlyyour light againstextinction,
only your love toshutout theshadows.10
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FACING OUR FEARS

The final emotional state we will consider is fear, which arises

when the Water element is out of balance. Like a raging river or
torrential rainstorm, this feeling can be truly overwhelming. In
nature, if faced with a flood, animals seek higher ground, instinc
tively knowing the value ofsolidland. In the same way, we can look

across the k'o cycle to the Earth energy for the support that is able
to contain fear. Finding an "inner home" where we can feel safe
would be, metaphoricallyspeaking, the antidote for this emotion
when it is out of control. Sitting in meditation, especially prior to
being confronted with fear, is a way to practice cultivating such a
constant, secure place within, so that it can be available when

needed.

In attempting to comfortsomeone in fear, once the situation is

acknowledged, the principles ofthe Five Elements would suggest
providing a grounding, understanding presence. In this situation it
matters little what words are actually chosen; the idea is to be the
Earth. In many cases, touching from this element, which can be
described as the way a mother might hold a frightened child, can in
fact be far more effective than speaking. The goal is to offer the
steadying and nurturing influence that allows a person to face fear.

On the archetypal level, Earth is associated with the image of
the Queen, the Great Mother who provides comfort in times of
need. This eternal feminine principle is a symbol that runs sodeep
in our psyches that we universally find her used to describe the

human soul. It is from this energy that we derive faith and trust.
Throughout the ages, people have evoked the healingpower of the
Queen archetype in the very human struggle to overcome fear, a
reflection of the control-cycle relationship of Earth and Water. A
Hebrew prayer expresses this connection in the phrase, "As long as
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my soul is with my body, the Lord is with me; I am not afraid."11
Another line from the prayerbook, based on the wisdom of this
elemental pattern, states simply that "God is mysalvation, I shall
trustand not fear."12 Along the samelines, Fritz Smith, the founder
ofthe bodywork system ofZero Balancing, would share with patients
the teaching, "When fear knocks, if faith answers, then no one's
home."13 Indeed, ifa person feels supported bythe primal source of
nourishment represented by the Great Mother within, a funda
mental trustin life will arise to helpseehim through, and then there
is no way for the fear to take hold.

In summary, we can speak of "five resolutions for emotional

imbalances," which are based on the k'o cycle relationships of the

elements.14 For the anger of Wood, the antidote is forgiveness,
which depends on Metal for letting go and spiritual meaning. To
counteract the anxiety and egoism of Fire, the remedy is stillness
and surrender, qualities that are associated with the Water element.
For the excessive sympathyof Earth, balance is restored through
the boundaries and service that come from Wood. When

confrontedwith the griefof Metal, the relationship and connection
of Fire brings an end to isolation. Finally, for the fear of Water, we
look to the Earth element for containment and faith. Though Five

Element practitioners can select points to access the meridian that

is called for, anyone can intentionallyoffer the energyappropriate
to the situation. Modulating our interactions with others so that the
specific element that balances the energies across the control-cycle
is brought in, is an example of practicing acupuncture without
needles. In ancient times, this was regarded as the highest form of
healing.
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case history: The k'o cycle, though always present in Five Element

thinking, may in some patients be the primarydynamic intheir thera

peutic process. I treated one older woman who originally came to

me for complaints of gastritis and, in addition,suffered from intermit

tent bouts of panic and anxiety. A retired nurse, she was overweight

and had an obvious caring, sympathetic manner. She was a classic

Earth imbalance—and it was not hard to see that she was mothering

everybody, often at her own expense.

I started treatment by supporting the Earth element, since that

was her Central Focus.Though the stomach condition responded

immediately to acupuncture, it soon became clear that the energetic

imbalance relevant to the illness involved an inabilityto set bound

aries. Whenever her children called to ask if she could watch the

grandchildren, she would immediately acquiesce, dropping whatever

plans she might have made with her friends.This upset others while

creating internal resentments that eventually manifested in excess

stomach acid. If this underlying pattern involving the control-cycle

relationship ofWood and Earth was not addressed, it was quite likely

that the patient'spresenting symptomswould return.As she had pre

viously attended classes Ihad given on the Five Elements,Icould rein

force treatment on the Liver and Gall Bladder pathways with the

imagefrom nature of trees controlling an unstable earth.

Looking for ways to further enhance the therapy, we talked about

the image of the Warrior and this archetype's similarity to Wood.The

patient immediately resonated with the idea of finding her own inner

Warrior as a way to develop this much-needed energy. Having syn

chronistically just read a book on the subject, she returned at our

next visit excited about the story of"Sacagawea,"the Indian woman

who helped Lewis and Clark in their exploration of the Northwest.

This image was to become a powerful symbol of the feminine War

rior for the patient, and an ally in her life. She was able to acquire a
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picture of this strong young NativeAmerican, which she then put on

the dresser at home. Subsequently, when her kids would phone and

ask," Mom,we want to go out, could you come over and watch the

kids?," she could look at this image and find the strength to say,"No" if

indeed that was her truth.

Working with the archetype took the treatments to another level.

Sacagawea's tale became so meaningful that, at one point, the patient

even went on a pilgrimage, travelling to the place inWyoming where

the Indian woman is buried, thereby deepening her connection to all

that the story symbolized.Through such an undertaking, her relation

ship to the feminine Warrior became more solidly a part of her life.

As she learned to internalizethis energy, the patient became increas

ingly able to access healthyWood, which could then control a dys

functional Earth element that had been present for a lifetime.

Through finding the self-help tools that allowed her to bring in the

balancing element across the k'o cycle, she also became less depend

ent on acupuncture.

Then, about six months later, this woman had to check into the

local hospital for a shoulder operation and,as iscommon when facing

surgery, experienced overwhelming fear. Her Wood element was

now strong, her Earth was much more stable and grounded, but her

Water energy was clearly struggling, manifesting in this emotion.

Through a combination of acupuncture therapy and visualization of

the archetype of the Queen within, the energy of Earth could be

made available to Water via the natural connection of the elements,

allowing the fear to be brought under control.

The final step in this patient's process occurred once her Water

element was healthier, and we could finally address the panic and

anxiety that were part of her original complaint. Seen in Chinese

medicine as an imbalance in Fire,and in the Heart official specifically,

it was now possible to treat points that use the energy ofWater to
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bring stillness to the Fire element,thereby relieving this distressing

symptom. The energetic pattern critical to restoring health had

involved three legs of the control-cycle:Wood providing a boundary

for an overly sympathetic Earth, Earth containingthe fear of Water,

and Water quieting the anxiety that often is indicative of a distur

bance in the Fireelement. Addressing each elemental relationship in

sequence worked marvelously inthis case to allowthe resolution of

long-standing expressions of emotional disharmony.

Since theyfollow universal patterns ofnature, wefind that these
elemental relationships appear unbidden in the lives of individuals,
from ancient China to the modern world. This woman was not, of

course, initiallyaware of the Law of the Five Elements; she was just

trying to deal with the challenges that were presented to her by ill
ness. As in the story ofa real human being, poems, if they are true to

life, also express these eternal principles. In this timeless spiritual

statement from Goethe, we are taken on a journey around the k'o
cycle of the elements:

Tell a wise person,or elsekeep silent,
becausethe massman will mockit rightaway.
I praisewhat is trulyalive,
what longsto be burned to death.

In the calm water ofthe love-nights,
whereyou werebegotten, whereyou havebegotten,
a strange feeling comes over you
when yousee the silent candle burning.

Nowyou are no longer caught
in the obsession with darkness,

and a desireforhigher love-making
sweepsyou upward.

Distance does not make you falter,
now, arriving in magic,flying,
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and, finally, insane for the light,
youare the butterfly and you aregone.

Andsolongasyouhaven'texperienced
this: todie and sotogrow,
you are onlya troubled guest
on the dark earrTi.*5
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CHAPTER 12

Origins of the Five
Element Model

The Shift from Four to Five
in the I Ching

What need has nature of thought and care?

In nature all things return to their common source

and are distributed along different paths;

Through one action, the fruits of a hundred thoughts

are realized.1

—I Ching

The elemental model that is used by mostof the acupuncture

world is the one based on the Yellow River Map of Fu Hsi

(described on page 50). Derived from pairs ofopposites, this
yinlyang arrangement isthe oldest statement of the elements, dating
backto the origins ofChineseculture. Since Earth holds the center,
it is essentially an image offour directions, and thesepositions deter
mine the way the energies are seento interact. The question arises as
to where the circular relationship of the Five Elements, transmitted
by Professor J. R. Worsley and applied throughout this book,
assumed itscurrent form. For the answerwe can turn to the I Ching.

Through the studyof this revered sourceofwisdom, we can dis
cover the evolution of Chinese thinking. The hexagrams are con
structed from yinand yang lines and, indeed, the earlieststratum of
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the book was based primarily on this worldview. The most ancient
circular arrangement of the trigrams, also attributed to Fu Hsi,
placed these building-blocks ofthe text asmirror images (Figure 15).
In thisPrimal Arrangement (known also asthe Celestial Order), we
find Ch'ien, the Creative, =, pureyang, to the south and K'un, the
Receptive, ==, pure yin, to the north, positions that clearly reflecta
polar model. The other six trigrams can then be understood as
stages from mostyin to mostyang and are, in a similar way, arranged
opposite each other as complementary pairs. It is evident that Fu

Hsi, the symbol of the earliest formulation of Chinese wisdom,

thought in termsofyinlyang.
It was many centuries later, in the year 1150 b.c.e., that King

Wen, who is also credited with putting the J Ching into its present
form, was leadinga revolution to overthrow the Shang dynasty. Like
many great revolutionaries throughout history, he was thrown into
prison. There he managed to turn a probleminto an opportunity and
spenthisdays meditating on the Primal Arrangement ofthe trigrams.

Summer

S

Tui,
the Joyous

Spring Li,
E the Clinging

Chen,
the Arousing

Ch'ien,
the Creative

K'un,
the Receptive

N

Winter

Sun,
the Gentle

— — K'on, Autumn
— — the Abysmal W

Ken,
KeepingStill

Figure 15.The PrimalArrangement of the Trigrams
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In a spontaneous revelation, he discovered a new configuration,
which took the trigrams out of their positions as pairs of opposites
and placed them in the temporal progression in which theymanifest
in the cycle ofthe year. In this Inner-World Arrangement (also called
the Terrestrial Order), the trigrams clearly symbolize the same sea
sonal rhythm as described in the FiveElement system. When com
parisons are drawn (some elements must be assigned two trigrams),
we have nowgenerateda model offive distinct energetic movements

(Figure 16).

As we move around the circle, following the sequenceaccording
to KingWen, we find that each of the trigrams correlates to one of
the Five Elements.2 (To follow the discussion, you may wish to refer

to the chart found on page 57.) Beginning in the eastwithChen, the
Arousing, which represents the bursting forth of activity, we move
clockwise to Sun, the Gentle, whose image iswind and wood. Both
ofthese trigrams relate to the renewing ofthe plantworld, the season
of spring, and to the Wood element. The next trigram, in the

Summer
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Sun,
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Spring Chen,
E the Arousing

Ken,
Keeping Still

Li,
the Clinging

K'an,
the Abysmal

N

Winter

K'un,
the Receptive

Tui, Autumn
the Joyous W

Ch'ien,
the Creative

Figure 16.The Inner-World Arrangement of the Trigrams
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position ofthe south, is Li, the Clinging; the image is Fire and the
association is with mid-summer and the time of luxurious growth.
Following in this arrangement is K'un, the Receptive. Here the
image is Earth, the season is the harvest, and for these last two
trigrams the correspondence to our FiveElement model is exact.
The nexttwo trigrams express different aspects ofthe Metalelement.
In the west, we findTui, the Joyous, connected withthe autumn and
reflecting the quality that stems from bringing the work of the year
to completion. Chi'en, the Creative, has the image ofheaven and is
the father in the family; this is Metal as the Creator, the spirit that
initiates all of life. We then come to K'an, the Abysmal, in the

direction of the north, whose image isWaterand season is winter. It
is the time of "closing and storing," and we have another obvious
comparison to one of the Five Elements. The last trigram, Ken,
Keeping Still, isalso the first, the end ofone cycle and the beginning
of the next in this circular pattern. This trigram can certainly be
related to the element Water, as it holds in its stillness the potential
for what will unfold in the comingyear. Ken can alsobe seen apart
from the elements, as the rest that is behind all movement. In this

sense, it can be considered the yin counterpart that balances the

yang activity of the otherseven trigrams and, assuch, is linked to the
mysterious source of all creation.3

The realization by King Wen that organized the trigrams of the
J Ching into the Inner-World Arrangement depicts the stages in the
rising and falling of the vegetative life force through the course of
the year. It can be understood as identical to the Law of the Five

Elements and, to my knowledge, is the first formulation of this
model in the history of Chinese thought. Indeed, this arrangement
of the trigrams has taken Earth out of its position in the center (the
Yellow River Map of Fu Hsi) and situated it between Fire and

Metal, completely transforming the elemental relationships.
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Through placing all of the elements on the periphery of the circle,
and allowing for the sheng and k'o cycle interactions, an entirely dif
ferent dynamic opens up. Here, as early as the twelfth century
b.c.e., we have the origin of the Five Element system as we use it
todayin traditionalacupuncture.

From a practical viewpoint, knowledge of the association of
each trigram to one of the elements allows the I Ching to be
approached from a Five Element perspective. Each hexagram
(composed of twotrigrams) can then be interpreted in terms of two
elements, and the interplayof the elements involved can help deci

pher the meaning of that specific symbolic pattern. For example,
hexagram 53,Gradual Progress, j§§,discussed earlierin the descrip
tion of the Wood element (foundon page 88), is the image of a tree
on a mountain. Comparing the uppertrigram Sun, the Gentle, and
the lower trigram Ken, Keeping Still, with their corresponding ele
ments enrichesour appreciation ofwhat ismeant bya development
that proceeds gradually. Through interpreting the hexagram as
Wood energy emerging from Water, we can see this process as
growth unfolding out ofan inner potential and supported bya reser
voir of stillness.

Passages from the text of the J Ching can, in turn, clarify our
understanding of the elements. Double hexagrams, in particular,
composed of the same trigram repeated twice, are a valuable source
of information about a single energy. An example is hexagram 2,
K'un, the Receptive, ||, which can be helpful in elucidating the

qualities of acceptance and devotion that are characteristic of the
Earth element (see pages 102-103). Hexagram 51,Chen, the Arous
ing, ==, another double hexagram, symbolizes the first rising up of
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Wood as it bursts forth in the springtime. This trigram expresses the
yang side of the element, and "this movement is so violent that it
arouses terror."4 Contrast this with the hexagram Pushing Upward,
==, composed of the trigram Sun, the Gentle, within K'un, the
Receptive (Earth element). Sun captures the more temperate, yin
side of Wood, the penetrating influence that conformsto the situa
tion and produces a steady, sustained growth, as imaged in the tree
arising out of the ground:

Adapting itself to obstacles and bending around them, wood in the
earth grows upward withouthasteand withoutrest. Thus too the supe
rior [person] is devoted incharacter and never pauses in his progress.5

The distinction between the two trigrams, Chen and Sun, both asso
ciatedwithWood, expands our awareness of the range of expression
contained within this element and may help us fine-tune our own
behavior as we face life situations thatcall for Wood energy.

Hexagram 50, The Caldron, ^—composed of the trigrams
Sun, the Gentle (Wood element), below and Li, the Clinging
(Fire), above—offers new insights into the sheng cycle connection
of these two elements:

Here it is the wood that serves asnourishment forthe flame, the spirit.
All that isvisible mustgrow beyond itself, extend into the realm of the
invisible.6

It is through the growth andstructure provided bythe Wood energy
that we are able to find the clarity and spiritof Fire. Taken one step
further, the hexagram addresses the taskof finding the fullest mani
festation in life (Fire) that isbased on one's inner plan (Wood). This
second interpretationplayed a vital role in mypersonal journey, asa
formative shift occurred in my life in 1977 when I consulted the I

Ching and received this hexagram. This was at a time when, after
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six years ofgeneral practice, I was feeling uninspired with my work
in Western medicine. The special changing line in the third place,
"One isimpeded in hisway oflife," gotmyattention:

This describes a man who, in a highlyevolved civilization, finds him
selfin a placewhereno one notices or recognizes him. This isa severe
block to his effectiveness. All of his good qualities and gifts of mind
thus needlessly go to waste. But if he will onlysee to it that he is pos
sessed of somethingtrulyspiritual, the time isbound to come, sooner
or later, when thedifficulties will be resolved andallwill go well.7

When interpreted in the contextof the hexagram as a whole,which
addresses the idea that "there is in man a fate that lends power to his

life," it was clear what was being asked of me. I intuitively under
stood that this fate somehow involved my connection with the spiri

tual traditions of ancient China, which were not, at the time, being

expressed in my daily job. Recognizing the hexagram as a call to
action, I phoned Dr. Fritz Smith that same day, as described in the
"Introduction" (pages 1-2). Upon observing his acupuncture prac
tice, I discovered the path that I was meant to follow.

The J Ching, built up in layers over many centuries, contains

the foundation for all of Chinese philosophy. From an oracle
handed down from antiquity and based exclusively on yinlyang, the
Law ofthe Five Elements emerged asan embodiment of the princi
ples governing the rhythm of the seasons. The richness of this clas
sic text(and ofChinese culture in general) is, to a large degree, the
result of a fertile synthesis between these two models for under
standing life:

The Book of Changes contains the measure of heaven and earth;
therefore it enables us to comprehend the Tao of heaven and earth
and its order.8
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NOTES

1. J Ching, Bollingen Series, trans. Richard Wilhelm (Princeton: Prince
ton University Press, 1950),"The Great Treatise," p. 338.

2. Ibid., "Shuo Kua," pp. 270-271.This sectionof the I Chingprovides a
poetic description of the inner meaningof KingWen'sarrangement of
the trigrams that is obviously a statement of the Five Element model.

3. According to mosttraditional Chinesesources, the trigram Ken, Keep
ing Still, issaidto correspond with the element Earth. This reflects the
fact that the stillness of Ken (which underlies the movement of the
other trigrams) is similar to Earth as the center (around which the
other elements revolve). It therefore is an association that seems to be
based on the olderelementalmodelofFu Hsi. I havetaken the liberty
to associate Ken with Water, as this fits better with the Five Elements
as we use it today.

4. I Ching, Hexagram 51,Chen, the Arousing, p. 197.
5. Ibid.,Hexagram 46,Pushing Upward, p. 179.
6. Ibid.,Hexagram 50, The Caldron, p. 194.
7. Ibid., Hexagram 50, The Caldron, p. 196.
8. Ibid.,"The GreatTreatise," p. 293.



CHAPTER 13

Spiritual Resources
of the Five Elements

The Ancient Chinese
View of the Soul

Though mountains danced before them,

they said that God was dead,1

—Leonard Cohen

The study of language reveals a great deal about the con
sciousness of a society. When numerous expressions are

available to describe the nuances in any given subject area,

they tell us how a people spend their time. For example, the Eski

mos have many words for "snow," while in the Western world there

are dozens of names for "money." The culture of earlyChina held a

special reverence for spirituality, and an extensive vocabulary exists

to express the subtleties of this invisible realm. In this chapter, we

will explore several concepts from this time-honored tradition that

are used to describe the worldbeyondthe materialplane.2

Connection to the spirit is such a fundamental part of Chinese
philosophy that life is understood to begin the moment we receive
the shen (usually translated in a general way as spirit) from heaven.

Forbalance, there needs to be a link to the earth, and this is the jing
(vital-essence), the genetic substance inherited from our parents. In

245
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jj the sexual union between man and woman lies the physical begin-
^/\i ning oflife, but itis in the joining ofthe essence under the light ofthe

shen that we have the origin ofhumans asspiritual beings. Involved
JT+ as they are with thevery source ofbeing, theshen and jing belong to
y\^ the province of what is termed Anterior Heaven (that which exists
Anterior prior to the infant's first breath in the world). This is"the primordial
Heaven

endowmentgranted toeachhuman at conception... the foundation
of individualpurpose ... heaven's intent to providean internal stan

dard that mayguide us through life."3

^ X* Shen, the gift ofheaven, may be likened to human conscious-
/TjF ness and is stored in the Heart, the official that holds the center and

1 rules from a truth beyond the ego. From the perspective of the
Shen archetypal model, it is the influence of the shen that permits the

inner Emperor to occupy the throne by divine right. This heavenly
spirit is the spiritual resource of the Fire element and symbolizes

clarity and light. It is saidthat ushen is the awareness that shines out
of our eyes when we are trulyawake"4 and, as such, can be observed

in the spark of a person's eyes. The acupuncture point for treating
the shen isknown as the Spirit Hall (Bladder 39).

Actually, both of these primal influences can be assessed
through the eyes. If the eyes are compared to an oil lamp, the flame
represents the shen. The oil of the lamp (the physical basis for the
light) corresponds to the jing and can be evaluated bythe constancy
ofthe gaze.5 Jing may be thoughtofasour inherited constitution or
ancestral energy, since it contains the imprint of the generations
that have come before us. Transmitted through the genes, the vital-
essence provides for the long-term unfolding of individual traits.

This is our potential, the material substrate that determines what

can become manifest. The storehouse of the jing is the Kidney offi
cial.6 It is of course no accident that this resource is found within

Water, the element that holds the seed for the entire life cycle.

n
Jing
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Acupuncturists can address this formative aspect with the point
Gate ofDestiny (GovernorVessel 4).

These two concepts essentially describe what canbe regarded as
destiny, the greater purpose for our existence. This relationship to a
spiritual dimension iswoven into ancientChinese thinking, allow
ing "the will of heaven to be expressed in human life."7 When we

add the ch'i, we have a construct that was mentioned earlier as "the

Three Treasures." (See page 48.) The shen, jing, and ch'i form a
triadwith the energy oflifeexisting at the junctionbetween heaven
and earth, a perfect parallel to the model of Heaven-Earth-Man.

Within the world of Posterior Heaven (that which exists

between one's first breath and the time of death), "The ten thou

sand things are born from the womb of the Tao into material exis
tence."8 Here we find two aspects of the spirit level that are in fact
descriptions of the human soul. Hun, known as the spiritual-soul,

develops at birth as jing, our material potential, begins to move
toward a nonmaterial state.This is the lightyang-soul, and the Chi
nese character for hun contains the radical9 for "spirit (demon)"

plus the radical for "the rising of the atmosphere," indicating its

ascending quality. The spiritual-soul is connected to the imagina- \/k&
tion and the emotions are said to be under its sway. Stored in the *?7\?*±
Liver, this is the spiritual resource of the Wood element,10 the Hun
dominion of new birth and creativity. In human life, hun is found in

all upward movement in the direction of heaven. Transformative

work, the inner alchemythat changes coarse matter into spirit, is its
finest expression. From a clinicalperspective, wecan treat this com
ponent of the soul with the acupuncture point the Spiritual Soul
Gate (Bladder 42).

The yin component of the soul is called p'o, the animal-soul,
and develops at the moment of birth with a downward movement of

the spirit toward the earth. P'o is created in the first breath received

4i

Posterior

Heaven

Gib
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from heaven, and the character for this image, whichconsists of the
radical for "spirit" and the radical for "white" (the color associated
with Metal), confirms that this aspect resides within the Lung offi
cial. The animal-soul governs the instincts and can be likenedto a
"spirited horse."11 Involvement in the world is its realm, and p'o is
connected to all activities that have a downward direction. The

action of this dark yin-soul ultimately produces a dependency on
the external material world. The pointfor influencing the p'o is the
AnimalSoul Door (Bladder 37).

Both hun and p'o are defined by their respective movements
between heaven and earth, and we may conclude that, for the
ancient Chinese, the soul of man is found where shen and jing
meet. To a student of the Five Elements, there is an obvious ele

mental correspondence foreach of thesespiritual resources, deter
mined by the organs in which theyare stored. To develop a frame
work that includes all five elements, we need only to add the

association of Earth. Referred to as yi, the spirit of Earth is often

translated as thought or intention, though study of its character
'^-* reveals a meaning closer to "the spirit ofempathy." The acupunc

ture point that treats this energy is Thought Dwelling (Bladder44).
By placing yi in the centeraround which the other four expressions
revolve, we have now generated an arrangement that reflects the
Yellow River Map of the elements (Figure 17).

The spiritual implications derived from these concepts are far-
reaching. Theyform the basis for The Secret ofthe Golden Flower,12
the meditation text originally translated byRichard Wilhelm,which
first confirmed Jung's ideas about the reality of the inner archetypal
world. (Refer to the discussion on pages 190-191.)These traditional
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(^ Heaven j
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Figure 17. Movements Between Heaven & Earth / Elemental Associations

teachings describe the usual course of life as an outward-flowing
process in which the p'o, attached to the passions, forces the hun into

its service. With the unremitting downward movementof the ener
gies, both aspects of the soul leak away over time and life consumes
itself. Evidently, when the focus is primarily on external things, the
spirit also becomes earth-bound. At death, this descending direction

of the animal-soul toward the material continues. Sinking to the

earth,a person's lifeforce becomes a hungryghost (kuei) in searchofa
bodyand eventually decays.

If, however, through spiritual work, there is a liberation from
the world of the transitoryand a detachment of the ego from "the
ten thousand ensnarements,"13 then we can say that the energies of
the p'o are mastered by the hun. This sets up an inward-flowing,
rising of the life energies, which eventually can create a spiritual
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center independent of bodily existence. According to ancient
wisdom, to the degree thatwe identify with the spirit in this life, we
can achieve immortality.14 As LaoTzu says,

To be one with the Tao is to abide forever.

Such a one will be safe and whole

Even after thedissolution ofhisbody.15

If weadopt the direction ofthe hun, i.e., the ascending movement
toward heaven, as our life's task, then this principle, in the end,
rules the process ofdying. Atthat time, the hun is released upward
as it is liberated from the body, uniting with the eternal Tao. Our
diagram ofthese spiritual resources can now be extended to include
the transformations that occur at death (Figure 18).

The contrasting movement between the ascent upward to
heavenand the descentbackto the earth isa recurringtheme in the
human drama that is expressed in many spiritual traditions. For
instance, it is found in the story of Jacob's dream as told in Genesis.
The angels, by travelling up and down on a great ladder, inform us
that our action on earth influences the upper realms, while the spirit

(^ Heaven j

Ta(0

(at death)'"
A .SHEN.

„ (at birth)

HUN

(at birth)"
x JINGA

P'O

Xat death)

Kuei (Hungry Ghost)

(^Eartho
Figure 18. The Spiritual Resources at Birth& Death
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from heaven continuously infuses human life. The mandala X^X
(which consists of triangles pointing in these two directions) is used
in both Judaism and Hinduism to describe thissame archetypal pat
tern. This image, in essence, symbolizes the "individual" selfaspir
ing to the Eternal (through the rising of the hun), balanced by the
spirit extending into the world (through the descent of the p'o). A
prayer said at the memorial service in the Jewish tradition captures
these two tendencies at the moment of death:

The dust returns to the Earth as it was,

Butthespirit returns toGod who gave it.16

Thus, the spirit becomes manifest in human life, completesa cycle
within this earthlyplane, and then returns to the Source.A continu

ity therefore exists, as death can be seen as part of the natural
rhythm ofchange.

Forthe Chinese ofantiquity, human life is integral to the way of
nature and essential for the spirit to become manifest in the world.

Carl Jung expressed this same idea when he spoke of God needing
humanity's existence for completion.17 Onlythrough our endeavors
can "the higher power" realize itselfand find fulfillment. Our life,
though seemingly insignificant compared to the scale of the uni
verse, from another perspective holds cosmic import. Borrowing an
image from the I Ching, God represents the Creative principle,
which acts on the invisible beginnings of all development. The
human being, in this analogy, belongs to the Receptive principle
and manifests the will of heaven by bringing material things to
expression on the earth. (Please consult page 44.) In the Sufi tradi
tion, Rumi says it like this:

Allyou are here for,
and the entire meaning of the Path of Love,
is to bring beforeGod a heart brightasa mirror,
so God can see His own face in it.18
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Indeed, it is only when a spiritual dimension is incorporated
into life that a person maintains harmony with an inner truth, finds
wholeness, and fulfills destiny. Upon sheddingthe illusion of sepa-
rateness, uniting with the Infinite and experiencing oneness with all
creation becomespossible. This ultimately requires either a literal
death through the passing ofour physical body, or a symbolic death,
such asreleasing attachmentto the individual ego. Weare then able
to know the unitythat was oursfrom the beginning. Such is the cul
mination of the Taoist path, to realize what the sages of old called

"return to the Source":

Attain to utmost Emptiness.

Cling single-heartedly to interiorpeace.
While all things are stirring together,
I only contemplate theReturn.19
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CHAPTER 14

The Element Within
the Element
Seinfeld Revisited

The Physician should speak of that which is

invisible. What is visible should belong to his

knowledge, and he should recognize the illness...

by its symptoms. But this is far from making him a

physician; he becomes a physician only when he

knows that which is unnamed, invisible and

immaterial,yet efficacious.1

—Paracelsus

Thesixteenth-century physician and alchemist Paracelsus was
aware that, for treatment to address the root of illness, it is

necessary to penetrate beneath the external manifestations
to the realm of the invisible. The power of the Five Element model
lies in its ability to provide a symbolic language for this hidden
energy, as it presents in a particular moment. The concept of the
Central Focus allows us to grasp the essence of an individual in
terms of a single element and therebyfind the most effective inter
vention. Although it may seem like the person is beingpigeonholed
into one of only five possible categories, on the contrary, there is
actually a great deal of flexibility in this system to accommodate
unique variations.

255
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Figure 19. Five Elements Within Each Element

As wewill discover in thischapter, within each element exist all
ofthe otherelements, resulting in five different expressions for each
CF and a totalof twenty-five identifiable patterns (Figure 19). This
holographic model creates "layers within layers," permitting more
subtle distinctions tobereflected in thediagnosis. We canappreciate
howthis might work in the case of the physical-level disease ulcera
tivecolitis, in which weare dealingwith inflammation in the colon.
In energetic terms,this conditioncan be interpreted asthe Fire with
in the Metal, and assessing the element within the element expands
ourability toaccurately describe the underlying pathology.
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The crucial factor, ifwe are to understand a person on a deeper
level, is to stay open and resist the temptation to jump to a quick
conclusion. By holding to the inquiry, new insights are often
revealed. This open-mindedness may prove to be the single most
important factor in healing, as it allows individuals to be seen for
who they really are. For example, we might observe the emotion of
anger and, from our study of the associations of the elements,

assume that the primary imbalance must lie in Wood. Instead of

rushing to the answer that seems initially obvious, through seeking
to discover the motivation upon which the anger is based we can
drop beneath what may prove to be only an exterior mask and
uncover the true energy. Let us turn, once again, to the television
series Seinfeld, where we find that the character with a Wood CF is

not the onlyone who iscapableofmanifesting this emotion.
It is possible, in fact, to describe five kinds of anger, each quite

distinct, arising from five different elemental imbalances and reflect
ingthe qualities ofeach respective element. The anger ofan individ
ualwith a CentralFocus inWood is perhaps the most straightforward:
the person appears green, isclearly shouting, and with clenchedfist
and jaw becomes increasingly threatening. Physical aggression may
not be far off. This pattern is illustrated by Kramer in an episode
where he is upset bya violation ofthe rules during a game ofgolf. In
explaining hisposition to Jerry, he portrays an "in-your-face" kind of
anger characteristic ofWood. His statement, "Without rules, there is
chaos,"demonstrates the observation that, when this element isout of

balance, there exists a strong need for structure.
The anger that comes from a Fire imbalance, on the other

hand, may be accompanied by a red face and is often focused
around relationship issues or the need to bring clarity to a situation.
This type ofangererupts suddenly like a volcano, and the tendency
to abruptly flare-up literally reminds us of a fire roaring upwards.
Despite the fierceness, it is an expression that is not likely to actually
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becomephysically violent. Unlike the person with a Wood CF, who
can hold onto this emotion for days, the anger of an individual
whose concerns center in Fire can dissipate as quickly as it arises.
We find this energy skillfully portrayed in the Seinfeld series by
Elaine. On one occasion she becomes furious with George, who is

strutting around with a newly acquired toupee. After he arrogantly
pats Elaine on the nose, she explodes with the exclamation,"I don't

like this thing, and here's what Fm doing with it!" Once she throws

the hairpiece out the window, we observe that a smile has returned

to her face. As is typical of a Fire anger, Elaine's comes on like an
explosion and, once released, she is readyto moveon.

We can recognizean anger that arises from the Earth element
by the fact that the person is upset simplybecause no one seems to

understand how hard life is for him. Basically, this emotional dis
play is a cry for sympathy: Hey, what about me? Take care of me.
Jerry exhibits this type of anger in a show in which Kramer takes a
new job that reduces his time to socialize. When he finally returns
from a long day at the office, we find Jerry sitting in the dark, sulking
and upset. As an enactmentofhisanger, he throws take-out chicken
into the trash. Jerry's comment, "I ordered in, but it's still work," is
obviously an appeal for the attention he craves. Once Kramer is
willing to set aside his tasks and hang out with his friend, Jerry's
angerabates. Though we do expect an Earth anger to resolve once
the individual receives sympathy, it must be remembered that for
some who exhibit this classic pattern of "poor me," no amount of
care and concern would everbe enough.

An anger that has its source in Metal has an entirely different
quality: cold, cutting,dismissive, and, at times, quitevicious. Under
lying the emotion is the message, It's all meaningless bullshit, so
why should I have any interest in you? This manifestation of anger
isbased on the fact that, asa resultofnot being in touch with spirit,
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a person with a CF in this element may feel empty inside and does
not seevalue in anything. It isan elemental expression that can be
recognized when, cut off without reason, we become aware that

another person is making the assumption that we are, in our very
essence, worthless. There may be an initial tendency to take this
rejection personally, but it soon becomes obvious that due to an

imbalance in Metal, thisattitude isbeingprojected onto everyone.
Though Metal is not one of the predominant elements amongthe
four Seinfeld protagonists, we do find this type of anger enacted in
one episodewhen a chest of drawers is stolen, despite the fact that
Kramer is guarding it. The cold, calculating tone with which the
thiefsays, "I can hurt you," completely unnerves Kramer, reflecting
the way Metal overcomes Wood across the k'o cycle.

Finally, the anger that originates from the Water element can
be powerful and ferocious, yet, if confronted, will typically subside.

This is the energy of the bully, for instance, who puts on a showof
bravado in order to cover up the scared child inside. Since fear is

the driving force in a personwith a CF in Water, this anger is basi
cally a facade and tends to disintegrate (often with tears) when
tested. In seeking to sort out elemental imbalances, it is useful to
know that the person with a Wood anger characteristically won't
back down when confronted and is capable of striking out, while

the individual with a Water CF will likely crumble. This is one way

(though potentially painful to the examiner) to distinguish between
these two elements. George demonstrates this particular emotion

during one scene when a dog bites Elaine and its owner takes no
responsibility. Overcoming his natural impulse to run, we find
George announcing defiantly, "He just walked away, and once

again I'm standing here like a little man. Well not this time." Of
course, George is ineffective in his pursuit of the perpetrator and,
before too long, returns from his mission teary-eyed and defeated.
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In all of these illustrations, anger is the obvious presentation;
however, when we discover the real roots from which this emotion

emanates, it becomes clear that we are dealing with five separate

energetic patterns. Although a more superficial analysis would
observe angerand concludethat the imbalance musttherefore stem
from Wood, once we truly understand the essence of the person
involved, we may be led to any of the elements. If anger is the pre

dominant wayan individual with a Metal imbalance, for example,

expresses her experience of a deep emptiness inside, then we can

say that the diagnosis, on the level of the element within the ele
ment, is the Wood within the Metal. The Central Focus is the

Metal element, which suggests that the core issues revolve around
finding meaning and spirit, while the way the elemental distur
bance manifests itself in this case is through anger, making Wood
the element within.2 We can appreciate the powerof this method to

penetrate the persona (mask) that is presented to the outside and

reveal the dynamic that lies underneath. It is also apparent that,
unless weare able to recognize the morefundamental energy, it is
easyto mistake the element within for the element of the CF.3

case history: Itreated a policemanwho had a particularly loud,aggres

sive manner for sinus headaches. When it was time for him to lie

down on the table to receive acupuncture, he would methodically

remove the revolver strapped to his leg. I assumed that his angry

stance reflected a Wood imbalance, but after three sessions it was

clear that he was not responding to treatment His headache was no

better and, more importantly, there was no change in his energy or

how he felt inside.When he happened to mention some fleetingchest

pain, Iseized the opportunity to test hisemotions and, mustering up a

groan in my own voice, asked,'What if it's your heart?"The depth of

the fear that was revealed made it evident that his CF, in fact, resided
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in the Water element. His entire persona, with all the unmistakable

characteristics of Wood, was a front that was compensating for the

frightened little boy at the center of his personality.The correct diag

nosis, in Five Element terms, was the Wood within the WaterThis dis

tinction had real practical value and, once I switched the focus of the

therapeutic intervention to the Water element, tending to the fear

that was the real source of his imbalance, he appeared visibly more at

ease during our sessions.4 As he gradually let go of the facade that he

was showingthe world (at least inthe treatment room), we began to

make some real progress in our work together

So we can see that the element within serves to qualify the Cen

tral Focus, describing howthe primary imbalance expresses itself. At
first glance, we may take this manifestation to be the CF; only
through gettingto know the individual—and observing the predomi
nant color, sound, emotion, and odor—can we uncover his essential

nature.The question wewantto rememberto ask is, What does this
presenting sign or symptom rest on? Depression, for example, can
also arise from any of the elements, and we do not want to automati

cally assume that it represents the griefofMetal.The depression of
Wood reflects the factthat nothingisgrowing in a person's life; a Fire
CF may be exhibitinga lack of joy or dealing with the sadness of a
failed relationship; an individual with an Earth imbalance can be

down due to the feeling that no one supports him; and the depres
sion of Water is often inseparable from the pervasive bodily fatigue
that isa symptomofa depletion in reserves.

Likewise, laughter, if inappropriate, is frequently a great mask,

and an appreciation of its nuances can be most revealing. The
laughter associated with the Fire element is genuine and conveys a
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real joy. We can recognize this expression by its contagiousness,
which invites us to join in. It stands in contrastto the laughter that
originates from an imbalance in Wood, where humor becomes a
vehicle for anger and a way to attackothers. Common among cer
tain comedians known for their aggression, a Wood laughter has a
very different feel to it. When faced with this energy, if I trust my
innerfeelings, I prefer tomove away. An Earth laughter is motivated
by sympathy andhas nobody to it. You canrecognize itwhen some
one tells a bad joke at a party: the Earth person will force a laugh
because he feels sorry for the person who has justembarrassed him
self. The laughter that stems from the Metal element, on the other
hand, hasan empty quality and, ratherthan drawing us in, seems to
leave ussummarily cut off. Lastly, a Water laugh,since it isusedasa
means to cover up fear, isnervous and uneasy. By not assuming that
all laughter arises from Fire, and exploring which element lies at its
source, this sound can be used as a key to unlock the individual's

true energeticdynamic.
As with the Central Focus, wemaybe able to trace the origins of

the element within to early events in a person's life, particularly to

the family history. How the disturbance initiallyoccurred may be
linked to how the imbalance is brought forth in the current
moment. If the causeoffeelings ofworthlessness and lack of mean
ing was the presence ofanger in the home, then we might find the
elemental disharmony to be the Wood within the Metal. It would
then follow that a Metal anger may become the way the CF in
Metal manifests in the world.

Another way to come to know the element within is by
observing how someone deals with her dominantimbalance, essen
tially the way a person fills her deepest needs. We have seen that
issues in the Earth oftenlead to becominga health care provider. Of
course, not every caregiver is motivated by this element. An
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individual with a Metal CF might seek to deal with her lack of
connection to spiritthrough also adopting nurturingbehavior. Earth
within the Metal would then probably best describe this expression,

and giving to others becomes the ultimate source ofmeaning in life.
Due to the low self-esteem associated with the Metal element, a

person with this specific energymaybe prone to ignoring her own

selfand easily slip into the tendency, common among caregivers, of
becominga martyr.

Because the impulse to compensate for the dysfunction in our

central element can be so powerful, this pattern is typically at the
root of addictions. Cigarette smoking can be seen as a way to bring
warmth to the lungs in order to supporta cold Metal element and
may be driven bythe urge to support the Fire within the Metal ele
ment. Similarly, the sex addict (described on page 131), who seeks
to fill the void inside through compulsive sexual acting out, may
have this same diagnosis. Woody Allen, especially in his later
movies, portrays himselfasseeking meaning through relationships,
and I would interpret his actions as indicative of an imbalance in
the Fire within Metal.5 Obviously, until the underlying need is
addressed, it is unlikely that any intervention to control the addic
tive behavior will be successful.

The element within the element is, in essence, an expansion of

our Five Element map that allows us to speak offive kinds ofdishar
monieswithin each element. As weexplore the manyvariations that
exist, we find that this framework helps elucidate the nature of the
central element that isout of balance.Thus, if the primaryissue for
a person isgrowth and the CF lies in Wood, there are five potential
energetic configurations that can be described. If there is no spark
to the growth, no joy in new endeavors, the element within the ele
ment may be the Fire in the Wood. If the growth is unstable, like a
tree not rooted in the ground, the problem can be seen as the Earth
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within the Wood. A lack of quality or meaning in the tasks of life
points to an imbalance that arises from the Metal in the Wood. A

failure to grow coupled with rigidity, in which the tree seems to be
drying up, may indicate depletion of the Water within the Wood.
And the situation of lack ofgrowth purelyas a reflectionof a Wood
CF can be thought of as the Wood within the Wood. Thus, we find

that each element has all of the other elements residing within it
and dependson all ofthem to function optimally.

Understanding the nature of the elemental imbalance within
an element may be valuable in accurately identifying specific life
situations. For instance, it is quite easy for the Metal element, in

pursuit of spiritual meaning, to become cold and aloof, bereft of
human contact. Through our model we can describe this tendency
asa lackofFire in the Metal. This expression ofMetal can be found
in all religions; one example occurs in the ancient teachings of
India, where an awareness of the Atman, the transcendent and eter

nal inner spirit, permeates Hinduphilosophy:

In the beginnings ofthings, theyare unmanifest,
In their middles, manifest,

Andin theirends,again unmanifest.
Whatis there in this for grief?6

This statementmay be valid and iscertainly very wise; yet, in deal
ingwith human suffering, the detachmentupon which thesewords
arebased may leave usalone andisolated in ourpain. For healing to
occur, there is a need for the compassion that can only come from
touching the heart of another, and this is the influence of the Fire
element.

The absence of Fire within the Metal maylead to judgments
that are dismissive of others and a rigidity that prevents a person
from flowing. This dynamic maybe observed among devotees of
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any tradition, especially when they become too serious in their

quest and austere in their practices. It is an energy that, unfortu
nately, isquite common within many religious institutions and lies
at the root of fundamentalisms—recognized whenever views
become dogmatic and result in conflict between peoples, rather
than in a sense of our common humanity.7 We might even notice
this coldness occurringon our own individual spiritual path, when
the rituals simply lose their joy. Becoming aware of this interplay of
the elements reminds us to lighten up and laugh at our own
struggles, to stay connected to others despite their imperfections,

and in this way bring the glow of Fire to the tasks of Metal. The
integration of these two elements embodies the teaching, empha

sized in Zen Buddhism, to find the spirit in the human world and

in everyday life.

In acupuncture, this balancing effect can be accomplished
through treating the Fire point on the Lung meridian (Lung 10),
which allows the search for meaning to be more in touch with
warmth and joy. It is no accident that the Heart official, the higher
selfand center of our being, resides in Fire.The implication is that,
true to this element, the empire (both within and without) is to be
led with love and compassion. Residing as the SunKing, this minis
ter needs to draw upon a genuine connection to others, rather than
come from the pure essence of Metal, which when devoid of Fire

can lack relatedness and feeling.
Up until this chapter, we have discussed the elements and offi

cials as separate functions, working together through their sheng
and k'o cycle connections. Diagnosing an element within another
element stretches our thinking, allowing us to describe the interde
pendence of the energies and to honor the subtleties in how they
are expressed. We certainly want to approach this added level of

complexity with caution, and it is quite permissible for beginning
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students as well as for seasoned practitioners to stay with the more
simple strategy of seeingthe elements as distinct entities that are in
relationship to each other. Unless wecan first determine the central
element, working on this level has the very real possibility of con
founding the picture.8

This same process can be applied to the model of the Jungian
archetypes as well. We can understand these primal imagesas sepa

rate potentials that support each other for health and wholeness, or

we can see the archetypes as existing withineach other in much the
same way as we have explored the elements within. Thus, the War

rior can be saidto havea Sage withinthat brings wisdom to the tasks
at hand; the Loverwithin the Warrior is needed for there to be joy
in the work; the Kingwithin the Warrior provides calmness and a
heavenlypurpose to all that isundertaken; and the Queen holds the

qualities of mercy and compassion within the Warrior's endeavors.
This way of describing a hierarchy of energies within energies
appears in other archetypal systems, with similar enrichment and
possible confusion.9

In closing, we return to the Seinfeld sitcom, where there are
manyscenes that brilliantly capturethe dance ofthe elements.Dur
ing a trip to the Hamptons, George is seen naked by Jerry's girl
friend while he ischanging hisclothes after a swim in the pool. The
water beingcold, he had at thatmoment"significant shrinkage" and
feels that he has been "short-changed." In the words of Jerry, his
genitals behaved "like a frightened turde."George iscertain that the
woman has gotten the wrongidea and he is terrified at the prospect
that she will share her impression with his date. Unable to contain
his agitation, he obsessively returns to the topic over dinner, which
directly results in the dreadedinformation beingsharedand leadsto
the veryhumiliation he most wants to avoid. There is no doubt that
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George is driven by fear and that his core issues revolve around his

Central Focus in Water. He portrays the situation that occurswhen
this element has no connection to inner calmness, along with the
disastrous consequences that inevitably follow.

The inability to contain fear, and then acting in just the way
that isbound to bring calamities upon oneself, isa common human
reaction. To discern the archetypal dynamics, let us turn once again
to the J Ching:

One is faced with a danger that has to be overcome. Weakness and
impatience can do nothing. Only a strongperson can stand up to his
fate, for his inner securityenables him to endure to the end. It is only
when wehave the courageto face thingsexactly as they are that a light
willdevelop out of events, bywhich the path to success may be recog
nized. . . . Strength in the face of danger does not plunge ahead but
bides its time, whereasweakness in the face of danger grows agitated
andhas notthepatience towait.10

This passage is from the hexagram Waiting, ==, composed of the
trigrams Ch'ien, the Creative (heaven), below and K'an, the
Abysmal (water), above. In Five Element terms, the Metal within
the Water is being described here.11 The J Ching teaching is
informing us that, in order to remain calm when danger arises, we
need the support of the spirit inside. George's primary elemental
imbalance is a lack of Metal within Water and, as a result, there is

no way for him to find the strength to deal with a frightening situa
tion. The concept of the element within the element allows us to
penetrate into the driving force behind human behavior and, as an
added bonus, enhances our appreciation of this Seinfeld episode. In
addition, this more complex level of energetic interactions brings

new insight to the interpretation of ancient texts, so that their wis
dom can be applied in our lives.12
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NOTES

1. Paracelsus. A portion of this quotation is included in the website,
www. barrettdorko.com.

2. Of course, a person with a Metal CF can express any of the emotions,
and each might manifest with the qualities of the Metal element. It is
onlywhen one emerges as the overriding pattern that we woulddiag
nose it to be the element within.

3. Once we have identified the two elements involved, it is somewhat
arbitrarywhich is considered within the other. It can be argued that,
in these examples offive kindsofanger,Woodis the presentingenergy
and should be taken as the first level. The element of the Central

Focus, upon which the anger rests, wouldthen be the element within.
I have chosen, instead, to follow the teachings of J. R. Worsley, who
considered finding the CF to be the critical factor and took that ele
ment as primary. Howthis central element expresses itself (the emo
tion of anger in this discussion) determines the element within (here,
it is Wood). The important thing, to avoid confusion, is to be consis
tent in our analysis.

4. As described in chapter 11,"Resolving Emotional Imalances," it was
helpful, in this case, to lookto the k'o cycleto control the emotion that
was excessive. Justas the levies hold the river in check, by treatingthe
Earth element the fear arising from the Central Focus in Water was
able to be brought into balance.

5. The characterportrayed byWoody Allen in the movieStardust Memo
ries is a classic portrayal of a Metal CF who is searching for a way to
overcome feelings of inadequacy through sexual acting out. His
repeated experiences of"empty sex" provide us witha tragic picture of
an addiction to the Fire ofsexuality as an expression of an imbalance
in the Metal element, i.e., looking for love in a futile effortto fill the
void inside.

6. "The Vedas," in A Source Book in Indian Philosophy, ed. Sarvepalli
Radhakrshnan and Charles Moore (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1957).

7. As Jung once said, "The greatest obstacle to religious experience is
organized religion."

8. Professor J. R. Worsley, who is the acknowledged master of subtle
energetic diagnosis, routinely described a third element within: the
element within the element within the element. This is the deepest
imbalance upon which the energy rests. Most of his students, myself
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included, have not acquired the degree of discernment necessary to
work on this level.

9. In the Kabbalah, the mystical tradition within Judaism, the archetypal
emanations ofGod areknown asthe Sefirot and organized on the Tree
of Life. During the period between the holidays of Passover and
Shavuot, there is a tradition of spending one full week focusing on
each of seven of these qualities and observing how all seven are
expressed within that particular Sefirot for the successive days of that
week. Since there are seven withinseven, the ritual of "counting the
Omer" lasts forty-nine days. This process is obviously very similar to
describing the element within the element. For example, the first
week is Chesed, usually translated as merciful kindness. On the first
day we have the pure state of Chesed within Chesed; the next day
brings Gevurah within Chesed, symbolizing the ability to set a bound
ary or limit within this merciful kindness, and so on. If we wish to
compare models, thissecondpattern would be analogous to the Wood
within the Earth in the Five Element tradition, or the Warrior within
the Queen in the system of the Jungian archetypes. Further explo
ration of these systems and comparisons between them is beyond the
scope of our discussion (and may well turn out to be material for
another book).

10. I Ching, BollingenSeries, trans. RichardWilhelm (Princeton: Prince
ton University Press, 1950),Hexagram 5, Waiting, p. 24.

11. Refer to chapter 12, "Origins of the Five Element Model," pp.
239-240. The Inner-World arrangement of the trigrams allows us to
understand the elemental association for each hexagram of the I
Ching. As mentioned earlier, the lowertrigram isseen to be within the
upper one.

12. Many of the insights in this chapter evolved from conversations with
BillMueller during a seminarconducted byJ. R.Worsley in Tucson,
Arizona in 1987.





CHAPTER 15

Conclusion
Enriching Our Lives with

Archetypal Symbols
Marvel and accept and imitate,

But leave mystery to mystery.1

—Lakota Sioux saying

case history: I shall never forget a most instructive case history that

dates back to the time when I first began integrating acupuncture

into my medical practice. A young man came to my office complain

ing of low back pain that was especiallydisconcerting since he was

about to embark on a camping trip to Mexico. Hearing a groaning

voice,and knowingthat symptoms inthis area of the body frequently

involvedthe Bladder meridian, I learned that, yes,he was indeed quite

fearful because of the limitation in movement that he was experienc

ing. When I probed further into the patient's constellation of symp

toms, I discovered that over the last month he was urinating more

frequently and was, in fact,getting up six times during the night.That

was the piece of information Iwas looking for to confirm a Central

Focus in the Water element.

As I prepared to treat him with needles, I fortunately had the

thought that Iought to check his urine for sugar When the result was

strongly positive, and a follow-up blood test revealed a glucose of

750,1 knew that we were dealing with the acute onset of diabetes.

This patient needed treatment with insulin, not with acupuncture! In

my eagerness to arrive at a Five Element diagnosis, I had nearly
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missed a life-threatening medical condition. At that moment I

received a profound lesson in balance and in valuing both the West

ern scientific and Eastern energetic systemsof medicine.Theteaching

was made even more poignant bythe fact that this man was headed

for rural Mexico, not the best place to develop diabetic coma.

One way to thinkaboutthe relative effectiveness ofthe different
medical models is to see the approach basedon biological science
as basically external, applying remedies from the outside, such as
the injection of insulin in the abovecase. Chinese medicine, on the

other hand, seeks to harmonize the ch'i that underlies our

body/mind/spirit and is particularly well suited for internal condi
tions related to stress, emotions, and lifestyle, as well as for func

tional disorders that elude available tests. In the area of infectious

disease, for instance, where the conventional Western practice is to

prescribe antibiotics that attack the invading organism from with
out, acupuncture and herbs focus on building the immune system
from within. If the problem is one of acute pneumonia, it may be

life-saving to direct treatment to the eradication of the bacteria. To
deal effectively with a person who is suffering repeated bouts of

infection, however, the underlying dysfunction in the body's
defenses must be addressed, and here Eastern methods may be

more appropriate. Certainly,each system has a role to play.

This distinctiongoes beyond the realm of medicine, reflecting

a fundamental cultural bias. Carl Jung, in his essay, "The
Difference between Eastern and Western Thinking," describes the

Western world as primarilyextroverted. From this perspective, all
good is found without, and even God exists outside ourselves. The
Eastern way, in contrast, is introverted; the answer lies within, and
God is realized on the inside. In the West, achievement and activity

are everything. In the East, the truth is expressed in being. Jung
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understood that either approach, in its extreme, tends to be one
sided and, when the other is not taken intoaccount, neglects half
of the universe. Here is another example of yin and yang: each
viewpointis incomplete in itselfand both are needed for wholeness.

Likewise, Eastern or Western medicine aloneonlyattends to halfof
the individual. If we are to treat both the inner and outer person,
we must bring together these two worlds of medicine.

One cautionarynote: Westerners who explore healing methods
and spiritual practices that originate in Asia are faced with a certain
paradox. If our intention is to merely copy the East, ignoring our
own heritage in the process, we once more succumb to the ten
dency, so prevalent in the West, to seek the answer out there.

Searching for the truth in this external way, we miss the essential
message of these teachings, which is to stop our incessant searching
and lookinside. Jungwarns us on thispoint:

If we snatch these things directly from the East, we have merely
indulgedour Western acquisitiveness, confirming yetagain that every
thing good is outside, whence it has to be fetched and pumped into
our barren souls.2

To become imitators of the East dooms us to fail miserably. Rather,

in this globalage, we must build upon a foundation in Westerncul

ture and use other traditions to create a new synthesis. As Jung sug
gests, "We must get at the Eastern values from within and not from

without, seeking them in ourselves, in the unconscious."3 Through
the basic premise developed in this book—that the elements and
officials ofChinese medicine are essentially archetypes ofthe collec
tive unconscious—we have a language for describing these models

in universal images familiar to all people. This allows us to approach
Eastern medicine from an inner direction, uncovering the energies
in ourselves and observing them in the world around us.
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I personally received a valuable teaching in this arena from my
oldest daughter when she was just seven years old. This was at a
time when, fresh from my acupuncture training, I was enamored
with Asian culture. One day, as I was practicing T'ai Ch'i in my
black slippers, she came up to me, shook her head, and remarked
simply, "Dad, you know you'll never be Chinese!" As she walked
away, I could not deny her penetrating perception. Her words
became an important reminder to keep my balance and remain
true to my roots. The goal is to enrich, not replace, who we are.
Though the teachings of the East offer a vital source of wisdom,
there isno escaping the uniquedestiny that each ofus inherits from
our particular ancestry.

When illness occurs, especially in the modern world, it often
can be seen as a compensation for the neglected sides of life—inti
mate relationship, fulfillment at work, a sense of meaning, spiritual

peace—and conventional medicine finds itself at a loss because

these qualities defy scientific measurement. One consequence of
the obsessive accumulation of information and material goods is a

loss of contact with the vital energies of the psyche. We have, in
effect, become prisoners of our technological achievements. The
person who is a product of this current age has generally become
toosophisticated to give thanks to a power greater than himselfor to
value spiritual pursuits. Approaching life exclusively through the
rational mind, he is cut offfrom a crucial aspect of what it means to

be human. Indeed, when we permitour lives to become dominated
by logicand science there is an inevitable separation from nature,
and from our inner nature, that leaves man's deepest needs unful
filled. In many cases, this alienation is the forerunner of disease.
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Undeniably, concerns about individual health are inextricably
connected to the health of the widercommunity—and of the earth

itself. When we disregard the laws of the natural world, deteriora
tion of the environment and the extinctionof species are bound to
follow. This, in turn, has a deleterious effecton general well-being,
as pollution and global warming impact us all. In a society where
the economic structure is largely motivated bygreed, efforts to care
for others and build a harmonious world must be undertaken in

spite of dominant cultural values that often do not see beyond per

sonalgain.When access to health care, which ought to be a univer
sal right, is driven by the profit motive, it becomes unavailable to
those who cannot afford it. We may proclaim the triumph of world

capitalism but, if we destroy the planet in our pursuit of progress

and mass consumption, it can hardly be deemed a victory.
To counter the one-sidedness of our time, we need to find

another way of being, one that invites a relationship with the arche
typal realm and the world of symbols. Throughout history, people
have shared myths as a way to bring meaningful images into their
lives, images that can effectively enhance their awareness of the
internal energies that have been the subject of these pages. Jung
said it like this:

The more the critical reason dominates, the more impoverished life
becomes; but the more of the unconscious, and the more of myth we
are capable of making conscious, the more of life we integrate. Over
valued reasonhas this in common with political absolutism: under its
dominion the individual ispauperized.

Sadly, contemporary man has become "so tied to the external

world that he is incapable of seeingthe spiritual content of his own
inner world."5 Though the word myth isusually interpretedto mean
"falsehood," and the storiesmay not be literallytrue on the outside,
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when understoodas a description of energies on the inside we real
ize that they resonate withmeaning. In fairy tales, the dragon that is
to be overcome is meant to symbolize our own inner demon. There

is a lost world to be rediscovered, the world of dreams, wonder, cre

ativity, and "the Great Mystery that is."6 We desperately need to
reestablish contact with these "first things of life,"7 the very things
that the dominantparadigm ofour age putslast.

Myth and ritual share an intimate connection. It has been said,

"Myth is the tellingof ritual and ritual is the enactment of myth."8
Following Jung's admonition to stay true to our own traditions, we

find that Western culture provides a fertile treasure-chest of ways to
explore the potentials of the unconscious from both within and with

out. For example, the myth of creation,as related in Genesis, tells us

that evenGod rested after six days oflabor. When wehonor the com
mandmentto observe the ritual ofthe Sabbath, we are bringing an
ancient story alive and imbuing ourselves with its wisdom. Adayof
rest allows us to complement incessant activity with stillness, replen
ish inner reserves, reconnect with family and friends, get out into
nature, and basically restore quality to life. Through acknowledging
the source ofall being, we cangain perspective and find our proper
place in the scheme ofthings. On the planetary scale, a Sabbath day
permits the earth's resources to be renewed. Here isa practice that
brings a harmony ofyin andyang, allowing Eastern teachings ofbal
ance to be implemented in a formthat isconsistentwith our Western

heritage. Sincethe Age ofReason, people have scoffed at such tradi
tions,and the price in human suffering and loss of meaning isappar
ent everywhere.

Yet, as we contemplate what it means to livea life closeto myth
and ritual, it is clear that wecannot simply reappropriate the beliefs
of former times in a literal way. Though ancient traditions are rich
in archetypal imagery and have much to teach modernity, it does
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not work to ignore the tools of technology. Any movement toward
embracing the world of symbols must be inclusive of all that has

come before. The goal is to forge a synthesis ofold and new, of East
and West, of ancient models of energy and the cutting-edge discov
eries of science. And we certainly can no longer afford to see a sin
gle point of view as "the right way." The world has grown far too

small for fundamentalisms. By learning to think symbolically, we
can avoid the concrete interpretations of religious texts that have
been sodisastrous overthe ages. It isthen possible to accept all tradi
tions as differentpaths to the same perennial truth. Jerusalem is not

meant to be a piece of real estate to fight over, but a symbol of a spir

itual home that exists within every one of us.

Incorporating archetypes into our lives provides a richness to
human experience, countering the constriction of consciousness
that occurs when the rational mind claims to be the only way of

knowing. According to Jung,

Besides [the working of the intellect] there isa thinking in primordial
images, in symbols whichare olderthan the historical man, whichare
inborn in him from the earliesttimes,and, eternallyliving, outlasting
all generations, stillmakeup the groundwork of the human psyche. It
is only possible to live the fullest life when we are in harmony with
these symbols; wisdom is a return to them. It is a question neither of
beliefnor ofknowledge, but ofthe agreement ofour thinkingwith the
primordial images ofthe unconscious.9

Here is where the wisdom of ancient China can serve as a resource

to treat the disharmony of modern life. Throughout this book, we
have explored the recognition that acupuncture is built upon a
foundation ofarchetypes, derived from observing how things unfold

in nature, patterns that are as true today as they were at the dawn of

civilization. The elements and officials put us in touch with univer

sal images that allow us to describe the movement of life's energies
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in a practical and cohesive way. Since human life is seen to be an
extension of thesesameprinciples, the timeless truths identified in
ages pastcan be readily applied to our condition. The genius of this
approach lies in the way the model can inform everything from
cooking a meal to building a house, from organizing society to the
practice of medicine.

The Lawof the Five Elements provides a map for cultivating a

life that resonates with enduring values. Through incorporatingthe
energies of the seasons into our daily routine, we can return to "pri
mordial images," the archetypes that Jungsuggests are the substrate
for living "the fullest life." The elementsessentially serve as symbols
to inspire the journey. FromWood we experience the energyof cre
ation and, like the world in the springtime, are encouraged to give
birth to new possibilities and find the attributes that permit them to
grow. Fire teaches us of warmth and loveand the value of relation
ship, and we realize that we, too, have the potential to become a

source of sunshine, both within and without. The Earth element

reminds us to nurture others as well as ourselves, to bring things to
fruition—and not forget to put our hands in the soil. Metal points to
the spirit, the realm of the invisible, and brings the letting go and
receptivity that isessential for there to be meaningand quality in life.
Finally, from the Waterelement we learn to flow with changes and
understand the importance of restand filling the reservoirs. Further
more, the cyclic aspectof the elementsteaches us of wholeness and
the interconnectionofall things, and it encourages faith in the end
less circle of life. No matter how dark the winter, in time there will

be a spring. To participate in an elemental life is to embodythe wis
dom of indigenous, earth-based cultures, where the value of imitat
ing the natural world isconsidered a central teaching.

Ultimately, the model of the elements can best be used as a tool

for increased awareness. One of the great gifts of Chinese medicine
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is the way this system teaches us to lookbehind the content and rec
ognize the energy ofthe moment. Oncewe discern the underlying
pattern, the emphasis is always on applying this expanded insight in
a way that brings life into harmony with the demands of the time.
This allows the most effective intervention to deal with the root of

any dis-ease. Through treating a condition at the energetic stage,
before it manifests in physical illness, the Chinese method can also
excel in preventive medicine. By attending to the inner world, hon
oring the reality of ch'i and the archetypes that are the building
blocks of the unconscious, Eastern medicine is a perfect comple
ment to the extroverted, Western scientific way ofthinking.

These symbols offer a path to a moreauthentic, fulfilled self. By
using the elements asa guide, wemay be ableto discover a way out of
the pervasive alienationthat characterizes the world today and restore

a sense of balance to our lives. If we can only rise above the hubris

thatwould claim that the human mindhas allthe answers, the oppor
tunity exists to return to images that are especially powerful because

they reflectthe rhythms of the earth.WaltWhitman expressed many

ofthesesamesentiments in his"Song ofthe Open Road":

NowI see the secretof the makingof the bestpersons,
It is to grow in the open air and to eat and sleepwith the earth....
Wisdom isof the soul, is not susceptible ofproof, is itsown proof....
NowI re-examine philosophies and religions,
They mayprove well in lecture-rooms, yetnot prove at all
Under the spacious cloudsand alongthe landscapeand flowing

currents.10

In essence, we can learn to stay healthy by following the laws of
nature.

Symbolscan be seen to serveas an invisible force that links the

soulbackto the source ofall creation. Our contemporary agesuffers
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gravely from a "loss of soul"—a condition that was recognized by
traditional cultures as the ultimate calamity. What is being called
for is a spiritual perspective, a worldview that transcends the limita
tions of the individual egoand the ultimate lack of meaning inher
ent in a lifestyle centered on materialism. The I Ching encourages

us in this same direction:

Religious forces are needed to overcome the egotism that divides
men.. . . The hearts of men must be seizedby a devout emotion ... a
religious awe in theface ofeternity.11

We need to return to a more simple, natural way of being, one that
supportsa more conscious existence on the planet. The prescription

for survival in our times may be found in ancient Chinese wisdom:

"See the simple and embrace the primal, diminish the selfand curb

the desires!"12

Honoring the sacred dimension of all people, a by-product of

appreciating the collective unconscious, is the surest cure for the

epidemic ofviolence so rampantin the modern world. Though the
news is inundated with examples of the human capacityfor destruc
tion, we can take heart in the fact that we already possess the ener

getic potentials that can be accessed in a way that serves the greater
good and brings people together. As Rumi pointed out many cen
turies ago,

The news wehear isfullofgriefforthat future,
but the real news inside here

is there's no news at all.13

Only by developing a connection to the realm of the mythic and

things that are eternal can there be peace within and without.
Jung once said, "If the archetypal situation underlying the ill

ness can be expressed in the right way, the patient is cured."14 The
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system ofthe Five Elements is, in a very real way, a vital resource for
such an expression. Whether serving as the foundation for an
acupuncture treatment, found in poetry, or used as a means to
deepen our understanding ofthe energies oflife itself, the elemen
tal model permits us to gain a universal perspective on our limited
humansituation. And, in a culture so deprived ofmeaningful myths
and rituals, the images handed down from the ancient Chinese pro
videa timeless spiritual dimension to enrich our lives.
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When you do things from your soul,
you feel a river moving in you, a joy.

When actions come from another section,

the feeling disappears.
Don't let others lead you.
They may be blind, or worse, vultures.
Reach for the rope of God.15

—Rumi
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Appendix
Romanization Equivalents

This appendixpresents romanized versions in both the Wade-Giles
and Pinyin systems, for the Chinese words found in this book. In
addition, translations are provided for key concepts and texts, and
forthe J Ching trigrams.
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Table I.CHINESE CONCEPTS AND CLASSICTEXTS

Wade-Giles Pinyin

Ch'i Qi
Ch'i Kung Qi Gong

Chih Zhi

Chou Zhou

FengShui FengShui

Fu Fu

Hun Hun

I Ching YiJing

Jen Ren

Jing Jing

K'o Ke

Kuei Gui

Nei Ching Su Wen Nei Jing Su Wen

P'o Po

Shen Shen

Sheng Sheng
T'ai Chi Ch'uan Tai Ji Chuan

Tang Tang

Tao Dao

TaoTeh Ching Dao De Jing
Ti Di

T'ien Tian

Tsang Zang

Wu Hsing Wu Xing

WuWei WuWei

Yi Yi

Translation

VitalEnergy, LifeForce
Internalexercises forcultivatingenergy
Human Will (storedin the Kidney)

Chinese Dynasty from 1030to 221b.c.e.
Chinese art ofdesigninga harmonious
environment

Hollow organs ofthe Yang officials
Spiritual Soul,Ydng-Soul (stored in the
Liver)

The Book ofChanges
Man

Vital-Essence, Genetic Potential (stored
in the Kidney)

Control (cycleof the Five Elements)

HungryGhost,Demon
The Yellow Emperor'sClassicof Internal
Medicine

Animal Soul, Yin-Soul (stored in the
Lung)

Heavenly Spirit (stored in the Heart)
Creative(cycleof the Five Elements)

Great UltimateBoxing, Chinese Internal
Martial Art

Chinese Dynasty from 618 to 906 c.E.

The Way

The Classicof the Wayand Virtue
Earth (the planet)
Heaven

Solid organs ofthe Yin officials
The Five Elements

Non-Doing,Action in harmony with the
Tao

Thought, Intention,Empathy(stored in
the Spleen)
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Table 2.TRIGRAMS OFTHE I CHING

Wade-Giles Pinyin Translation Image

Ch'ien Qian The Creative Heaven

K'un Kun The Receptive Earth

Chen Zhen The Arousing Thunder

K'an Kan The Abysmal Water

Ken Gen Keeping Still Mountain

Sun Sun The Gentle Wind, Wood

Li Li The Clinging Fire

Tui Dui The Joyous Lake

Table 3. NAMES OF SAGES FROM ANCIENT CHINA

Wade-Giles Pinyin

Chuang Tzu Zhuang Zi
Confucius Kong Fu Zi

FuHsi FuXi

Huang Ti Huang Di

(King) Wen (King) Wen

Lao Tzu LaoZi

LiPo Li Bo

Shen Nung Shen Nong
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and, 44-45
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Balancing Method of Richard
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214-215
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Belief, 124n33
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BigBang theory, 111
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Bladder 44. SeeThought
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Bladder67. SeeExtremity of
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Bloating, 160-161
Bloodpressure, 98
Bly, Robert, 151, 192nll
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Breath, 23-24, 54
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pregnancy, 10, 20n3
Breema, 26
Brenner, Zoe, 136n3
Bright and Clear(Gall Bladder

37), 150-151
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Bubbling Spring (Kidney 1), 167
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and, 253nl4
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headaches, migraine, 91-92,

200

headaches, sinus, 260-261
indecision, 150-151
panic, 99, 232-233
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Celestial Order. See Primal

Arrangement ofthe
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141-142
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Creative principle and, 44
defined, 48
imbalances in, 138
life force and, 25
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models for understanding, 127
mystery of, 30
symbols of, 23-24, 26
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238f, 239/", 240, 267
Chaos, 153
Chemotherapy, 16
Chen, the Arousing (trigram),

238/", 239f
Chen, the Arousing (hexagram

51), 241-242
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Chinese Clock, 168-171, 169f
ChineseConcepts and Classic
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Chinese music, 65
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Chinesepaintings, 65
Chronic backpain, 78
Chronic conditions, 29-30
Chronicfatigue syndrome, 120,

161

Chuang Tzu, 45
Cigarette smoking, 263
Circulation-Sex function. See

Heart Protector

Circulatory problems, 98, 161
Cleansing, 119
Clinical studies, 11-13
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Coinmethod off Ching, 63n46
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anger and, 222-223
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stage of life and, 208
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principles,44-45, 251
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D

Death

contrast with Life Energy, 29/*
final aspectof, 215

Decision making, 91, 170
Deficiency, 29/"
Demons of possession, 54, 179
Dental pain, 113
Depression, 76, 98, 261
Detachment, 264-265
Development (Gradual Progress)
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Diabetes, 76, 104, 161,271
Diarrhea, 162,211
Digestion, 170-171
Discharge of toxins, 155
Disharmonies, 263-264
Door ofInfants (Kidney 13), 167
Drugs and drug abuse, 152, 227
Duggan, Bob, 21nl2,137n8
Dysfunctional activities, 131, 263

Earth element, 101-107
basis ofYellow River map, 50

fig. 2
body, correspondence with,

51-52

characteristics of, 72f
color and, 75
diabetes and, 76
elemental life and, 278
emotions and, 104-105, 258
food and, 104
imbalances in, 133-134
jing,correspondence with, 48
k'o cycle interactions and, 225-

226, 230
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symbolism of, 75-76
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Eastern medicine, 13-14,

271-272

Eating disorders, 103-104
Eckman, Peter, 174nl5
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Eight Principles, 43
Eight Trigrams, 56-58
Einstein, Albert, 31, 35, 111-112,
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Electric current, 113
Element within, 256/", 266-267
Elemental Associations, 62n35,

249f
Elemental imbalances, 263-264
Elemental life, 278
Elements

configuration of, 53
juxtaposition to Chakras and,

63n41

withinsigns of the Zodiac,
61-62n34

Elements and officials, 265-266
Elements within elements in

Seinfeld (television series),
266-267

Emotional imbalances. See

specific emotions
Emotions, 104-105
Endocrine system, 120
Endorphins, 10-11
Energy

body and, 28
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loss of, 104, 107
matter and, 31-32
Metal element and, 110-111
switching, 227-228

Energymedicine, 18, 85
Epilepsy, 161
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Exorcism, 54
External Causative Factors of
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disharmony and, 75
Extremity of Yin (Bladder67), 165
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Fairytales, 189
Familial energy, 120
Familydynamics, 128
Family of the Officials, 149/*
Father archetype, 108
Fatigue, 104. See alsochronic

fatigue
Fats, 79
Fear

Earth element and, 230
resolution of, 230-231
Water element and, 233,

266-267

Fellowship with Men (hexagram)
219

Feng Shui, 101
Fever, 98, 156
Fibromyalgia, 120
Fire element, 93-100

addiction and, 268n5
anger and, 257-258
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228-229
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95
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74-75, 93-94
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dominant themes of, 202
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26,136n4, 136n8
Five Element model
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69-70
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breath and, 196
cellular physiology and, 79
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lay-out of bodily organs and,

81 fig. 7
medicine and, 71-72
origins of, 237-239
power of, 255

Seinfeld(television series) and,
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70-71

spirituality and, 245-253
terminology of, 62n39
time and, 195-196
yinlyang model and, 71/
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FivePhases of Change, 53
Food and Five Element model,

79
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and, 188
astrology and, 51-52
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China, 49-52
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and, 51-52
Four directions, 49
Four Holy Mountains, 49
Four officials of Fire element,

97-99

Frigidity, 89, 156
Frustration, 214
Fu Hsi, 49

arrangment of hexagrams, 238
originofI Ching trigrams and,

56

Functional ailments, 3, 18
Fundamentalism, 265

Gall Bladder meridian, 151
Gall Bladder official, 150-153
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interdependence with Liver
official, 152

Wood element and, 90-92
Gall Bladder 37. See Bright

and Clear

Gastritis, 76, 161,232-234
Gate ofDestiny (GovernorVessel

4), 247
God

archetype, 37
Creative principle and, 251
Jung and, 124n33
symbol of creation, 111

Goethe, 234-235
Golden keys, 130
Governor Vessel 4. See Gateof

Destiny
Graceland (song), 158
Gradual Progress (hexagram 53),

241

GreatEliminator (Colon 4), 113,
189

Great Mother. See Earth element

Grief

Chinese Clock and, 170
Metal element and, 79, 112
resolution of, 228-229
synchronicityand, 127

Growth, 135/", 86, 88-89

H

Headaches, 91, 113, 165
Healingprocess, 28, 29/
Health, 29/
Heart attacks, 21n6, 169-170
Heart official, 153-154

Fire element and, 97, 99
Kingarchetype and, 183
stage of life and, 202

Heart meridian, 153, 183
Heart Protector official, 157-160

Fire element and, 98
k'o cycle and, 224, 225
Loverarchetype and, 180, 181
role in emotions of, 157-160
stageof life and, 202
Heart Protector 6. See Inner

Frontier Gate

Heartbreak, 158
Heaven. See Shen

Heaven-Earth-Man, 46-48, 247
Heavenly Pivot (Stomach 25), 47
Heavenly Well (Three Heater 10),

47

Heller, Beverly, 235n2,253nll
Hemorrhaging, 162
Herbs, 10, 16, 26
Hexagram 50.SeeThe Caldron

(Hexagram 50)
Hexagrams

circular arrangement of, 238
see also specific hexagrams and

trigrams
High Holidays, 109
Holistic .See Wholistic

Homeopathy, 27
Hormones, 11, 120
Hot flashes, 98, 156
Huang Ti (The Yellow Emperor),

7,49
Human being as Receptive

principle, 251
Human relationships, 157-158
Hun, 247, 249-250
Huse, Mary, 235n8
Hypertension, 98
Hypoglycemia, 104
Hypothalamus, 10-11
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I

I Ching
Chinese philosophyand, 243
coin method, 63n46
historyof, 55
in Japanese acupuncture, 58
number four and, 49
oracle aspect of, 56-58
premise of, 38-39, 59
role as source of wisdom,

55-56

yarrow stalkmethod, 63n46
seealso Hexagrams; Trigrams;

specific hexagrams and
trigrams

Imbalances, 90, 128
Imitation of Eastern medicine,

273-274

Immune deficiency, 91
Immune system, 149-150
Impotence, 166, 156
Impurities in the bodyand Colon

official, 162
Indian Summer. See Late

Summer

Individuation, 176, 181,190-191
Infections, 155, 162, 164
Infertility, 16, 17, 166, 167
Inflammations, 98, 155
InnerFrontier Gate (Heart

Protector 6), 159, 189
Inner-World Arrangement of the

Trigrams, 238, 239/
Insomnia, 153
Internal and External Causative

Factors, 54
Internal Causative Factors of

disease, 128
Internal energy, 172n2

Interpersonal relationships,
158-159

Iroquois. See Native Americans
Irritable bowelsyndrome, 10
Islam, 132
Isolation, 228

J

Jacob's ladder, 250
Japanese acupuncture

Heart meridian and, 153
J Ching and, 58

Jing
amount of, 166
defined, 48
movement of, 249/
potential and, 246-247
sex and, 166

Joining of the Valleys. SeeGreat
Eliminator (Colon 4)

Journal of theAmerican Medical
Association, 10

Judiasm, 132
Jung, Carl

overview, 36-38
autobiography and, 193nl8
belief in God and, 124n33
Chinese wisdom and, 190-191
Freud and, 175-176
religion and, 268n7
TheSecret of the Golden

Flower and, 248
stagesof life and, 208
seealsoarchetypes; Sage

archetype
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Kabbalah, 52, 269n9
K'an, the Abysmal, 240, 267
K'an, the Abysmal (trigram), 239/
Kaptchuk, Ted, 174nl5
Keeping Still Mountain

(hexagram), 46
Ken, Keeping Still (trigram), 239,

241,244n3
Khalighi, Khosrow, 60n7
Kidneyofficial, 165-167

energyloss and, 170
Jung and, 246
strength and, 167
TCM and, 173nll
Water element and, 120
Kidney 1.See Bubbling Spring
Kidney 13.See Door ofInfants
Kidney 23. SeeSpirit Seal
Kidney24. SeeSpirit Burial-

ground
Kidney 25. SeeSpirit

Storehouse

Kingarchetype, 53, 177/,
182-184

animus and, 193nl5
Bush,George W. and,

192-193nl4

KingWen, 55,238-241
Klapman, Gary, 174nl6
K'o cycle

excessive emotions and, 268n4
Fire overcomingMetal and,

219

interdependency of Five
Elements in, 221-222, 231,
234-235

Law of the Five Elements and,
66/, 66-67

restrictive aspects of, 220
seealsospecific elements

Korean acupuncture, 54
KuanYin. See Queen archetype
Kuhn, Thomas, 9
K'un, the Receptive (trigram)

Earth element and, 102
harvest season and, 240
Inner-World Arrangement of

the Trigrams, 239/
PrimalArrangement of the

Trigrams, 238/
Pushing Upward (hexagram)

and, 242
Turning Point (hexagram) and,

118

Laboratory animals, 10
Lakota. See Native Americans

Landscape painting, 46-47
Language, 94, 245
Larre, Claude, 252n7
Late Summer, 68, 122/
Laughter, five kinds of, 261-262
Law of the Five Elements

enduring value of, 278-279
Inner-World Arrangement of I

Ching and, 240-241
seasonalsymbolismof, 67-69
seealsospecific elements

Lawrence, D.H., 214-215
Lefkowitz, Adam, 136n5
Lethargy, 104
Lewis and Clark, 232
Li Po, 47
Li, the Clinging (trigram), 239,

240, 242
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Lifeenergy, 29/
Life force, 28
Life stages, 196, 216n9
Limbic system, 11
Liver official, 148-150

drugs and, 152
resolving sympathy and, 227
Warriorarchetype and, 178
Wood element and, 90-92

L'Orange, Darlena, 83n6
Love, 74
Loverarchetype, 53, 177/ 179-

182

Lowback pain, 165,271
Low self esteem, 111, 262-263
Lung official, 163-164

Fire point (Lung 10),265
griefand, 229
Metal element and, 112
Sagearchetypeand, 186-187
self-esteem and, 112
stage of life and, 208
Lung 2. See CloudGate
Lung 9. See Very Great Abyss

Lupus, 150

M

Maimonides, Moses, 18-19
Malnutrition, 161
Mandala, 251
Mankowski, Susan, 83n5
Martial arts, 104
Mary. See Queen archetype
Matter, 44
Matter and energy, 31-32
McCormick, Jim, 137n8
Meade, Michael, 281n8
Measures, Julia, 235n4, 252n5
Medical I Ching. SeeI Ching
Medications and the Liver, 152

Medicine, preventive, 18-20
Meditation and the Chinese

Clock, 170
Meeting ofOneHundred

Ancestors (Governor Vessel
20), 189

Menopause, 43
Menstrual disorders, 162
Meridians, 28, 54
Metal element, 108-116

angerand, 258-259
characteristics of, 72/
colon and, 113
color and, 76
elemental life and, 278
energyand, 110
imbalances in, 111, 113-114,

134

k'o cycle interactions and,
222-223, 228-229

Sagearchetype and, 186-187
season of, 69, 109
symbolism of, 69, 76-77,

108-109

Metal stage
archetypes of, 209-210
dominant themes of, 207-208

Meyer-Briggs test, 62n36
Migraine headaches,91-21, 151,

200

Mills, Simon, 34n7
Mind, 51-52
Mindfulness, 152
Ministers of the Empire, 168/
Moderation, 45
Money, 111
Moore, Robert, 177, 191-192n5,

192n6

Movements Between Heaven &

Earth, 249/
Moxibustion, 10, 20n3, 10, 98,

100
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Mueller, Bill, 269n 12
Myth

archetypes and, 176
fairy tales and, 189
importance of, 275-276
ritual and, 276-277

N

Naloxone, 10
Namesof Sages from Ancient

China, 287f
Narcissism, 184, 225
Native Americans, 24, 50-51, 102,

185

Nausea, 160
Neck stiffness, 165
Numerical arrangement, 38

seealsospecific numbers
Nutrition, 104

o

Obesity, 161
Odor, 72/

Earth element and, 75-76
Fire element and, 74
Metal element and, 76
Water element and, 77-78
Wood element and, 74

Official of Upright Judgment and
Decision-making. SeeGall
Bladder

Officials. Seespecific officials
Oneness, 39-40
Organ prolapse, 162
Over sensitivity, 159-160
Overeating, 227, 232

Panic

Earth official and, 232, 233
Heart official and, 99, 153

Panic disorders, 183
Paracelsus, 255
Partridge, Betsy, 64n52
Patterns of energy, 85-86,

seealsospecific elements
Pelvic region, 156
Pericardium, 98, 157
Peripheral neuropathies, 161
Personality disorders, 143-144,

184

Petsas therapy, 229
Phobias, 120
Pituitarygland, 11
P'o, 247-248, 249-250
Polarity, 26
Political conflict, 137n9
Porkert, Manfred, 62n39
Posterior Heaven, 247
Pregnancy, breech presentation

in, 10, 20n3
Preventative medicine, 18-20
PrimalArrangement, 238/
Projection, 45
Proteins, 79
Psyche, 177/
Purification, 119

see also Water element

Pushing Upward (hexagram), 242

Queen archetype, 53, 177/
184-186

inner feminine and, 193nl5
resolving fear and, 230-231
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R

Radiation, 16
Radicals, 253n9
Rapid heart rate, 98
Reality evaluation, 25
Receiver of the Breaths ofHeaven.

See Lung official
Receptive (hexagram), 206
Receptive principle, 44
Recognition, 164
Relationships, human, 157-158
Reflux esophagitis, 161
Religious perspective, 111
Reproduction, 162
Respiratory difficulty, 113, 164
Retina, 161
Reynaud's phenomenon, 161
Rheumatoid arthritis, 150
Rigidity, 158
Rituals, 94, 276-277
Rocking Chair (song), 212
Rosen, Morton, 34n8
Rumi, Jelaluddin, 95-97

Sacagawea, 232-233
Sacred dimension, 280-281
Sage archetype, 53, 177/

186-188

Schacter, Zalman, 216n2
Sciatica, 14,91,165
Scientific and traditional

methods, 16-17
Scientific model, 2-3, 12-13, 30-

31

Seasonal Affective Disorder, 98

The Secret of theGolden Flower,
190-191, 253nl4

Seeger, Pete, 212
Seinfeld (television series),

139-146,257-259,
266-267

Self-esteem, 112, 151, 164
Seven Chakras, 54-55
Seven dragons, 54, 179
Seven demons, 54
Sexual addiction, 263
Sexuality, 95, 156, 166
Shadow aspects, 152
Shadow King, 193nl6
Shamanism, 171-172
Shams. See Rumi, Jelaluddin
Shang Han Lun, 54
Shechyna. See Queen archetype
Shen, 48, 99, 246
Shen Nung, 7,49
Sheng creative cycle

Earth element and, 103
Law of the Five Elements and,

66/ 66
Water element and, 118
Wood element and, 89
seealsoEarth stage;Fire stage;

Metal stage;Water stage;
Wood stage

Shia Tzu, 26
Shyness, 159-160
Sinus headaches, 260
Sinus infections, 113, 162
Six (number), 54
SixGreat HeavenlyMeridians, 54
Skin toxins, 162
Small Intestine official, 154-156

Fire element and, 97-99
stage of lifeand, 202
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Smith, Fritz, M.D., l,63n41,
123n28, 137n8,nll,231,
236nl3,nl4,243

Smoking, 263
Snow White and the Seven

Dwarfs, 185
Socialgroups, 131-132
"Songof the Open Road"

(Whitman), 213
Soul, 37, 279-280
Souza, Wayne, 60n3,193n21,

216n5,235n9,253nl7
Spirit Burialground (Kidney 24),

121

Spirit Hall (Bladder 39), 246
Spirit Seal (Kidney 23), 167
Spirit Storehouse (Kidney 25),

167, 189
Spirit-soul. SeeHun, Jing
Spiritualquest metaphor, 119
Spiritual Resources at Birth and

Death, 250/ 252n6
Spiritual SoulGate (Bladder 42),

247

Spleen official, 161-162
Earth element and, 104

Spring, 67, 122/
Stages of life, 196,216n9
Stomach official, 160-161

Earth element and, 104
Stomach 25. See Heavenly

Pivot

Stomach 40. See Abundant

Splendor
Strengthand Kidney official, 167
Stuttering, 153
Su wen treatment, 126
Suicide, 113
Summer, 67-68, 122/
Sun King, 265

Sun, theGentle (trigram), 239,
241,242

Support andRush Out (Colon
18), 113

Supreme Controller, 225
see also Heart official

Swelling, 161
Symbolism. Seespecific elements
Symbology, 176,279
Sympathy

resolution of, 225-227
Symptoms, 44
Synchronicity, 37-38

see also Tao

T'ang dynasty, 45-46, 253nl4
Tantric tradition, 166
Tao, 39-41
Tao Teh Ching, 39
Taoism, 39-41,166
Tara. See Queen archetype
TCM. See Traditional Chinese

Medicine

Terrestrial Order. See Inner-

World Arrangement of the
Trigrams

Thought Dwelling (Bladder 44),
248

Three, 46-48, 86
Three Heater official, 156-157

Fire element and, 97-100
Lover archetype and, 180-181
stage of life and, 202
Three Heater 10. See Heavenly

Well

Three Treasures, 48, 247
Toothache, 113
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(TCM), 14, 17-18,43,
172nll

Trager, 26
Transcendent function, 110
Transformation, 41

Sagearchetype and, 187
Small Intestine and, 154-155
Stomach official and, 160-161

Triads, 48
Trigrams

clarifying elements and,
241-242

vegetative cycle and , 240
seealsospecific trigrams

Trigrams of the I Ching, 2$7t
Tui, theJoyous (trigram), 239, 240
Turning Point (hexagram), 118
Twelve Chinese pulses, 171-172
Twelve Officials

Confucian model and,
147-148

symbology and, 176
seealso specific officials

Two (number). See yin/yang

u

Ulcerative colitis, 256
Unconscious, 119
Unified Field Theory, 111-112
Universe, nature of, 31
Urinary problems, 120

v

Vaginal infections, 166
Van Gogh, Vincent, 133

Varicose veins, 161
Very Great Abyss (Lung9), 113
Visual changes, 151
Visual cortex, 10
Vital energy. Seech'i
Vital force. See ch'i

Vomiting, 160

w

Wagner, Phil, 193n20
Waiting (hexagram), 267
Warriorarchetype, 53,

177/178-179
Water element, 116-121

angerand, 259
characteristics of, 72/
cleansingand, 119
color and, 77
correspondence with

emotions, 51-52
elemental life and, 278
endocrine system and, 120
fear and, 233, 266-267
imbalances in, 134
k'o cycle interactionsand,

224-225, 230
relationship with Fire

Element, 118
Sage archetype and, 188
seasonal association of, 68-69,

117

symbolism of, 77-78, 119
Water stage

archetypes of, 213-214,
217n21

dominant themes of, 211-212
The Way. See Tao
Wellness, 19
Wen. See King Wen
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Western medicine, 9, 271-272
WhirlingDervishes, 96
Wholistic, 20-21n5
Wilhelm, Richard, 190-191, 248
Wind sensitivity, 151
Windows to the Sky. SeeSupport

and RushOut (Colon 18)
Winter, 68-69, 122/
Winter solstice, 118
Wood element, 86-92

adaptibility and, 87
anger and, 257
assertiveness and, 73
characteristics of, 72
color and, 73-74
elemental life and, 278
fats and, 79
imbalances and, 90-91, 133
k'o cycle interactions and,

89-90, 222, 226
symbolismof, 67, 69, 72-74,

86-89

Warriorarchetype and, 178
Woodstage

archetypes of, 198-199
dominant themes of, 198
seealsoBeginner'smind

Worsley, J.R., 3, 21nll,62n39,
82, 105-106, 122n4,
123nl4, 126, 136n2,n8,
173n8, 174nl5,235n3,
237, 268n3, n8

Worthlessness, sense of, 262
Wounded Healer archetype, 115
Wu wei, 40

Yang
as a solid line, 56
seealsoyin; yinlyang

see also I Ching
Ydng-soul. Seespirit-soul
Yarrow stalkmethod of I Ching,

63n46

The Yellow Emperor's Classic of
InternalMedicine, 18, 19,
147-148, 183

Yellow River Map, 50/ 50
placement of elements on,

61n32

vision of Fu Hsi, 49
yinlyang arrangement, 237

Yz, 105,248,249
Yin

as a broken line, 56
seealso yang; yinlyang

Yin-soul. seep'o
Yinlyang

counting and, 64n49
designations, 172n2
differentiation, 25-26
duality of, 42
Five Elements and, 71/
Kidneyofficial and, 165-166
model of, 41-46
origin of,45-46
stages of illness and, 54
theory of, 31
see also Tao

Yoga practice, 54-55

Zen Buddhism, 40, 45-46
Zeno, Jim, 123n29
Zero Balancing, 26, 231
Zoroasterism, 132
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